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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
40TH STATEWIDE INVESTIGATING GRAND JURY 

IN RE SUBPOENA 801 SUPREME COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA 
2 W.D. MISC. DKT. 2016 

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF 
ALLEGHENY COUNTY 
CP-02-MD-571-2016 

NOTICE: 1 

RESPONSE OF THE CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF PITTSBURGH TO REPORT OF THE 
40TH STATEWIDE INVESTIGATING GRAND JURY 

I. OPENING 

The Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh recognizes and appreciates the efforts of the 40th 

Statewide 'Investigating Grand Jury. The Grand Jury Report ("Report") describes the tragic 

reality of child sexual abuse by members of the clergy. The Diocese of Pittsburgh grieves for the 

victims of abuse, and offers its sincerest apology to the victims and their families. 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh recognizes the pain suffered by the victims and their families. 

While we pray for their recovery, we are also open to them. We are open to meet with them, to 

hear their voices, to share their concerns, and to provide assistance, pastoral or otherwise, in 

helping them heal. We invite victims and their families to set aside any hesitancy they may 

have, and ask them to come to us so that we may walk with them in their journey. 

It is never easy to admit failures. It is clear that historically there have been failures with 

regard to clergy sexual abuse. Church leaders should have always been victim focused, treating 

victims with compassion and care in every instance. Swift and firm responses to allegations 

should have started long before they did. Protections and safeguards for God's children should 

have been implemented long before they were. Because of this, victims and their families 

suffered. And for that, we again deeply apologize. And to our faithful, we apologize that you 
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must once again endure the pain of revisiting the details of these abusive acts. To the people of 

the Commonwealth, you should know that the serious efforts to prevent and combat child sexual 

abuse, which the Diocese of Pittsburgh initiated decades ago, will continue without compromise. 

And finally, the Diocese of Pittsburgh is hopeful that anyone who reads the Report also gives a 

considered review to this Response, as well as to the statement attached hereto. 

H. PROTECTION OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 

The Report is correct when it recognizes that "much has changed over the last fifteen 

years." The Diocese of Pittsburgh has not been idle in facing the problem of clergy sexual 

abuse. In fact, for 30 years, the Diocese has engaged in ongoing and relentless pursuits to 

prevent and combat clergy sexual abuse. These pursuits include: 

Requiring background checks by the Pennsylvania. State Police, the 

Pennsylvania Department of Human Services, and the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation for anyone seeking to work or volunteer in a Catholic 

parish, school, or institution. Since 2003, 72,657 people, including clergy 

and laity, have undergone child protection training and background 

checks, as required by the Diocese of Pittsburgh's "Policy: Safe 

Environments for Children;" 

Strengthening and improving psychological screening measures for those 

who wish to be ordained; 

Establishing a policy for responding to allegations of child sexual abuse 

(1986); 

Creating an Independent. Review Board (1989) consisting of experts on 

child sexual abuse which advises the Bishop; 
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 Hiring a full time Diocesan Assistance Coordinator (1993) who oversees 

the pastoral response to victims who bring allegations of sexual 

misconduct to the Diocese of Pittsburgh, which includes facilitating 

access to therapy for victims; 

Revising and publishing policies related to clergy sexual misconduct 

(starting in 1993); 

Establishing a toll -free abuse hotline that directly connects to the 

Diocesan Assistance Coordinator's office (2004). The hotline is widely 

publicized by the Diocese in the Pittsburgh Catholic newspaper and in 

parishes by at least bi-weekly publication in bulletins. It is also required 

to be clearly posted in the entryways and offices of every parish and 

school in the Diocese of Pittsburgh; 

Consolidating its safe environment efforts in a new Office for the 

Protection of Children and Young People in 2007. The full-time Director 

of this Office trains a Safe Environment Coordinator in every parish and 

school, whose responsibility is to confirm that all background checks are 

performed so that known abusers are kept out of ministry, and that 

allegations of abuse are reported to child protective services and Diocesan 

officials; 

Opting to undergo an annual, independent onsite audit of its adherence to 

the Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People every year 

since audits began in 2003. However, in 2008, the U.S. Conference of 

Catholic Bishops established that each diocese would only have an onsite 
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audit every three years. Therefore, in each of the intervening years, two - 

person teams from the Diocesan staff visit approximately 50 parishes and 

schools to test their adherence to child protection procedures and to coach 

them on how to improve where necessary. In the findings of each of the 

independent, onsite audits, the Diocese of Pittsburgh was commended for 

its policies and practices established to help prevent the sexual abuse of 

minors; 

Expanding "The Catholic Vision. of Love" program to include a 

kindergarten through 12th grade curriculum on how to identify, avoid, 

and report predators (2011). These units are required to be taught 

annually to the more than 50,000 students in Diocesan schools and 

religious education programs; and 

Requiring mandated reporter training of all clergy, staff members, and 

volunteers who have regular contact with children. This includes all 

religious education teachers, school janitors, and cafeteria workers, 

among others. 
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The policies, procedures, and efforts of the Diocese of Pittsburgh have been substantial 

and effective. The following graph highlights the effectiveness of these measures by showing 

the sharp decline in incidents of abuse, beginning the in 1990s, the same time these policies took 

effect: 

Diocese Pittsburgh - Reported Incidents by Decade of Occurrence 
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The offenses set forth in the Report are primarily from the 1960s through the 1980s. It is 

heartbreaking for the faithful to revisit these tragic events. Today, the Diocese of Pittsburgh 

handles allegations of child sexual abuse very differently than it did 40 years ago. 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh has made the protection of God's children of utmost concern, 

and the Diocese allows no clergy member to serve in public ministry if he has admitted an 

allegation of abuse, or if a credible allegation has been made and substantiated. 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh cooperated with the Grand Jury Investigation by producing 

over 85,000 pages of hard copy documents, as well as 26 gigabytes of electronically -stored 

information. In February 2018, the Office of the Attorney General ("OAG") served upon Bishop 

David A. Zubik a subpoena that requested a description of the actions taken by the Diocese to 
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address child sexual abuse. The OAG outlined three (3) acceptable responses to the subpoena: 

(1) providing live testimony; (2) asserting Fifth Amendment rights; or (3) providing a statement 

to be read in its entirety to the Grand Jury. 

Due to the breadth of the subpoena's request and the necessary response, the Diocese of 

Pittsburgh chose to submit a statement to be read in its entirety to the Grand Jury. The Diocese 

of Pittsburgh's statement, dated March 5, 2018, is attached hereto as "Exhibit A." The statement 

describes, in detail, the actions taken by the Diocese of Pittsburgh to address and combat child 

sexual abuse. The Diocese of Pittsburgh is hopeful that anyone who reads the Report also gives 

a considered review to this Response, as well as to the statement attached hereto. 

M. CLARIFICATIONS 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh wishes to clarify or correct certain assertions within the 

Report. These clarifications and corrections are set forth below. The Diocese of Pittsburgh 

provides this information for the purpose of reassuring its faithful, not for the purpose of 

criticizing the Grand Jury. 

A. The Inaccurate Attribution of the 'Circle of Secrecy' to Cardinal 
Wuerl 

The Report alleges a "circle of secrecy" and attributes it to Pittsburgh's then -Bishop 

Donald Wuerl. This is not accurate. 

The Report identifies seven (7) factors that the Federal Bureau of Investigation feels 

arose repeatedly in relation to Diocesan responses to child abuse complaints. (Rep. 297-99.) 

The Grand Jury described this "constellation of factors" as the "circle of secrecy." The Report 

then incorrectly attributes the "circle of secrecy" phrase to Bishop Wuerl. 

The relevant records are related to Reverend Joseph D. Karabin. (Rep. 674-77.) On June 

21, 1993, Karabin wrote to Bishop Wuerl seeking to have his restricted ministry reversed and to 
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be placed in active ministry in a parish. See correspondence from Joseph D. Karabin dated June 

21, 1993 attached hereto as "Exhibit B" (labeled for the Grand Jury as "PGHCF_0009332"). 

Handwritten notations jotted in the margin of the letter reflect the Diocese of Pittsburgh's 

response to Karabin's request. Specifically, Karabin, who had been in a 12 -step recovery 

program for the prior eight (8) years, was informed that he would have to disclose to the 

prospective parish the reasons his ministry was restricted and the fact that he was in a recovery 

program. Twelve -step recovery programs require participants to honor the principle of 

anonymity. As the notations indicate, absent full disclosure concerning his past-which would 

require Karabin to disclose his treatrnent-he would not be permitted to return to parish ministry. 

The Report's interpretation of the handwritten notations is incorrect for a few reasons. 

First, the phrase "circle of secrecy," which relates to Karabin's recovery, is misused to allege a 

broad conspiracy in the Church. The notes bear no connection to the seven (7) factors identified 

by the FBI. Second, the misuse of the phrase "circle of secrecy" obscures the fact that the writer 

of the notation was confirming that the issue of Karabin's recovery from alcoholism and sexual 

misconduct would have to be disclosed before he could be returned to ministry. Despite 

Karabin's willingness to make a disclosure, he was not returned to parish ministry. Finally, the 

Report provides no evidence that the phrase "circle of secrecy" describes the way the Diocese of 

Pittsburgh addressed allegations of child sexual abuse. 

There is also no indication that the Grand Jury was ever provided with any evidence as to 

whose handwriting is on the letter. The. Diocese of Pittsburgh unequivocally states that it is not 

the handwriting of Bishop Wuerl. In fact, we have confirmed that the notation was written by 

the Secretary for Clergy at the time. The attribution of the "circle of secrecy" phrase to Bishop 
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Wuerl is simply unfounded. The Diocese of Pittsburgh appreciates the opportunity to offer this 

clarification. 

B, Use of Euphemisms 

The Report makes the sweeping allegation that euphemisms were used to describe sexual 

abuse as a strategy to hide child sexual abuse. A fair reading of the Diocese of Pittsburgh's files, 

which were submitted to the Grand Jury, demonstrates detailed and graphic descriptions of 

abuse, as provided by the victims. in fact, the Report borrows from these detailed descriptions to 

make its points elsewhere. We acknowledge that we did not describe the incidents in most 

graphic terms every time we referred an allegation to the District Attorney or discussed the 

matter in internal correspondence. 

The terms and phrases that describe the removal of a priest from ministry have changed 

over the last three (3) decades. What we did not always say until 2004 was that the priest was 

removed from ministry because of a finding of a credible allegation of sexual abuse. We do so 

today and have done so consistently since 2004. 

C. Diocesan Investigations 

The Report indicates that abuse investigations are not conducted with properly trained 

personnel. The Diocese of Pittsburgh cannot and has never performed criminal investigations; 

rather, since 2002, it has turned credible allegations over to the appropriate district attorney. 

Since 2007, it has turned over all allegations to the appropriate district attorney. Our internal 

assessments only address suitability for ministry. 

However, for over 25 years, the Diocese of Pittsburgh has employed the professional 

expertise of a masters -level, licensed social worker who presently has 42 years of experience. 

She is compassionate and caring, as reflected in the case files quoted in the Grand Jury Report. 

She has spoken with every victim who has come forward since 1993. 
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The depth and breadth of the assessments performed by the Diocese of Pittsburgh is 

extensive and actually demonstrated within the Grand Jury Report. Specifically, the case 

summaries included in the Report outlining allegations regarding individual clergy members are 

based largely on the Diocese's reports of its inquiries. Although we take issue with many of the 

conclusions recited in these summaries, the selected facts upon which they are based came 

directly from the documented results of assessments performed and provided by the Diocese of 

Pittsburgh. 

Finally, since 1989, the Diocese of Pittsburgh has engaged an Independent Review 

Board, whose membership has included a former United States Attorney, several lawyers, a 

clinical psychologist, and several parents of victims. The Independent Review -Board provides 

the Bishop with advice on issues related to clergy sexual abuse, among which is the suitability of 

a priest for active ministry. The Independent Review Board conducts a comprehensive factual 

review and analysis outside the influence of the Bishop. 

D. Treatment Providers 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh utilizes the expertise of accredited, licensed psychiatric 

facilities. In connection with a facility's evaluation of an alleged abuser, a "self -report" is 

typically a part of the initial intake, much as would occur when any person visits with their 

physician. However, the "self -report" is not the singular basis for the diagnosis. The Diocese of 

Pittsburgh provides extensive collateral. information to the treating facility. As a matter of 

protocol, a treating facility utilizes a professional team to conduct extensive interviews and 

standardized testing recognized by the American Psychiatric Association. 

In short, it is erroneous to assert that such a complex matter as making a psychiatric 

diagnosis would rely solely on a "self -report," which would be akin to a physician making a 

diagnosis and prescribing treatment based only on a patient's self -completed intake form. 
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E. Public Disclosure 

The policy of informing parishioners of an allegation against their priest has evolved over 

time, an evolution that is not unique to the Diocese of Pittsburgh or to the Catholic Church. 

Consistently since 2004, if an allegation is levied against a clergy member who is assigned to a 

parish, the parishioners are informed that the priest has been removed pending further 

investigation of the allegation. Our regular practice has included letters read from the pulpit and 

placed in the bulletins of affected parishes, pastoral visits, press releases, articles in the 

_Pittsburgh Catholic newspaper, notification to all clergy by fax or e-mail, and notification to the 

appropriate District Attorney and child protective services. 

F. Financial Support 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh is required by canon law to provide some level of support to 

all clergy whether disabled, retired, removed from ministry, or even convicted of crimes. The 

Diocese of Pittsburgh must comply with canon law. This requirement reflects the Catholic 

understanding that, by ordination, the priest and the Church to which he is ordained have a 

mutual obligation to each other. Even, if the priest fails in his responsibility to the Church and its 

faithful, the Church must still maintain some limited support for his essential needs. 

G. Reports to Law Enforcement 

Generally, allegations of abuse fall into two categories. First, there are allegations made 

by or on behalf of a current minor. The Diocese of Pittsburgh has complied with Pennsylvania 

law by reporting all allegations of sexual abuse where the victim is currently a minor. 

Second, there are allegations made by adults who claim to have been abused by clerics 

when they were minors. Since at least 1993, we encouraged all victims to report their allegations 

to law enforcement. Beginning in 2002, we reported all credible allegations to law enforcement 
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no matter how long ago the abuse occurred. Beginning in 2007, all allegations, credible or not, 

are reported to law enforcement. 

FL The 'Secret Archive' 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh does not keep records related to clergy sexual abuse within a 

"secret archive." The secret archive is a secure file drawer containing only two documents: (1) 

the last will and testament of the Diocesan Bishop; and (2) the succession plan if the Diocesan 

Bishop were to become incapacitated. 

Records pertaining to clergy misconduct, as well as any other sensitive medical or 

psychiatric issues requiring privacy, are contained in confidential files. Confidential files are 

restricted files, not "secret files." The restriction is on who may have access to the files. They 

are housed in the Clergy Office. The treatment of these files is consistent with the best practices, 

personnel policies, and confidentiality requirements of the human resource departments of most 

organizations. 

IV. CLERGY CASES 

As previously noted, the Diocese of Pittsburgh recognizes and appreciates the efforts of 

the Grand Jury. However, the Diocese feels that a fair analysis of the problem of clergy sexual 

abuse requires the following clarifications to certain aspects of the Report. 

A. Ernest Paone (deceased 2012) 

Ernest Paone was ordained in 1957. As noted in the Report, there were allegations of 

Paone abusing children in the 1960s. In 1966, Paone was placed on an indefinite leave of 

absence, and he relocated to Southern California. to live with his brother. No one still involved 

with the Diocese of Pittsburgh is able to speak to the thinking or decision -making of the 

Diocesan leadership 50 years ago. 
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In 1991, in response to a request from Paone, Bishop Wuerl informed then -Bishop Daniel 

Walsh of the Diocese of Reno -Las Vegas that he had no objection to Paone exercising priestly 

ministry in the Diocese of Reno -Las Vegas. At that time, neither Bishop Wuerl nor anyone in 

the Clergy Office was aware of Paone's file and the allegations lodged against him in the 1960s. 

Our research indicates that because he had been outside of the Diocese for nearly 30 years, 

Paone's files were not located in the usual clergy personnel file cabinet. This earlier handling of 

Paone's records was a failure of the Diocese of Pittsburgh, and the Paone case would certainly 

not be handled in the same manner today. 

Upon being hired in 1993, the Diocese of Pittsburgh's Diocesan Assistance Coordinator 

began systematically organizing all of the clergy files. This included the creation of 

"confidential files," which were designed to identify and catalog allegations of misconduct. 

When in 1994, the Diocese of Pittsburgh received a complaint about abuse committed by 

Paone in the 1960s, the Diocese drew on the newly reorganized files and found the previous 

allegations from the 1960s. See memorandum from then -Father Zubik to Bishop Wuerl dated 

August 5, 1994 attached hereto as "Exhibit C" (labeled for the Grand Jury as 

"PGH CF 0012144-47"). Paone was then sent to St. Luke Institute for an evaluation, and 

Bishop Wuerl sent letters notifying the relevant Dioceses in California and Nevada of the 1994 

complaint. Specifically, on August 26, 1994, Bishop Wuerl wrote to the Diocese of Reno -Las 

Vegas saying that had he known in 1991 of the allegations, he would not have supported Paone's 

request for a priestly assignment. See correspondence from Bishop Wuerl to Bishop Walsh 

dated August 26, 1994 attached, hereto as "Exhibit D" (labeled for the Grand Jury as 

"PGH_CF_0012141"). 
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Thereafter, on January 30, 1996, Father Robert Guay, then -Secretary for Clergy, 

informed the Diocese of San Diego that Paone did not possess the faculties of the Diocese of 

Pittsburgh. See correspondence from Father Quay dated January 30, 1996 attached hereto as 

"Exhibit E" (labeled for the Grand Jury as "PGH CF 0012127"). 

In summary, immediately upon learning of the 1994 complaint, the Diocese of Pittsburgh 

informed the relevant Dioceses about the allegation. Thereafter, the Diocese acted repeatedly to 

keep Paone from active ministry wherever he was located. 

B. George Zirwas (deceased 2001) 

We would like to address the victim named "George," who courageously appeared before 

the Grand Jury. As we understand it,.George has never approached the. Diocese of Pittsburgh 

about the abuse he suffered. We sincerely apologize to George and extend an offer to him to 

meet with us. We invite anyone who has yet to come forward to contact us and tell us their 

story. 

Today, we would have handled the Zirwas case much differently. We would have 

immediately removed Zirwas from ministry and reported the allegation to the appropriate 

District Attorney. The case would then have ultimately been presented to the Independent 

Review Board for a recommendation to the Bishop on Zirwas' suitability for ministry. 

C. Richard Zula (deceased 2017) 

Richard Zula was ordained in 1966. The Diocese of Pittsburgh first received an 

allegation against Zula on September 25, 1987. Zula admitted the abuse. He was immediately 

removed from ministry, never to be returned. Accordingly, his faculties were removed and he 

could not identify himself as a priest, either by title or attire. 
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Once Zula returned from a psychiatric treatment center on January 13, 1988, he made 

several requests to be assigned or transferred outside of the Diocese of Pittsburgh. The Diocese 

of Pittsburgh summarily denied all of Zula's requests for assignment or transfer. 

The Report takes issue with the fact that the Diocese of Pittsburgh paid for professional 

medical help for Zula and continued to provide him with sustenance. Canon law required the 

Diocese of Pittsburgh to support Zula. Contrary to the Grand Jury Report's inference, Bishop 

Wuerl never offered Zula any amount approaching $180,000. The approximately $11,000 he 

was paid reflected the $500/month in sustenance payments that accumulated while Zula was 

incarcerated. 

Finally, at no time did the Diocese of Pittsburgh advocate for a lighter sentence forZula, 

nor did it request that a psychiatric report be prepared or submitted on Zula's behalf for 

sentencing purposes. 

V. LISTING OF CLERGY 

As of this writing, the Report includes an appendix with a list of priests who are 

identified as offenders. Several are in active ministry. Given that there is an appeal before the 

Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, we are not now able to offer clarifications. However, we can 

say that those in active ministry are there because the allegations against them were determined 

to be unsubstantiated. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh acknowledges the sad history recounted in the Grand Jury 

Report, both of the abuse that occurred at the hands of priests and the failure, at times, of leaders 

in the Church to respond with the compassion and care that is the standard today. For the harm 

inflicted by these actions we again apologize to the victims who suffered the abuse, to their 

families and loved ones who have shared in their burdens and have supported them with love and 
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encouragement, and to anyone whose faith and trust in God or in the Church has been shaken. 

We pledge to remain firmly committed to the protection of children and promise to enhance our 

programs and efforts to prevent child sexual abuse in our Church and across our society. Finally, 

we continue our prayers for victims and all who are affected by this tragedy. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

CLARK HILL PLC 

Robert J. Ri sq. (Pa. I.D. Io. 58651) 
Brandon J. earn, Esq. (Pa. I.D. No. 204162) 
One Oxford Centre, 14th Floor 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
412-394-2440 
iTidgeclarkhill.com 
bverdrearn@clarkhill.com 

Attorneys for The Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 

RESPONSE OF THE CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF PITTSBURGH TO REPORT OF THE 40TH 

STATEWIDE INVESTIGATING GRAND JURY has been served via FedEx upon the 

following: 

Daniel Dye, Esq. 
Jennifer Buck, Esq. 

Pennsylvania Office of Attorney General 
16th Floor, Strawberry Square 

Harrisburg, PA 17120 
ddye@attorneygeneral.gov 

Julie Horst 
Executive Secretary for the Grand Jury 

Pennsylvania Office of Attorney General 
16th Floor, Strawberry Square 

Harrisburg, PA 17120 

obert J. Ridg a, I.D.N 58651) 
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The Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh recognizes end appreciates the efforts of the 40th 

$tatewide Investigating Grand Any end the '0.ôe of the 4tiorney General MAW). The 

Diocese of Pittsburgh and the Most Reverend David A. Zubik partieularly appreciatd the- Grand 

,Tury'a invitation to submit a written 'response to the (ran d YarY. Subpoena dated Fehmat. 9, 

2018. In accordance with the °AO's: direction., this statement describes the actions taken by the 

Diocese ofPlitsborgh to address n'hill sexual abuse. 

T. OPENING 

The abuse of children. by WIYOictei including :clergy and other representa.tives .of the 

Catholic Church, is a devastating tragedy. As soc.i.ety an -d the Diocese ofPItthtrgh have come 

to better understand root causes of abuse and the harm that victims suffer, the Diocese Tim and 

will continue to take swift and definitive action to reach out to victims and to make farther 

stride,s in preventing abuse, 

Over thirty years ago, the Diocese of Pittsburgh. was among the first to. adopt a. policy 

concerning :Child sexual abuse by :clergy. filcerthen, the Diocese haastrived to 'exceed what is 

.required Under state. law and the Charter for ire Protoodon of Childron ana Young Peopte..4 It 

has beeti and is the goal of the Diocese of Pittsburgh that there be no cleric. in active ministry 

against whom a 'credible 'allegatio frhid sex.U4 abuse lag. been made. 

The ;Diocese of Pittsborgli ling. and will continue to provide conScientious care and to 

implement best practices to ensure that its parishes ,and schools are safe .environments for 

children and young people. -As, Bishop Zubik has previously stated, and reiterates here, the 

Diocese of Pittsburgh and all diocese's xciust realize. that we can never go too. far in Boling to: 

prevent -the abuse of children. .(See Jason Cato, Diocese more respotzswe to Catholic Church 

.s.et TribLive.com, March 5,201.6;) 

I See httkilivww.useeb.orgitssues-and-c-tetionichild-and-youtkproteetionIchattencfin. 
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This. statement detail.s the Diocese of Pittsburgh's actions to address child sexual abuse 

within the Diocese, and provides information relevant to its historical response to child sexual 

abuse. In addition, it is appropriate to mention the Diocese of Pittsburgh's response to individual 

victims. As such, added to this statement .is -a component dealing. with the Diocese's concern and 

care for vietirrl (Section V), which is at the apex. Of the 'Wogs of the Diocese of Pittsburgh. The 

Diocese begs the indulgence of the Grand Juiy for -this addition to the requested information. 

n. PROTECTION OF CHILDREN AND YO(JNG PE.OPIX 

A. Safe Environment Programs/Policies 

The safe environment programs implemented by the Diocese of Pittsburgh. include 

training and 'background checks for all Diocesan -related persomel-elergy staff; and 

volunteers-and annual age -appropriate training for all children in Diocesan schools and 

religious education programs. The age -appropriate training for children focuses on how to 

identify,. avoid, and report possible predators. 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh's safe environment policies are designed to meet or exceed the 

requirements of Pennsylvania law and the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops' June 2002 

Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People., and to keep Diocesan. parishes and 

schools safe for children and young people. /11Particular, we present the following examples of 

our POlioies and practices: 

Since 2007, 72,657 people, including clergy, and laity who have sought to work 

or volunteer in Diocesan parishes and schools, have undergone child_ protection 

training and background checks, as required by the Diocese of Pittsburgh's 
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'Policy:: Safe Environments for auldren."2. Of these 72,657 people, -45 were 

rejected and denied the opportunity o wolkor -volunteer -due to a pasthistory of 

child abuse-e.r sex crimes, Furthermore, 376 wete tea -Acted in their roles tine to 

some -other past violation of law unrelated to child abuse or. sex alines. 

In. 2007, the Diotese of Pittsburgh ;centralized its online child: protection 

database of all clergy, employees; and volunteers who serve in our parishes and 

schools. .Th6putpose a the database is to track which personnel have up-to- 

date :clearances and training. This database is continually updated by Safe 

Envirotiment Coordinatorsin our parishes and schools, and is monitored by the 

staff of our Office for the Protection of Children: and Young People, (discussed 

in greater detail below). 

Since 1998, the Diocese.of Pittsburgh 1-1- encouraged adults who were abused 

as minors to report the abuse, to the .sisill.anthnritie43' and ptior tb this date, the 

Diocese repOtted allegationS of sexual abuse of Ourtent thinors to: the -civil 

authorities. In 2:002, the. Diocese began reporting all credible allegations ,of 

..1;inse made by adults who, wen abused. a Man' Ora to the autlifatitia. Iii 

2007,, the Diocese ;committed to reporting all allegations 'of sexual. _abuse made 

by adults who were abused as ninorsfvhother medible.ornot: 

In; COM111.1anQe with Pennsylvania law, the Diocese of Pittsburgh requires 

background .checks ,on staff Members and volunteers who have direct 'contact: 

with children, 

2 A. copy of dm. Drocese's rent "Policy Safe Enviroomenis for Children" is attached hereto as -"Exhibit A." n 
became cifoctive on July 1, 2004,.aud was revised cm April 4, 2008, and October 1, 2015; effectivbisIdventer 1, 

2015. 
"Civil authorities" refers to civil law authorities, including -those responsible for criminal prosecutions, 
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 In, 2015, Permsylvotia changed its law to mat date that.FBIbacWound checks 

that include fnagezprinting, are required of any employee who has direct contact 

with children. The Diocese of Pittsburgh has complied -with this amendment- th 

Pennsylvania law.4 TO make frngerprinting more convenient, the Diocese of 

Pittsburgh purchased a mobile fingexprinting unit, which. was taken to parishes 

and schools, However, recent vendor Chang% b7 the Connnotwealth caused 

the 'Diocese to discontinue this. service. Nonetheless-, all required Engerprinting 

continues at various Connnonwealth..-approved sites. 

permsyhrania law requires. only specific certified professionals-such as 

teachers and social WOrkers-to take mandated reporter 'training. The Diocese 

of Pittsburg.h, howeverrequires it of all clergy, stafe members, and volunteers 

who have regular contact 'with children. This inPli religious .edncatiOn 

teaCherS,, school janitors, 'and cafeteria. Workers, .among others. The 

Pennsylvania Farnily Support Alliance, :a .secular non-profit that provides 

mandated reporter trairiing -throughout Pennsylvania, has applauded '`.the 

DiceeSe of Pittsburgh for taking 4 strong stand in proteding Cfrildren by 

ensuring that all their employees and volunteers who have contact withchildren. 

.rezeiry 3 hours of in-petson timining :on how to recognizTh and report' child. 

-abuse." The. statement goes on:, 4Eyelyone has a role -to play in protecting 

children from. abuse.- the Diocese of Pittsburgh is stepping Iv to.the plate and 

taking that role seriously.7 Maven Evans, Directot .an -g, Pennsylvania 

Family-Snppoft Afljançe, Feb. 21, 20110 

4 The Diocese of Pittsburgh's policy tracks PernisylArania Ili* in Veiniitting thi enipt1oiifro.fraorptiiitittg: for 
voltnneerswho have been Commonwealth residents for at least 10 years. 
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 Anyone who wishes to serve as. either an employee or volunteer in one of the 

Diocese of Pittsb-urgh's polishes, schools, or institutions must participate in 

"Protecting God's Children" training,$. either online. or at a workshop. Since 

2003, more than 70,000 people have participated in this -training. 

In 1905, the Diocese of Pittsburgh established "The Catholic Vision of Love" 

program, whose pmpose was to present a Catholic understanding of sexuality 

for students in. grades, 6 through 12. This included units on the prevention of 

child sexual abuse. In 2011, the Diocese of Pittsburgh expanded "The Catholic 

Vision of Love" program to include a kindergarten through 12th grade 

curriculum on how to identify, avoid,. tad report predators, These nrrits are 

required to be taught .annually to more than 50,000 students in Diocesan schools 

and religious ethics:don programs-. Parents must also participate in the training 

to enable them to discuss the program with their children, and students are not 

permitted to opt out of thig program. 

S. Diocese of Pittsburgh .and the .Charter 

As previously noted, the child protection. policies of the Diocese of Pittsburgh meet or 

exceed the requirement of the Charter for the Protection of :Children and Young People. The 

Charter is a comprehensive set of procedures established by the U.S. Conference of Catholic 

Bishops in June 2002 foracldressing allegations of sexual abuse of minors by Catholic clergy; 

After the June 2002 ineeting of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, the bishops 

presented to the Vatican a set of norms that required any cleric who was.known to have 

committe_d sexual abuse of minors to be removed from ministry.. The Vatican declared that these 

5 The Protecting God's Children program is designed to teach priests, deacons, Staff, velunteers, and parents to 
recognize the warning signs of child sexual abuse and to respend approprhitely, The program and training service 
was created by The National Catholic Risk Retention Group, Inc; under the name "VIRTUS." 
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norms would. be Church law for the United States. The Diocese of Pittsburgh, through then - 

Bishop Donald Wueri, led the fight to establish thiS =Mate nationwide (See Aim Rodgers- 

Mel/tick, US. Bishops get tough ori ahuset% Pittsburgh Post -Gazette,. Tun e15, 2002.) 

The Charter also. Includes guidelines tOr reconciliation, healing, accountability, and 

-prevention of fixture acts of abuse,. Some distinctions betWeelt the ChaPtees, reqUireinents Eid 

the Diocese ofPittsburgh's policies are: 

The .Cliail4r requires olOgy, -eMployees, and Some -volunteers to undergo a 

single background:Check, The Diocese -of Pittsburgh requirea-three:badkground 

,checks by the folio -wing: the PenxisylVenia State POlice, the Permsyivania 

Departmentof Human. Services, anti the Pederal Bureau of Investigation. 

TheDiocese of Pittsburgh requires background checks and training of not only 

its clergy, but of far more- employees and yolunteere than. Tequired by the 

.Chaner, including anyone who could be prceiVed as a representative of .the 

Church ----such as a lector or choir member. 

The that requires; only That diocese;s report abuse allegations in which the. 

victim is -stilt a minor. Once again,. in cases of a.cwent minor, the Diocese o.f 

Pittsburgh reports all allegations to the Civil authorities. In ackTition, since 2007, 

the Diocese of Pittsburglithas required that all allegations made by adults who 

were abused. as minors,..whether credible or not.f. be reputed to the proper -civil 

atithoiities. 

In 1989 .the Diocese of Pittsburgh created what IA ladW knoWil as the 

Independent Review Board,6 whichis a panel of voltnteers with. experience and 

6 This was originally called the "Assessment Board" and has also been Imam as -the "Diocesan Review Board," 
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expertise in a range of disciplinesrelevant to. -the /problem of child sexual_ abuse. 

The Board was established to provide the Bishop with advice on issues related 

tO clergy sexual abuse, among which is the suitability of a priest fOr active 

ministry, The Board was created U years 'before- it was riwidated by the 

Charteli. 

'C. Diocese oiPittslyurgh5s,Coae of Ra.storal Conduct 

In August. 2(43, the Diocese of Pffb pblisfh1,epfPastorH cob.dua..,i1It 

get in. writing -and 6Oclifiecl. the standards and expectations for all those who act in the name of Om 

Diocese cifPittsburgb.. It has been refined .and expanded tWi:ce!---it. 2008 and 2017, It applies to 

bishopg, priest, deacons, and religious and lay meinbers Of the. Christian faithful 'who assist in 

providing pastoral care. 

The Code of Pastoral Conduct addresses -a broad array of personal conduct issues for 

clergy, employees, and 'volunteers of the Diocese of Pittsburgh mid its parishes.. Specific 

provisions of the Codes offer guidance on interaction with Children, youag pPopie., :and. vulnerable 

adults. Among other safeguards, the Cade identifies eamp1eff bf apptoptiat6 and itiapproptiate 

forms of physical contact.viith minors, stipulates thatpersonnel in the presence of minors shoto 

be within eyesight of another responsible adult, prohibits. private conitnuniCations with ntinor8 

thrOdgh spdial nieclia and other electronic means, and provides that personnel ate expected to 

k110141 JilArtriatary reporting.reguirements and the sexnal misconduct policies of the Diocese of 

Piftsbur 

7 A copy of the Diocese's current Code -or -Pastoral Conduct is attached hereto as 'Exhibit B," 
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D. Audits of Compliance with the Charter for the Protection of Children and 
Young People. 

The Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People requires that each -diocese 

undergo an onsite audit by an: independent auditing firm every three years. The purpose of this 

requirement is to ensure that each diocese within 1.. United States is compliant with the Charter. 

The audits begin with volumes of information Submitted to the- auditors before their -visit, The 

onsite portion of the audit begins -and ends with interviews of the Bishop, and includes -interviews 

with key Diocesan officials and the Chaiiperson ofthe Independent Review Boar& 

The audits entail visits to Diocesan parishes and schools chosen by the auditors,. without 

advarwe notice. Visits to parishes and schools are not mandatory under the Charter, but the 

Diocese .of Pittsburgh has consistently requested such visits. 

In the past, a diocese could opt to undergo an onsite audit every year under the. Charter. 

From 2003 to 2008, the Diocese of Pittsburgh opted to undergo an onsite audit each year. As -of 

2008, t.he'LLS. Conference of Catholic Bishops established that each diocese would only have an 

onsite audit every three yeas, In each of the intervening years, all -dioceses are required to 

submit documentation to the independent auditors verifying their compliance with the -Charter. 

The Diocese has been fully compliant in. these:matters. 

The most recent independent audit of the Diocese of Pittsburgh!s Cbmplia'nce with the 

Charter contineted by Stonebridge Partners in October 2017 fOund that for the audit period, 

38,993 active clergy, employees, and volunteers have valid background checks and certification 

in appropriate child protection training. This number includes 100% of active clergy. 

Furthermore, as indicated in the 2017 audit, 50,453 children received safe environment training, 

with the goal of teaching them how to: identify., avoid, and report possible predators. In the 
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findings of each of the independent, onsite audits, the Diocese of Pittsburgh was commended for 

its policies and practices established to help prevent the sexual abuSe of minors. 

In addition to the external, independent audits, the Diocese of Pittsburgh has historically 

done much to oversee and enforce :its safe environment programs and compliance with the 

mandates of the Charter. While the safe environment programs had e3dsted for years, the 

Diocese of Pittsburgh consolidated its safe environment efforts in a new Office for the Protection 

of Children and Young People in 2007. The full-time Director of this Office trains a Safe 

Environment Coordinator in every parish and school, whose responsibility is to confirm that all 

baakgrouncl checks 'aid performed so that known abnsers are kept out of ministry, and that 

allegations of abuse are reported to Diocesan officials. 

The Office for the Protection of Children and Young People also organizes internal audits 

of the parishes and schools of the Diocese of Pittsburgh in the two years between the Charter's 

mandated triennial independent midi s. TWo-person teams from the Diocesan- staff visit 

approximately .50 parishes and schools in each of these years to test their adherence to child 

protection proCedures, as outlined in Dioce,san polities, and to coach them on how to improve 

where necessary. The Diocese of Pittsburgh was one of the first !dioceses in the country to 

establish this procedure. 

HI. HISTORICAL RESPONSE TO ALLEGATIONS OF CLERGY SEXUAL ABUSE 

A. Initial Policy 

Fifteen years before the establishment of the Charter of the U.S. Conference of Catholic 

Bishops, the Diocese of Pittsburgh adopted a policy for responding to allegations of child sexual 

abuse, The' initial Diocesan "Policy: For Clergy SeXual Misconduct,' as. it is formally known, 

was Created in 1986 and formally adopted in February 1987. (See Eleanor Bergholz, A greater 

openness, Pittsburgh Post -Gazette, Aug. 25, 1987.) 
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The Diocese of Pittsburgh's Policy for Clergy Sexual Misconduct has been under 

continual review since 1988. (See Ann Rodgers-IvielniCk, Diocese ?wises policy for- plea 

misconduct cases; Pittsburgh Post -Gazette, March 11, 1993.) It has been amended six times in 
March 1993:, October 2002, August 2003, August 2006, March. 200L and .April 2014. Each of 

the specified revisions was done to strengthen the policies and, procedures necessary to improve 

the Diocese of Pittsburgh's response to victims. Moreover, these re -visions have been perfonried 

as the Diocese, together with Society as a whole, has. over the years come to better undelstcald 

root .causes of sexual abuse and the harm that victims. suffer, All revisions to the policy have 

been made publicly available.8 

B. Putting Children First 

In, 1988, then -Bishop of the Diocese of Pittsburgh, Donald We Wuerl, now Cardinal 

Wuerl, against the advice of legal counsel, and accompanied by his Administrative -Secretary, 

Reverend David A. Zola, now Bishop Zubik, visited two brothers who reported that they were 

abused. by Diocesan priests. Their family was- present, as, well. The visit With the two brothers 

and their family permanently changed the Diocese of Pittsburgh's approach to allegations of 

clergy sexual abuse of minors. It was a watershed moment. From that; oint onward, under the 

direction of Bishop Wuerl, the Diocese moved aggressively in response to allegations- of Child 

abuse, naking the protection of children 4. top priority. The. Diocese -of Pittsburgh has made 

every effort to uphold and strengthen this policy. 

11A copy. of the Diocese's current Policy for Clergy. Sexual Misconduct is attached hereto as "Exhibit C." A copy of 
'the Diocese's Policy for Allegations of Sexual Abuse of Minors by Chdreh Personnel Other Than Clerics is attached 
hereto as; "Exhibit p." 
9 The priests were tem.oved from public ministry in response 'to the allegations, and none of the priests ever returned 
to public .ministry. Twe ofthoSe priests Were convicted and imprisoned. 
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Shortly after Bishop Wuerl and. Father Zubiles Visit with the family of. the abused 

brothers, Bishop Wuerl called a. mandatory meeting With the OlitiTe clergy of the Diocese of 

Pittaburgh in the fall of 1914.8. At the meeting, Bishop Wuerl outlined the Diocesanp&iey for 

responding to allegations of clergy misconduct, declaring that sexual contact with a minor was 

not .siniply 4 moral .offense, but. 4 'Orime trader Charoh 1a end eiVil la* Mot Woad result in 

permanent removal oin.:mitlistry and possible imprisonment. At accused priest could expect 

to be removed from ministry if. an.ellegation appeared creolible. Bishop Waal also revealed his 

intention to meet or speak with victinas of Clergy sexual abuse who wished to speak with hirn,,a 

practice, that Bishop. Zubik caiTies Jon to this day, 

C.. :Independent Review B:Card 

In 1:98g, the Diocese of Pittsburgh 'nnounced that it would convene a group 

laypersons and pastors to prOvide ad -Vice Orl.-the prevention of -sexual abuse,- and to offer healing 

and assistance where abuse occurred. (Sec Bishop to form :committee to ;real' hqrm of 

allegations, Pittsburgh Catholic, "Oct. 28, 1588.) This. resulted. in: the creation of the Independent 

ReVieW . cixi 1989, 

The Independent Review Board is a panel of volunteers with. experience and expertise in 

a range of disciplines relevant to theprdblera of child sexual .abuse. It was esta.blished.to assess 

individual allegations. and to: advise the -Bishop on issues related to clergy sexual abuse, among 

which are the credibility offb.e allegation and the suitability of the priest.for active ministry. :Lay 

menibers of the Bbant were not requited to be Cathblici but were chosen based on. their expertise 

and expoiencea. Shortly after its creation, parents: of abuse victims were appointed to the Board. 

Since its, inception, the chair of many Board me.efings has been Fredelick W Thieman -a former 

chief prosecutor and United States Attorney for the Western Distriet f Peim'sylvailia. The Board 
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was created J:3 years before it was mandated for alldioceses in the United States by the -Charter 

jar the ..Protettion øf Children and:Young PeQpie injune2002. 

Since 1993, the Diocese oflaitttbnrgb. has maintained a roster of individuals who have 

been appointed to serve on the Board for five-year renewable For each case in which 

there i nallegation against elaic, five: individuals :firb chosen. frotn the to review the 

case. Pour of 'the individuals are lay .people, and one is a priest. Ofthe four lanersons,. one 

must have pro.fessional expertise relaidng to the sexual atoso ,t3f mijci. The prieat must be a 

pastor. 

As explained, the Independent Review Board review allegations of abuse and makes 

recommendations to the Bishop. Mr. Thieman, the chair of manyBoardmetings, has noted that 

the Board has 'extreme independence" from Diocesan influence; and the 'Treedom to reach 

whatever :decisions we wanted. to. reach, based :on the best evidence (Ann Rodgers and Mike 

..A.quflina, Something Moro Rafilarat -Tb MiSAOP1 bf13.iishop, Archbishop- an ci Cardinal Dovald 

Marl, The Lambing pre,ss, M15, p 1Q1.): 

IV. EVOLUTION OF Tw POLICY FOR TIC PROTECTION OF GELHAVEN 

A. The Pastoral Process 

1. Pulilication of ClergySexual ninonduct Policy 

On March 8, 1953., the Diocese of PittsbUtir officially published its revised Clergy 

-Sexual Misconduct Policy, holding a press conference to announce its contents and to distribute 

copies to the media." Specifically, the policy prtrvided that no cleric against whom. there Was an 

admitted or :credibly established allegation of sexual :misconduct with a minor may .serve in any 

POIaliontaistty. The. Bishop 410 has the anapritylo tovve.an offending priest torn miniary; 

'The Clergy Sexual Misconduct Policy was also printed in: theTittsburgh Catholic on. March 12, 1993. 
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regardless of whether there kris been a conviction or finding of liability in the orhninal or civil 

courts. These Dioeesan principles remain unchanged to this day." 

ii. Employment of Diocesan Assistance Coordinator 

In 1993, the Diocese of Pittsburgh hired Rita E. Flaherty, MSW, LSW, as the "Diocesan 

Assistance Coordinator," a position which Ms. Flaherty still holds to this day.I2 The Diocesan 

Assistance Coordinator oversees the pastoral response to victims who bring allegations of sexual 

miscondlict to the Diocese of Piftsburgh. 

In addition to faCilitating access to therapy for victims, the Diocesan Assistance 

Coordinator's responsibilities include, in pertinent part: 

Receiving allegations of sexual misconduct; 

Assisting with and reviewing actions taken in response to allegations of sexual 
misconduct; 

Updating accused clergy's personnel files, specifically noting steps taken in 
response to allegations; 

Preparing reports for the Clergy Task Force; is and, 

Serving as staff to the Independent Review Board. 

Since. 2004, the Diocese of Pittsburgh has maintained .a toll -free abuse hotline that 

directly connects to the Diocesan Assistance Coordinator's office. The hotline is widely 

publicized by the Diocese in the Pittsburgh Catholic newspaper and in parishes by at least bi- 

11 The policy did not address sexpal activity between consenting adults. Rather, it focused on minors, non- 
corisenting adults, and adults over whoM a cleric had spiritual or tulminiatrative authority. In 2014, the policy was 
amended to include specific protections for "vulnerable adults." See EX, C. 
12. M$. Flaherty's position has also been termed to as the "Process Manager" and the "Ministerial Assistance 
Coordinator." 
13 The Clergy Task Force is a team of Diocesan staff members, both priests and laity, who assist the Bishop in 
determining an appropriate response to any allegation of serious wrongdoing by clergy, and in determining whether 
changes should be made to policies regarding clergy misconduct. Clergy Task Force members include the Vicar 
General (a cleric with canonical authority to- act in .the Bishop's absence), two clerics in charge, of the offices that 
deal With clergy-rolated matters, the canon lawyer in charge of the Diocese's Canon Law Department, the civil 
attorney who represents Diocesan parishes and schools, and the Diocesan spokesperson, among others. 
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weekly publication in bulletins. It is also required to be clearly posted in the entryways. and 

offices -of every Parish and school in the Diocese of Pittsburgh. 

B. Responding to Allegations of Child Sexual Abuse 

Initial Response to an Allegation 

Since. 1988, the Diocese of Pittsburgh has. Mandated :a prompt response to all allegations 

of sexual abuse. Any priest, deacon, or Diocesan or parish/school employee who receives a 

complaint that a cleric has sexually abused a current minor must im_mediately notify the proper 

civil authorities and the Diocese. 

Beginning in 1993, when an adult alleges that he/she was abused as a minor, the Diocese 

of Pittsburgh mandates that two priests from the Clergy Office, as well as the Diocesan 

Assistance' Coordinator, are required to first interview the person bringbag the allegation, and 

then, to conduct a -separate inteiviewof the, accused cleric.. The objective of the initial interviews 

is to assess the credibility of an allegation. Credible allegations lead to the removal of clerics 

from public ministry. 

If an allegation, is deemed not credible after a review of all available information, 

including the results of any civil investigation, -the matter is not pursued further, and the parties 

.are infornied of the decision. 

ii. Reporting to Civil Authorities 

Since at least 1993, the Diocese of Pittsburgh has encouraged and supported all 

individuals bringing allegations of sexual abuse to report the abuse to the proper civil 

authorities.14 This policy was adopted before the 13. Conference of Catholic Bishops adopted 

the Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People in Tune 2002, and was implemented 

14 DI some instances, where necessary, the: Diocese of Piitstnggh has teported.allegations to the civil authorities over 
the objection of the person bringing the allegation. The Diocese' reserves this right when it receives allegations. The 
Diocese also complies with Pennsylvania law by reporting all allegations of abuse of a current minor. 
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after a meeting with the District Attorney of Allegheny County and other counties to ensure that 

victims would: be treated with sensitivity during any investigation or prosecution. (see Ann 

Rodgers-Melnick, Zappala, Wuerl de, ne policies, roles in abuse cases, Pittsburgh Post -Gazette, 

April 17, 2002; Steve Levin, Diocese expands meetings with district attorneys, Pittsb-argh Post - 

Gazette, April 26, 2002) - 

Generally, allegations of abuse fall into two categories: First, there are allegations made 

by or on behalf of a call:en-LW:nor. The Diocese of.Pittsburgh has. complied -with Pennsylvania 

law by reporting all allegations of sexual abuse where the victim -is currently a minor, 

Second, there are allegations made by adults who -cisitni to have been. abused by clerics 

-when they Were minors, Beginning in 2002, all credible allegations Were reported to the civil 

authorities. Beginning in 2007 all allegations; credible or not, are reported to the civil 

authorities. 

iii. Evaluating Allegations 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh's evaluation of and response to the issue of clergy sexual 

abuse has progressively evolved since the Mid -1980s. Beginning in 1988, the focus of the 

Diocese of Pittsburgh has been 011 putting the safety, of children first. -Where clergy admit to 

committing abuse, or once allegations of abuse by clergy have been judged credible, the priest is 

removed from public ministry. 

If an allegation involves a current minor, the cleric is immediately removed from ministry 

and the allegation is immediately referred to civil authorities. During the civil process, the priest 

remains barred from ministiy. Only after the civil process is complete, does any canonical 

process begin. If the cleric is convicted, the canonical process begins td remove- hird from the 

priesthood. If the cleric is acquitted; then a canonical process begins to determine whether he is 

suitable for ministry. 
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While all allegatio.ns of child sexual .abuse are tgkpa seriously and receive appropriate 

ettentien, the standard for determining whether an allegation is deemed credible has become 

increasingly deferential toward adult victims of childhood sexual abuse.° initially, the Diocese 

of Pittsburgh sopeA to cletormire whether an allegation Plight or might notbe truO, andif the 

answer was affirmative .or inconolusive, the cleric was removed from Ministry. By the early 

2000s, the Diocese of Pittsburgh began a practice of detemining whether there was. any 

semblance of truth to an allegation. If the answer was .afGrthatiVe Or inconclusive, the. cleric was 

removed. krom: mink* and the case was referred to the cii ii authorifiep. *teeming in 2007, 

upon the reassignment of BiShop Zubik to Pittsburgh, the Diocese begat forwarding all 

allegations of abuse of current adults who were abused as 211illOrS to the civil authorities, whether 

the. allegation was considered. creable or not; 

Intetnelly, once an allegatien is received by the Diocese of Pittsburgh,. the Clergy Task 

Force is convened :to offer a: recommendation on placing the 'cleric :on a .dminiStrative leave that 

reetnoves Ids ability to fahction Eva,. plieSt or deaeon, The Qlorgy Task.Force.directS the Clergy 

Office to arrange for a meeting with the cleric, offers logistical asiistance. on .infsatroing 

Pgishionqrs, and Wangs fox a psychological .041X1.04141, Ace.IVed P1' pected to 

undergo a forinal psychological avaltration by medical and psychiatric exports at a. facility 

selected by the Dio-cese. The accused cleric is required.to grant the treatinent fa.cility permission 

to. share the results of the evaluation with, appropriate Diocesan personnel. Once the 

pSychological evaluation is complete, ti* matter is referred to the Independent ReView Board.I6 

15-11b Diocese tPtt1i1s complied With: PannaylVania law by i.eporfing allaltegaticus of:Atop ota -CUirmt 
minor. 
"If the Oconsed clede refuges In undergo a psyehOggibal Oghlatinti, the Itidependent Review Board will tgopeed 
without this evaluation and the.prleat remains ca:gdo-iii0gtrative 
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The Independent Review Board le:views relevant documentation and Jacks' from. the 

victirn,,the accused priest, and any other pertinent witnesses that either party may :present. At the 

end of its deliberations, the Independent Review Board will offer findings relative to the 

Credibility .of the allegation, as well as.t retoniMendatdott n thesuitability øf an for 

the cleric. 

Dating the entire evalvnii on vocesS4Dio0esat-QffiClidS ate required to Oatinually update 

the person: who .brOught the allegation tegatcling the process of the investigation and the Bishop's 

decisioos concerning the accused cleric. 

:C., Bishop Wtter1 and the Diocese of FitiSbUrgh Intervatb at the lEtay See 

November 198$, a 19 year -old male filed a civil la.wsuit claiming that a priest had 

Molested hirn frOm the age -of 12, Bishop Wnefl sent the priest for at evaluation, and he was 

never returned to ministry. 

Following 411 appeal by the priest; in March 1993, he Vaticat's highest comt the 

Supreme Tribunal of the Apostolic Signatma, ordered Bishop. Wueti to :retain the priest to 

ministry.. He was instructed. to accept the priest in good _standing, give him an assifonne4t, allow 

hiln to say Mass publicly, and allow him to wear clerical garb, bested,. Bishop Wued took the 

.extraerdinary step of petSOnally traveling to ROmb to petition: the Vatican court to rehear the 

case. This action demonstrated Bishop Wuerl's commitment to protect children from the harm 

of sexual .abuse. 

In October 1995, because of Bishop Wuerl's detennirrationto cmobat the sexual. abuse of 

.titors, the. Vatican court reversed itself aftet reviewing the case again, tiled that Bishop 

Wuki had been Coirect in removing the priest froth ministry. It was the first time in history that 

the Signatura reversed its deasion. Sorge believe that this ruling inadc. it easier for bishops to 

remove priests 'front mioistry. 
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. CARE AND ASSISTANCE FOR VICTIMS 

For the. past three. 3) decades, the Diocese of Pittsburgh's policy and practice has been to 

respond with .compassion and respect whenever someone comes forward with an allegation of 

sexual abuse. Pastoral concerns take priority over legal concerns, The Diocese -of Pittsburgh has 

upheld the. practice of responding to victims 'where they are" in terms of their needs, always 

acknowledging how difficult and painful it is for them to come forWard and speak about the 

abuse they suffered. We .can only hope to bring healing when we are able to listen with an open 

mind and open heart. With that in mind. Bishop Zubik continues the practice initiated by Bishop 

Wiled of meeting or speaking:with any victim who wishes: to speak With him-. 

Since. 1993, -with the full time employment .of the Diocesan Assistance Coordinator, the 

Diocese of Pittsburgh has offered continual care and support to victims and their families, By its 

own policy, the Diocese of Pittsburgh strives to offer immediate assistance to a person, and their 

family, who briuga An allegation of 'sexual naiscondnet, 

The Assistance Coordinator is typically the first Diocesan official to speak with Victims. 

Sometimes the first contact from a victim or family member happens through a phone call, 

email, or letter. A personal meeting is always attempted at a. location most convenient for the 

ahkrOs at a tinae when they feel ready -to talk in person. 

In many of these situations, -the Assistance Coordinator -has maintained personal contact 

With the victim for decades. Sometimes this contact relates to their personal struggles about their 

past abuse while often,. the contact is more in. line with celebrating their accomplishments or 

those of their children, or acknowledging their clay -to -day .challenges and respOnsibilities. 

Caring for Vietirn8 must not be viewed as an obligation or burden, but rather seen as- a ministry of 

healing, wherein we are given the opportunity to walk with those who have beenharmed so they 
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can feel heard, respected, and believed. Iii instances too numerous to mention, the Diocese has 

reached out in unconventional ways to assist victims and their families. 

While the Diocese of Pittsburgh most frequently responds to victims- with an offer of 

pastoral support and/or psychological counseling, many films the victim does not feel the' need 

for th-is type of help. There are others, however, who require significant assistance with 

psychological care, which the Diocese of Pittsburgh offers to provide. 

In 2001, the DiOcese of Pittsburgh. established .aii. Outreach Fund to resolve the abuse 

elaigisgf numerous plaintiffs presented in the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County. 

These claims included allegations from as far back as the 1950s-, with the most recent claim of 

abuse baying allegedly occurred in 1994.. 

The Diocese of Pittsburgh established an Outreach Fund, notwithstanding viable 

defenses, and without significant investigation into the metitscof the claims. The Diocese :also 

declined to utilize any type of loss matrix or calculator in resolving- the claims: Instead, the 

funds were distributed by an independent, retired judge, after giving the plaintiffs the opportunity 

to tell their story, 

VI. PUBLIC APOLOGY 

As part of a continual outreach -to victims of sexual abuse and other mistreatment, Bishop 

Zubik lifis twice held a "Service of Apology.' "For whatever way any member ofthe church has 

hurt, offended, dismissed or ignored any one of you,. I beg you -the church begs-ybii - for 

forgiveness," Bishop Zubik told several hundred people inside St. Paul Cathedral in Oakland at 

the first such service in 2009. (Amy IVICConnell Schaarsmith, :Bishop Zubik 104 setilice of 

apology, Pittsburgh Post -Gazette, April 8, 2009.) 
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Bishop Zubikheld a similar service during Lent 20I6, as part of Pope Francis's "Year of 

Mercy." Opa,WIFIleifield, Nearly 1.00 Partshiooers Gather For Bishop Zubiles "Service af 

.Apdlogy, CBS Pittsburgh, Maych 21-s.2016.) 

V]L CLOSING 

Since at least 198E., the Diocese id Pittsburgh has attempted to do: its utmost to place -the 

interests of children and 'victims abovcall otbet concerns:, and to advocate fOr protecting children 

and young pod -pie. For the past three decades, the DioceSe. of Pittsburgh has been willing to 

work with or sou t input about its responses to the probleni of clergy sexual abuse froni its 

fathfilL including parents a yiptitas, ptuide experts, and public officials. N:Ofei:Of .60 affortS, 

,greal or small, can take away the harm that has been dope to :those who have suffered sexual: 

dime In. the Diocese of Pittsburgh, we continue, through all of efforts., to offer healing and 

hope to those who have been abused and to attempt to restore trust in the Church, 

Because of the Diocese of PittsburghN dedication to the po.ttio f obi cien 

peOple, the Diocese welcomes every opportunity to haproVe. To quote Bithop 'Zubik from his 

Sttvibd of Apology in2009 to all hurt by anyone in the Church at any time and in any way: 

To those of you vAin are here tonight Who have inAny way been the victims of any 
abate sexual or otherwise, whether as a child, or as an adult, or as a parents or 
sibling, or friend who shared in the pain of that someone you. love I ask you, the 
Much .4.4c4 you, for fintvexiess, 

Pot Whateifer -ways any representative of -the Chinch has hurt, offended, disntissed, 
ignored, any one of you --I ask you, the Church asks. you, for forgiveness, . 
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With all the love in my heart and with all the sincerity in my soul, you .can. be 
assured that I will do all that I am able to do to restore your trust in the Church and 
to work_ together with you to reflect the very love, compassion, mercy of Jesus 
Himself in and through the Church. 

This Statement is Respectfully and Humbly 
Submitted, 

Most Reverend David A, Zubik 
Bishop of Diocese of Pittsburgh 
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To take reasonable measures to assure that Church Personnel, as 
defined below, comply with all required certifications and 
background checks to permit the necessary assessment of 
suitability for contact with children with the purpose of providing a 
safe environment for children.: 

A le II A ; 

All Church Personnel are required to obtain certain certifications 
and background checks as set forth below. Upon obtaining the 
results of any background check that contains reports of any 
convictions for any Disqualifying Offense, as listed on pages 8 and 9, 
that person is not eligible for hire or for retention. 

The Diocese has determined that, minimally, this policy applies to 
those Church Personnel or their equivalent as named in Appendix A. 
In keeping with the purpose and spirit of this policy, and in light of 
the definitions provided below, a pastor or administrator may 
deterMine that the policy also applies to positions not listed in 
Appendix A. When in doubt, the pastor or administrator is urged to 
apply this policy to the fullest extent possible in the interest of 
protecting children. 

DEFINITIONS 

Church Personnel: 
All bishops and priests (active and retired), religious men and 
women on assignment in the Diocese, deacons and 
seminarians; 
All diocesan, school and parish employees. This would include 
any individual 14 years of age or older applyingfor or in a paid 
position as an employee responsible for the welfare of a child or 
having contact with children. 
All school volunteers; and 
All diocesan and parish volunteers who perform a service where 
they have direct access to children. 

Child, Children or Minor: 
All persons under the age of eighteen. 

Diocese: 
The Pittsburgh Catholic Diocese, including parishes, schools, and 
institutions that are directly accountable to the Diocese. 

Safe Environment Coordinator: 
The person appointed by the pastor, principal or administrator 
to oversee compliance with the United States Conference of 
Catholic Bishops (USCCB) Charter for the Protection of Children 
and Young People and the Diocese's Safe Environments Policy. 
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POLICY AND PROCEDURE 

Required Background Checks and Certifications 

The following criminal background checks ("Background Checks") 
must be completed by all Church Personnel prior to commencing 
service: 

1. Pennsylvania State Police Criminal Report 

2. Pennsylvania Department of Human Services Report (Child 
Abuse) 

3. FBI Criminal History Report (Fingerprinting) 

Exception to FBI Criminal History Report for Eligible Volunteers 
A volunteer may be excused from the FBI Criminal History Report 
requirement if he or she has been a Pennsylvania resident 
continuously for the previous 10 years, has not been convicted of a 

"Disqualifying Offense" as listed on pages 8 and 9 and signs a 
Volunteer Disclosure Statement Application to this effect (see 
Appendix B). Volunteers who are current residents of Pennsylvania 
(but have not been residents for the entire 10 years prior) need only 
obtain an FBI Criminal History Report once at any time since 
establishing residency in Pennsylvania and, thereafter, must 
complete a Volunteer Disclosure Statement Application Form. 

Exception to FBI Criminal History Report for Minor Employees 
Employees ages 14-17 do not need an FBI clearance if: 

Minor has been a Pennsylvania resident continuously for the 
past 10 years, and 
Minor and his/her parent or legal guardian signs a Disclosure 
Statement Application for Minor Employees (see Appendix C) 
that the minor has not committed child abuse or been convicted 
of "Disqualifying Offense" as listed on pages 8 and 9. 

Exception to Background Check Requirements for Adult Students 
18+ year old high school students do not need to obtain 
Background Checks to be in contact with children during their 
school -related volunteer activities if: 

The student is currently enrolled as a student in the school; 
The student is not responsible for the child's welfare (i.e. care/ 
supervision in lieu of a parent); 
The student is volunteering for an event occurring on school 
grounds; 
The event is sponsored by the school in which the student is 
enrolled; and 
The event is not for children who are in the care of a child-care 
service. 
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The diocesan policy requires that the following also be completed: 
4. Database Application 

A database application must be completed by all Church 
Personnel, Database applications can be obtained online 
through the diocesan website at www.diopitt.org under the 
Office for the Protection of Children and Young People. 

5. Diocesan Code of Pastoral Conduct Acknowledgement 
All Church Personnel are to receive, be oriented in, and 
electronically sign the "Acknowledgement of Receipt" page from 
the diocesan Code of Pastoral Conduct. 

6. Reporting of Child Abuse and the Child Protective Services 
Law of Pennsylvania Acknowledgement 
All Church Personnel are to receive, be oriented in, and 
electronically sign the "Acknowledgement of Receipt" page from 
the diocesan Reporting of Child Abuse and the Child Protective 
Services Law of Pennsylvania brochure. 

7. Protecting God's Children (Virtus®) Training 
All Church Personnel are to complete the Virtus® training 
program, Protecting God's Children, at either a diocesan - 
sponsored class or through the Virtus® online training course 
within 90 days of commencement of service. Information about 
live classes offered throughout the Diocese and online training 
can be accessed through the diocesan website at: 
www.diopitt.org and clicking on the Safe Environment link. 

8. Online Mandated Reporter Training For Mandated 
Reporters 
The following individuals designated under Pennsylvania law as 
mandated reporters must complete the online Mandated and 
Permissive Training Course offered by the University of 
Pittsburgh within 90 days of commencement of service: 

All clergy, all school employees, all school volunteers and all 
other employees and volunteers who are responsible for the 
welfare of a child or have regular contact with children 
(including, at a minimum to those individuals or their equivalent 
as named in Appendix D). 

Information about the online training can be accessed through 
the diocesan website at: www.diopitt.org and clicking on the 
Safe Environment link. 

Catholic School Employees 
In addition to the above mentioned Background Checks and 
certifications, employees of the Catholic Grade Schools and Catholic 
High Schools of the Diocese of Pittsburgh will be required to have 
Act 24 clearances and to follow the requirements of PA Act 168 and 
Act 126. Currently, the online Mandated Reporter Training Course 
offered by the University of Pittsburgh meets Act 126 requirements 
and could satisfy one five (5) year training cycle requirement. Please 
consult with the Office for Catholic Schools for the Diocese of 
Pittsburgh for further clarification and assistance by calling 
(412) 456-3090. 
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Responsibility for Assuring Compliance with Background Check 
and Certification Requirements 
The General Secretary of the Diocese or the pastor/parish life 
collaborator/ deacon administrator/school principal/administrator, 
in his/her respective role, is responsible for ensuring compliance 
with these policies. To assist in discharging this responsibility, every 
diocesan parish, school and institution is to name a safe 
environment coordinator who will ensure that all Church Personnel 
have completed all required training and obtained necessary 
Background Checks and certifications. All records of compliance 
with these policies, including the signed "Acknowledgement of 
Receipt" from the Code of Pastoral Conduct and Mandated Reporter 
and Child Protective Services Law brochure, records of attendance 
at the Virtus® Protecting God's Children Training Course and the 
Mandated and Permissive Training Course, and Background Check 
reports, are to be provided to the safe environment coordinator. 
The safe environment coordinator is then responsible for tracking 
records of compliance in the diocesan -wide database established 
for this purpose. 

Annual Verification 

The pastor/parish life collaborator/deacon administrator/ school 
principal/administrator will be required annually to complete 
and sign a verification letter affirming that the parish, school or 
institution has implemented all aspects of the diocesan safe 
environment policy. 

Limited Database Access 
Write access to the diocesan -wide database developed for 
tracking compliance with this policy is restricted to the safe 
environment coordinator, school principal (or principal's 
delegate) and/or catechetical administrator. Write access to the 
database cannot be delegated to other staff both for reasons of 
confidentiality and for reasons of quality control of the data. 
Write access to the database is part of an administrative 
oversight responsibility and should be treated as such. Giving 
access to the database to anyone other than those specified in 
this policy is to be considered a grave matter that is subject to 
appropriate disciplinary action. 

Prospective Church Personnel 
Prospective Church Personnel (paid or volunteer) must have all 
required Background Checks and certifications in place prior to 
being offered a position or commencing service in the Diocese 
except for Protecting God's Children training and Mandated and 
Permissive Training, which must be completed within ninety (90) 
days of commencement of employment or service. 
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All prospective and current Church Personnel are to be informed 
that functioning as Church Personnel is contingent on the results of 
any background investigation and successful adherence to these 
policies. 

Certification Renewals 
The Pennsylvania State Police Criminal History Report, the 
Pennsylvania Department of Human Services Certification, and the 
FBI Criminal History Report must be renewed every five (5) years. A 
Volunteer Disclosure Statement Application Form must be signed by 
applicable Church Personnel every five (5) years. Volunteers who are 
current residents of PA (but have not been residents for the entire 
10 years prior) need only obtain an FBI report once at anytime since 
establishing residency in PA and, thereafter, complete a Volunteer 
Request for Waiver Form every five (5) years. 

Continuing Compliance Obligations 
All Church Personnel must notify their employer or administrator in 
writing within 72 hours after an arrest or conviction for a 
Disqualifying Offense (as listed on pages 8 and 9) or notification of 
listing as a perpetrator of child abuse in the Pennsylvania statewide 
database. 
The employer or administrator who is responsible for hiring or the 
approval of volunteers must demand that an employee or volunteer 
produce new Background Checks if the employer or administrator 
has a reasonable belief that the employee or volunteer has been 
arrested for or convicted of a crime that would require 
disqualification from employment or approval as a volunteer or that 
the employee or volunteer has been named as the subject of an 
indicated or founded report of child abuse. 

Responsibility for Criminal Background Check Costs 
All prospective paid Church Personnel (employees) are responsible 
for the cost of obtaining required Background Checks. Background 
Check renewal costs for paid Church Personnel shall be the 
responsibility of the parish or diocesan office. Schools may, as a part 
of its personnel policies, stipulate that employees are responsible 
for such renewal costs. The parish, school, or applicable diocesan 
office shall pay the cost for obtaining required Background Checks 
for all volunteers. 

Transfer of Background Checks 
For all Church Personnel other than volunteers: Background Checks 
may be transferred to another entity of the Diocese during the 
length of time such Background Checks are current. Background 
Checks from a non -diocesan entity cannot be transferred. 
For all volunteers: Any volunteer who obtained their Background 
Checks within the previous 5 years (60 months) may transfer the 
Background Checks from non -diocesan entities. 
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Grounds for Denying Employment 
Disqualifying Offenses 
Current and/or Prospective Church Personnel shall not be hired, 
approved for service as a volunteer, or continue employment or 
volunteer service where the criminal Background Checks 
disclose a conviction of a "Disqualifying Offense" as listed below: 

+ An offense under one or more of the following provisions of 
Title 18 of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes or 
equivalent crime in another state, territory, commonwealth 
or foreign nation: 

Chapter 25 (relating to criminal homicide). 
Section 2702 (relating to aggravated assault). 
Section 2709 (relating to stalking). 
Section 2901 (relating to kidnapping). 
Section 2902 (relating to unlawful restraint). 
Section 3121 (relating to rape). 
Section 3122.1 (relating to statutory sexual assault). 
Section 3123 (relating to involuntary deviate sexual 
intercourse). 

I Section 3124.1 (relating to sexual assault). 
Section 3125 (relating to aggravated Indecent assault), 
Section 3126 (relating to indecent assault). 
Section 3127 (relating to indecent exposure). 
Section 4302 (relating to incest). 

11 Section 4303 (relating to concealing death of child). 
Section 4304 (relating to endangering welfare of 
children). 
Section 4305 (relating to dealing in infant children). 
Section 5902(b) (relating to prostitution and related 
offenses). 
Section 5903(c) or (d) (relating to obscene and other 
sexual materials and performances). 
Section 6301 (relating to corruption of minors). 
Section 6312 (relating to sexual abuse of children), or an 
equivalent crime under Federal law or the law of 
another state. 

An offense designated as a felony under the Act of April 14, 
1972 (P.L. 233, No. 64) known as "The Controlled Substance, 
Drug Device and Cosmetic Act." committed within the past 
five (5) years. 

Being named in a statewide database as a perpetrator of a 
founded report of child abuse, 



 Procedure When Volunteer Approval is Questionable 
When there are any questions or concerns regarding whether or 
not the results of a criminal Background Check poses a threat to 
children, the procedures set forth in Appendix E will be followed. 
In light of the USCCB Charter for the Protection of Children and 
Young People as well as the accompanying Essential Norms, any 
question or concern regarding whether a conviction poses a 
threat to children will be resolved in favor of protecting children. 

When there are questions regarding whether or not a 
criminal conviction poses a threat to children, the individual 
concerned must not begin his/her ministry until the matter 
can be resolved. 

Under no circumstances should anyone on the staff of the 
parish provide legal counsel on any matter relating to the 
implementation of this policy. All questions. should be 
referred to the diocesan Director of the Office for the 
Protection of Children and Youth. 

Failure to Comply With Policy Grounds for Dismissal 
Failure to comply with these policies by Church Personnel shall 
be grounds for dismissal of any employee and shall preclude a 
volunteer from engaging in Church activity of any kind that 
involves possible contact with children. 

Only the diocesan bishop can determine suitability to hold 
ecclesiastical office. Accordingly, if a person who holds 
ecclesiastical office fails to comply with these policies, the 
general secretary or his designee will handle the matter in 
accord with universal Church law and the policies of the 
Diocese. 

independent Contractors 
Independent contractors, such as a janitorial service or food service 
company, who have direct access to children on parish, school or 
diocesan property or through parish, school or diocesan -related 
programs, are to verify that their employees have obtained all 
necessary Background Checks and are required to submit an 
Affidavit of Compliance With Required State and Federal Criminal 
Background Checks as set forth on Appendix G. 
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APPENDIX A 
Background Checks by Ministry 

(includes the equivalent of these positions) 

1 Altar Server -Adult 33 
Fund Raising WorkerNolunteer (e.g. bingo, 
festival, fish fry, etc. 

2 Athletic CoachNolunteer - School/CYO 34 Housekeeper/Cook 

3 Athletic Trainer 35 Janitor/Maintenance Worker 

4 Bereavement Team CoordinatorNolunteer 36 Lector/Reader 

5 Bus Driver 37 
Liturgical Art and Environment Coordinator/ 
Volunteer 

6 Business Manager/Bookkeeper 38 Organist/Instrumentalist 

7 Cafeteria Worker 39 Outreach CoordinatorNolunteer 

8 Campus Minister 40 Parish Advocate- Persons with Disabilities 

9 Cantor 41 Parish Advocate - Tribunal 

10 CatechetIcal Administrator 42 Parish Employee 

11 Catechist 43 Parish Finance Council Member 

12 Catechist Alde 44 Parish Nurse 

13 Catechumenate Director 45 Parish Safe Environment Coordinator 

14 Catholic Committee on Scouting Leader/Volunteer 46 Parish Pastoral Council Member 

15 Chaperone 47 Parish Social Minister 

16 
Child Care Giver (e.g. cry room, pre/after school 
program, babysitter, etc.) 

48 Parish Wedding Coordinator 

17 Choir Director - Vocal/Bell 49 Pastoral Associate/Minister 

18 Choir Member- Vocal/Bell 50 Pastoral Health Care Minister 

19 Coordinator of Evangelization 51 Playground Monitor 

20 Coordinator of Liturgy 52 Preschool Employee 

21 Deacon - Permanent/Transitional 53 Preschool Volunteer 

22 Diocesan Bishop 54 Refugee Sponsorship CoordinatorNolunteer 

23 
Diocesan Priest Incardinated in the Diocese and 
On Assignment or Retired in the Diocese 

55 
Religious Men and Women On Assignment in the 
Diocese 

24 
Diocesan Priest Not Incardlnated In the Diocese 
and On Assignment or In Residence In the Diocese 

56 Respect Life Coordinator/Legislative Advocate 

25 Diocesan Employee 57 Sacristan 

26 Director of Music Ministry 58 
Secretary- Parish/Religious Education/School/ 
Youth Ministry 

27 Elderly Outreach CoordinatorNolunteer 59 Seminarian 

28 Elementary/Secondary School Board Member 60 Trainer -Youth Altar Server and/or Lector 

29 Elementary/Secondary School Employee 61 Usher/Greeter/Minister of Hospitality 

30 Elementary/Secondary School Volunteer 62 Youth Minister 

31 Extraordinary Minister of Holy Communion 63 Youth Ministry Volunteer 

32 Family Life MinisterNolunteer 
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DIOCESE OF PITTSBURGH 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT APPLICATION 

FOR VOLUNTEERS 

Required by the Child Protective Service Law 
23 Pa. C.S. Section 6344.2 

(relating to volunteers having contact with children) 

I swear/affirm that I am seeking a volunteer position and AM NOT 
required to obtain a background check through the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, as: 

the position I am applying for is unpaid; and 
I have been a resident of Pennsylvania during the entirety of the 
previous ten-year period. 

I swear/affirm that I have NEVER been named as a perpetrator of a 
founded report of child abuse within the past five (5) years as 
defined by the Child Protective Services Law. 

I swear/affirm that I have NEVER been convicted of any of the 
following crimes under Title 18 of the Pennsylvania consolidated 
statues or of offenses similar in nature to those crimes under the 
laws or former laws of the United States or one of Its territories or 
possessions, another state, the District of Columbia, the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or a foreign nation, or under a 
former law of this Commonwealth: 

Chapter 25 (relating to criminal homicide) 
Section 2702 (relating to aggravated assault) 
Section 2709 (relating to stalking) 
Section 2901 (relating to kidnapping) 
Section 2902 (relating to unlawful restraint) 
Section 3121 (relating to rape) 
Section 3122.1 (relating to statutory sexual assault) 
Section 3123 (relating to involuntary deviate sexual intercourse) 
Section 3124.1 (relating to sexual assault) 
Section 3125 (relating to aggravated indecent assault) 
Section 3126 (relating to indecent assault) 
Section 3127 (relating to indecent exposure) 
Section 4302 (relating to incest) 
Section 4303 (relating to concealing death of child) 
Section 4304 (relating to endangering welfare of children) 
Section 4305 (relating to dealing in infant children) 
Section 5902(b) (relating to prostitution and related offenses) 
Section 5903(c) or (d) (relating to obscene and other sexual 
material and performances) 
Section 6301 (relating to corruption of minors) 
Section 6312 (relating to sexual abuse of children), or an 
equivalent crime under Federal law or the law of another state. 
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I have not been convicted of a felony offense under Act 64-1972 
(relating to the controlled substance, drug device and cosmetic act) 
committed within the past five years. 

I understand that I shall not be approved for service if I am named 
as a perpetrator of a founded report of child abuse or have been 
convicted of any of the crimes listed above or of offenses similar in 
nature to those crimes under the laws or former laws of the United 
States or one of its territories or possessions, another state, the 
District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or a foreign 
nation, or under a former law of this Commonwealth. 
I understand that if I am arrested for or convicted of an offense that 
would constitute grounds for denying participation in a program, 
activity or service under the Child Protective Services Law as listed 
above, or am named as perpetrator in a founded or indicated 
report, I must provide the administrator or designee with written 
notice no later than 72 hours after the arrest, conviction or 
notification that I have been listed as a perpetrator in the Statewide 
database. 
I understand that if the person responsible for employment 
decisions or the administrator of a program, activity or service has a 
reasonable belief that I was arrested or convicted for an offense 
that would constitute grounds for denying employment or 
participation in a program, activity or service under the Child 
Protective Services Law, or was named as perpetrator in a founded 
or Indicated report, or I have provided notice as required under this 
section, the person responsible for employment decisions or 
administrator of a program, activity or service shall immediately 
require me to submit current background checks obtained through 
the Department of Human Services, the Pennsylvania State Police, 
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The cost of background 
checks shall be borne by the employing entity or program, activity 
or service. 

I understand that if I willfully fail to disclose information required 
above, I commit a misdemeanor of the third degree and shall be 
subject to discipline up to and including denial of a volunteer 
position. 
I understand that the person responsible for employment decisions 
or the administrator of a program, activity or service is required to 
maintain a copy of my background checks. 

I hereby swear/affirm that the information as set forth above is 
true and correct. I understand that false swearing, is a 
misdemeanor pursuant to Section 4903 of the Crimes Code. 

Printed Name Signature 

Witness Printed Name Witness Signature 

Date 
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AEI a1 
DIOCESE OF PITTSBURGH 

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT APPLICATION 
TOR MINOR EMPLOYEES 

Required by the Child Protective Service Law 
23 Pa. C.S. Section 6344.2 

(relating to minor employees having contact with children) 

I swear/affirm that I am seeking a paid position and AM NOT 
required to obtain a certification through the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, as: 

I am between 14 and 17 years of age; and 
I have been a resident of Pennsylvania during the entirety of the 
previous ten-year period or, if not a resident of Pennsylvania 
during the entirety of the previous ten-year period, have 
received a FBI Fingerprint Check at any time since establishing 
residency in Pennsylvania and have attached a copy of the 
certification to the employer. 

I swear/affirm that I have NEVER been named as a perpetrator of a 
founded report of child abuse within the past five (5) years as 
defined by the Child Protective Services Law. 

I swear/affirm that I have NEVER been convicted of any of the 
following crimes under Title 18 of the PennsylVania consolidated 
statues or of offenses similar in nature to those crimes under the 
laws or former laws of the United States or one of its territories or 
possessions, another - state, the District of Columbia, the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or a foreign nation, or under a 
former law of this Commonwealth: 

Chapter 25 (relating to criminal homicide) 
Section 2702 (relating to aggravated assault) 
Section 2709 (relating to stalking) 
Section 2901 (relating to kidnapping) 
Section 2902 (relating to unlawful restraint) 
Section 3121 (relating to rape) 
Section 3122.1 (relating to statutory sexual assault) 
Section 3123 (relating to involuntary deviate sexual intercourse) 
Section 3124.1 (relating to sexual assault) 
Section 3125 (relating to aggravated indecent assault) 
Section 3126 (relating to indecent assault) 
Section 3127 (relating to indecent exposure) 
Section 4302 (relating to incest) 
Section 4303 (relating to concealing death of child) 
Section 4304 (relating to endangering welfare of children) 
Section 4305 (relating to dealing in infant children) 
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 Section 5902(b) (relating to prostitution and related offenses) 
Section 5903(0 or (d) (relating to obscene and other sexual 
material and performances) 
Section 6301 (relating to corruption of minors) 
Section 6312 (relating to sexual abuse of children), or an 
equivalent crime under Federal law or the law of another state. 

I have not been convicted of a felony offense under Act 64-1972 
(relating to the controlled substance, drug device and cosmetic act) 
committed within the past five years. 

I understand that I shall not be approved for service if I am named 
as a perpetrator of a founded report of child abuse or have been 
convicted of any of the crimes listed above or of offenses similar in 
nature to those crimes under the laws or former laws of the United 
States or one of its territories or possessions, another state, the 
District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or a foreign 
nation, or under a former law of this Commonwealth. 

I understand that if I am arrested for or convicted of an offense that 
would constitute grounds for denying participation in a program, 
activity or service under the Child Protective Services Law as listed 
above, or am named as perpetrator in a founded or indicated 
report, I must provide the administrator or designee with written 
notice no later than 72 hours after the arrest, conviction or 
notification that I have been listed as a perpetrator in the Statewide 
database. 

understand that if the person responsible for employment 
decisions or the administrator of a program, activity or service has a 
reasonable belief that I was arrested or convicted for an offense 
that would constitute grounds for denying employment or 
participation in a program, activity or service under the Child 
Protective Services Law, or was named as perpetrator in a founded 
or indicated report, or I have provided notice as required under this 
section, the person responsible for employment decisions or 
administrator of a program, activity or service shall immediately 
require me to submit current background checks obtained through 
the Department of Human Services, the Pennsylvania State Police, 
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The cost of background 
checks shall be borne by the employing entity or program, activity 
or service. 

I understand that if I willfully fail to disclose information required 
above, I commit a misdemeanor of the third degree and shall be 
subject to discipline up to and including denial of a volunteer 
position. 

I understand that the person responsible for employment decisions 
or the administrator of a program, activity or service is required to 
maintain a copy of my background checks. 
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I hereby swear/affirm that the Information as set forth above is 
true and correct. I understand that false swearing is a 
misdemeanor pursuant to Section 4903 of the Crimes Code. 

Check one that applies: 

I have been a resident of Pennsylvania during the entirety of the 
previous ten-year period. 

I have NOT been a resident of Pennsylvania during the entirety 
of the previous ten-year period but 1 have received a FBI 
Fingerprint Check since establishing residency in Pennsylvania 
and have attached a copy of the certification. 

Printed Name signature 

Parent/Guardian Printed Name Parent/Guardian Signature 

Witness Printed Name Witness Signature 

Date 
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Altar Server - Adult 
Athletic CoachNolunteer 
Bus Driver 
Cafeteria Worker 
Catechetical Administrator 
Catechist 

Catechist Aide 
Catholic Committee on Scouting Leader/Volunteer 
Chaperone 

All Clergy and Religious 
Deacon-Permanent/Transitional 
Diocesan Bishops 

o Diocesan Priest lncardinated in the Diocese and on 
Assignment or Retired in the Diocese 
Diocesan Priest not Incardinated in the Diocese, on 
Assignment or in Residence in the Diocese 
Seminarians 
Religious Men and. Women on Assignment in the Diocese 

Childcare Giver (e.g. cry room, pre-/afterschool program, 
babysitter, etc.) 

Music Ministry Staff, Paid and Volunteer 
Parish. Nurse 

Parish Safe Environment Coordinator 
Parish Social Minister 
Pastoral Associate/Minister 
Pastoral Healthcare Minister 
Playground Monitor 
Preschool Administrator/Aide 
Sacristan Trainer - Youth Altar Servers and/or Lectors 

School Employees 

School Volunteers 
Youth Ministry Volunteers 
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The Director of the diocesan office for the Protection of Children 
and Young People will review all records found and dates of 
occurrence as a result of Background Checks. 

If any information is incomplete or unclear, the Director will 
contact the firm that conducted the Background Check for 
clarification or rechecking of original sources. 

If the applicant's duties and extent of contact with children 
cannot be determined from reviewing the database application, 
the safe environment coordinator wilFbe contacted. 

Any applicant whose background search reveals a conviction for 
any abuse of children ,(physical, sexual or mental) shall 
automatically receive a "rejected" status and be prohibited from 
employment or volunteering within the parishes or institutions 
that are part of or related to the Diocese of Pittsburgh. 

If the records found are of a more serious nature (i.e., drivin 
under the influence, illegal use of a controlled substanc9, etc. 
and the violation(s) are recent (within 5 years) or the individua 
has had more than one violation (regardless of time period), the 
matter will be presented to an Examination Board consisting of 
the Vicar for Canonical Services or his designee, a representative 
from the Legal Department,the Director of the Office for the 
Protection of Children and Young People, the Vicar for Clergy 
Personnel or his designee, a representative from the Secretariat 
for Evangelization and Catholic Education, the Secretary for 
Parish Life or his designee, and the Diocesan Assistance 
Coordinator. The Examination Board will deterine whether the 
applicant should be given an "approved" "rejected" or 
"restricted" status. The pastor and sate environment 
coordinator will be notified of the board's decision. If the 
decision recommends/directs a "restricted" status, the employee 
or volunteer would have to agree in writing to the restriction 
and a copy shall be kept on file by the safe environment 
coordinator. (See Appendix F for the template for giving notice 
of a restriction.) 

If the records found are minor in nature (i.e., traffic violations) 
and unrelated to duties of the applicant, the applicant shall be 
given an "approved" status. In all instances, the safe 
environment coordinator should be informed of all records 
found and be responsible for informing the pastor. 

The pastor or program director may be more restrictive than 
the diocesan -assigned status (e.g., rejecting someone whom the 
diocese has restricted) but he/sffe cannot assign a status that is 
less restrictive than the diocesan -assigned status (e.g., 
restricting someone whom the diocese has rejected). 

In the event that a pastor or an applicant disagrees with the 
report of the records found or how the process for evaluating 
records was handled, he/she shall have the right to file a written 
appeal to the diocesan Office for Administrative Procedures 
within 30 days of beinginformed of the decision for resolution. 
The decision of the Office for Administrative Procedures is 
always final. 
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Date 

PARISH LETTERHEAD 

Mr. /Ms. 
Address 

Dear Name: 

As you are aware from our previous discussion, a record was found 
in the background check completed as part of your application. The 
Information found requires that your ministry in our parish as a 

be restricted. This restriction does not prohibit 
you from all ministries in our parish; it only restricts you specifically 
from 

This decision has been made with careful thought and only after 
consultation with the Diocesan Office for the Protection, of Children 
and Young Peoplp. Among the many responsibilities of my pastoral 
ministry is the safeguarding of children in our parish. I believe that I 

have no other option in this situation but to be extraordinarily 
cautious. 

This restriction shall remain in force until further notice. You may be 
assured that this matter shall be kept in strict confidence by me. By 
your signature at the bottom of this letter you verify that you have 
been informed of this restriction and you agree to abide by it. 
Should you choose not to abide by the restriction, further ministry 
in the parish will be prohibited. I am grateful for your cooperation in 
this matter as we work for the benefit of all members of our parish 
family. 

Sincerely yours in. Christ, 

Name 

(Print Name) , acknowledge to have received a 
copy of this correspondence. 

Signature Date 
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Type or Print Name of Parish/School/Pre-School 

Type or Print Street Address of Parish/School/Pre-School 

Type or Print City, State, Zip Code of Parish/School/Pre-School 
********************************** 

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA ) 
) SS: 

COUNTY OF 

AFFIDAVIT OF COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIRED 
STATE AND FEDERAL CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS 

The undersigned, being duly sworn according to law, does depose 
and state that the following is true and correct: 

I am a management level employee and duly authorized 
representative of the below named vendor of goods and/or 
services, or Independent contractor, to the parish/school/pre- 
school named above. 

I have been duly authorized by my employer to execute this 
Affidavit on behalf of my employer and to birid my employer to 
the terms, conditions and requirements of this Affidavit. 

I acknowledge that my employer and I have been informed that 
as a condition of doing business, and continuing to do business, 
with the above named parish/school/pre-school, that I must 
complete background evaluations for all employees and other 
duly authorized representatives of my employer, who will in any 
way come into contact with children and young people of the 
parish/school/pre-school. 
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 The background evaluations to be completed, paid for, filed with 
the authorities, written responses obtained from the authorities 
and the originals or copies of such written responses to be 
retained in our files concerning the subject employees before 
any employee and other authorized representative of my 
employer are permitted to come into contact with children and 
young people of the parish/school/pre-school, shall consist of 
the following: 

Pennsylvania State Police Criminal Report 
Pennsylvania Department of Human Services Report (Child 
Abuse) 
FBI Criminal History Report (Fingerprinting) 

I acknowledge and agree to immediately notify the above 
named parish/school/pre-school if the criminal report discloses 
a criminal record and/or the child abuse report discloses that an 
employee is listed in a report of child abuse. I also acknowledge 
and agree that we will not send the subject employee to the 
parish/school/pre-school. 

I acknowledge and agree that if the parish/school/pre-school 
requests copies of the criminal report and child abuse report on 
any or all of our employees, that we will provide copies upon 
receipt of such request. 

I acknowledge and agree that all criminal report and child abuse 
report checks on our employees will be not more than five (5) 
years old, if the same pre -date this Affidavit. 

I acknowledge that my employer and I have been informed that 
this is an ongoing responsibility, and that any new or additional 
personnel or other authorized representatives of my employer 
shall be subject to the same above referenced background 
evaluations. 

I acknowledge that my employer and I have been informed that 
failure to comply with these requirements may lead to a 
termination of my employer's business relationship withthe 
parish/school/pre-school. 

In order to induce the parish/school/lore-school to continue our 
business relationship, I warrant and represent to the parish/ 
school/pre-school that we intend, to undertake all actions 
necessary to achieve immediate compliance with the above 
requirements, and that the parish/school/pre-school may rely 
upon this Affidavit and the warranties and representations set 
forth herein. 
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I have read the above and it Is true and correct, 

Signature of Management Level Employee of Vendor or Independent Contractor 

Print Name of Person Signing 

Name of Vendor of Goods and/or Services or Independent Contractor 

Address of Vendor or Independent Contractor 

Telephone Number of Vendor or Independent Contractor 

Brief Description of Goods and/or Services FurniShed by Vendor or 

Independent Contractor: 

SWORN TO and subscribed before me 

this day of 20 

(SEAL) NOTARY PUBLIC. 

My Commission Expires: 
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This Code of F!astoral Conduct is based on a model dated March 17, 2003 and 
provided by the National Catholic RIM< Retention Group, Inc The Diocese Of 

Pittsburgh expresses its sincere gratitude to the National Catholic Risk Retention 
Group, Inc. for its work In providing a model and Its willingness to allow that model to 

be used as a basis for this Code. 
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To Clergy, Religious and Laity of the Diocese of Pittsburgh: 

In one of Jesus' most important parables for those engaged in ministry within the 
Church, He spoke of himself as the Good Shepherd who would lay down his life for 
his flock. As we follow Him, we are all called to be good shepherds, who protect the 
lambs from predators. In order to do so we sometimes have to change our procedures 
and our assumptions. 

This is the second revision and a significant expansion of the first Code of Pastoral 
Conduct that the Diocese of Pittsburgh promulgated in 2003 and updated in 2008. It 
set in writing and codified the standards and expectation for all those who act in the 
name of the Diocese of Pittsburgh. 

It was first drafted as a direct response to the mandate giVen by the bishops of the 
United States in our Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People to 
publish clear standards of ministerial behavior for clergy and all other Church 
personnel. However, its scope is significantly broader than child sexual abuse. The 
Code of Pastoral Conduct sets boundaries for conduct with both adults and children, 
addresses issues such as workplace harassment and violations of confidentiality. 

This is because, in the 14 years since it was first published, we have learned more 
about how to protect everyone - children, vulnerable adults and Church personnel - 
from situations that can lead to hann. This new edition addresses behavior that may 
be neither illegal nor sinful, but which is inappropriate for anyone working in the 
service of the Church. While it does not exhaust what is expected from those who 
care for others in the name of the Church, it is a succinct yet thorough statement of 
expected behavioral standards for all Church personnel. 

This document applies to bishops, priests, deacons, religious and lay members of the 
Christian faithful who assist in providing pastoral care. 

As Bishop of the Diocese of Pittsburgh, I am grateful for your service to the Church 
and for yolk willingness to protect all who are entrusted to the care of the Church. 
Your written acceptance of this document is testimony of your commitment to this 
effort. You are answering the call of Jesus to tend His lambs and protect them against 
any who would harm them. 

I ask you to see this Code of Pastoral Conduct as a helpful instillment that will aid 
you in that duty, protecting both you and those you serve as you go about our shared 
mission of bringing the love of God to all in our care. 

Grateful for our belief that "Nothing is Impossible with God," I am 

Your brother in Christ, 

Most Reverend David A. Zubik 

Bishop of Pittsburgh 
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Acknowledgement of Receipt of the Code of Pastoral Conduct 

* For purposes of this Code of Pastoral Conduct, the term "Church 
personnel" includes any person who performs tasks for the Church 
under the auspices of the Diocese of Pittsburgh or one of its 
parishes. This includes bishops, priests, deacons, seminarians, 
those in consecrated life, lay employees, and contract employees 
who are employed by the Diocese of Pittsburgh or any of its 
parishes or schools, together with those persons who provide 
volunteer services to/for the Diocese of Pittsburgh or any parish or 
school within the Diocese. 
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I. Preamble 
All Church personnel are to conduct themselves in a manner that 
upholds Christian values and conduct. Church personnel, as 
referred to herein, are any persons who perform tasks for the 
Church under the auspices of the Diocese of Pittsburgh or one of its 
parishes or schools. This Code of Pastoral Conduct provides a set of 
standards for conduct either in providing or in supporting the 
pastoral care of the Christian faithful and all others, The code does 
not present an exhaustive list of expectations, standards, or 
requirements. Rather, this code accompanies the universal law of 
the Church, civil law, and diocesan policies. Church personnel are to 
be aware of and committed to all of these norms that govern 
pastoral conduct. 

II. Responsibility 
Responsibility for adherence to the Code of Pastoral Conduct rests 
with the individual. Church personnel who disregard this Code of 
Pastoral Conduct will be subject to remedial action up to and 
possibly including dismissal. Corrective action may take various 
forms - from a verbal reproach to removal from the ministry - 

depending on the specific nature and circumstances of the offense 
and the extent of the harm. (See Appendix for Procedures) 

III. Pastoral Standards 
The public and private conduct of Church personnel can inspire and 
motivate people, but it can also scandalize and undermine people's 
faith. Church personnel are, at all times, to be aware of the 
responsibilities that accompany their work. They are to know also 
that God's goodness and grace support them in their ministry. 

Church personnel must first recognize that they are disciples of 
Jesus Christ and members of His Church. Therefore, in order to 
effectively serve others, Church personnel must first have an 
intimate relationship with Our Lord and they also need to ensure 
the stability of their own spiritual, physical, mental and emotional 
health. 

1. Conduct for Pastoral Counseling and Spiritual Direction 

Church personnel must respect boundaries in ministerial 
behavior, in particular with regard to pastoral counseling and 
spiritual direction. 
1.1 Church personnel are not to step beyond their competence in 
counseling situations and are to refer clients to other professionals 
when appropriate. 

1.2 Church personnel are to consider carefully the possible 
consequences before entering into a counseling relationship with 
someone with whom they have a pre-existing relationship (i.e., 
employee, professional colleague, friend, or other pre-existing 

1 
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relationship). [See Section 7.2.2] 

1.3 Church personnel are not to record these sessions in any audio 
or video format. 

1.4 Church personnel are never to engage in sexual intimacies with 
the persons they counsel. This includes consensual and 
nonconsensual contact, forced physical contact, and inappropriate 
sexual comments. 

1.5 Church personnel assume the full burden of responsibility for 
establishing and maintaining clear, appropriate boundaries in all 
counseling and counseling -related relationships. 

1.6 Physical contact of any kind (i.e., touching, hugging, holding) 
between Church personnel and the persons they counsel can be 
misconstrued and is to be avoided. 

1.7 Sessions are to be conducted at appropriate times and in 
professionally appropriate settings where the counselor is visible 
to other people, such as an office that has an uncovered window. 

1.7.1 No sessions are to be conducted in private living quarters. 

1.7.2 Sessions are not to be held at places or times that would 
tend to cause confusion about the nature of the relationship 
for the person being counseled. 

1.8 Church personnel providing pastoral counseling or spiritual 
direction are to maintain a log of the times and places of sessions 
with each person being counseled. 

1.9 All counseling sessions are to have a fixed duration, with a 

parting of the ways immediately upon conclusion of the counseling 
session. 

2. Confidentiality 

Information disclosed to Church personnel during the course 
of pastoral counseling, advising, or spiritual direction is to be 
held in the strictest confidence possible. 

2.1 Information obtained in the course of individual or group 
sessions is to be confidential, except for compelling professional 
reasons or as required by law. 

2.1.1 If there is clear and imminent danger to the client or to 
others, Church personnel may disclose only the information 
necessary to protect the parties affected and to prevent harm. 

2.1.2 Before disclosure is made, if feasible, Church personnel 
are to inform the person being counseled about the disclosure 
and the potential consequences. 

2.2 Church personnel are to discuss the nature of confidentiality 
and its limitations with each person in counseling. 
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2.3 Church personnel are to keep minimal records of the 
content of sessions. 

2.4 Knowledge that arises from professional contact may be 
used in teaching, writing, homilies, or other public presentations 
only when effective measures are taken to absolutely safeguard 
both the individual's identity and the confidentiality of the 
disclosures. 

2.5 While counseling a minor (i.e., anyone under the age of 18) in 
a formal setting, if Church personnel discover that there is a 

serious threat to the welfare of the minor and that 
communication of confidential information to a parent or legal 
guardian is essential to the child's health and well-being, Church 
personnel are to: 

Attempt to secure consent from the minor for the specific 
disclosure; 

Disclose only the information necessary to protect the health 
and well-being of the minor if consent is not given; and 

Consult with the appropriate Church authority, such as one's 
immediate supervisor, before disclosure. 

These obligations are independent of the confidentiality of the 
confessional. A priest can never disclose anything revealed in the 
Sacrament of Confession, not even with the penitent's permission. 
Further, all others who in any way (e.g., inadvertent overhearing) have 
information received through the confessional are obliged to secrecy. 

(Canon 983) 

3. Conduct With Children, Young People and Vulnerable Adults 

Church personnel working with children, young people and 
vulnerable adults are to maintain an open and trustworthy 
relationship between youth or vulnerable adults and adult 
supervisors. 
3.1 Church personnel are to be aware of their own and others' 
vulnerability when working alone with youth. Church personnel 
are to use a team approach to managing youth activities. 

3.2 Physical contact with youth can 
occur (a) only when completely 
appropriate, and (c) in public. Some 
FORMS of physical contact include, 
following: 

Shoulder to shoulder hugs 
Pats on the shoulder or back 
Handshakes 
"High -fives" and hand slapping 
Verbal praise 

3 
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 Holding hands while walking with small children 
Sitting beside small children 
Holding hands during prayer 
Pats on the head when culturally appropriate 

Examples of INAPPROPRIATE FORMS of physical contact not to be 
used, include but are not limited to the following: 

Kisses on the mouth and inappropriate or lengthy hugs or 
embraces 
Holding minors, above the approximate age of 5, on one's lap 

Touching buttocks, genital areas, or breasts and touching 
knees, thighs or legs as a sign of affection. 

Showing physical displays of affection in isolated areas of the 
premises such as bedrooms, closets, employee only areas, or 
other private -rooms. 

Sleeping in bed with a minor, youth prvulnerable adult. 
Wrestling with minors, youth or vulnerable adults except for 

legitimate sports coaching, in which case another adult should 
be present. 
Tickling and piggyback rides, 
Any type of massage given by an adult to a minor, youth or 

vulnerable adult. 
Any display of unwanted affection towards a minor, youth or 

vulnerable adult. 
Actions that include compliments relating to sexual 

attractiveness or sexual development. 
Students or vulnerable adults should only receive assistance 

with their attire ( e.g. buttons, ties, shirts) if they are physically 
unable to adjust it themselves and when another adult is 
present as a witness. 

3.3 There must be clear social boundaries between adults who serve 
the Church and minors or vulnerable adults for whom they have 
professional or volunteer responsibility. 

3.4 The Rule of TWO: Personnel must be aware of their own 
vulnerability to accusation when working alone with minors and 
vulnerable adults. The "Rule of Two" protects both Church personnel 
and those they care for: Any time that an employee or volunteer is 
acting as an agent of the Church in the presence of minors or 
vulnerable adults, there must always be another responsible adult 
within eyesight of their interactions, At least two adults must be 
present for any activity that a parish, school or diocesan institution 
sponsors for minors, and the number of adults must rise with the 
number of minors. The only exceptions to this rule are (1) when a 
priest hears the Sacrament of Confession and (2) during regular 
diocesan school classes conducted on the grounds of a parish, 
Catholic school or other diocesan institution. 
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3.4.1 Meetings with youth should take place in appropriate areas 
of church or school property, such as an office, social hall or 
youth meeting room, that is visible to other people. 

3.4.2 Meetings between Church personnel members and youths 
off -site must be for an organized group activity, held in a public 
area, with at least one other adult present and for which parents 
have given written permission. 

3.4.3 When meeting one-on-one with youth, Church personnel 
are to do so in a place that is visible to others, and must keep a 
desk, table or at least three feet of space between themselves 
and the young person. 

3,4.4 Access to school sports locker rooms, theater dressing 
rooms or other places where minors may be in a state of undress 
is limited to coaches, athletic directors, trainers, medical person- 
nel, theater directors, designated costume supervisors and clean- 
ing crew. A list must be kept of those authorized persons. Other 
school staff members and parents are barred from those areas 
while they are in active use. Under no circumstances is anyone 
allowed to take a photo or video in areas where minors or adults 
may be changing clothes. 

3.5 Meetings with unchaperoned youth or vulnerable adults in pri- 
vate living quarters is prohibited. 

3.6 Church personnel should limit their contact with minors to con- 
tent on a group social media page/account that (1) has been ap- 
proved by his/her supervisor and (2) has multiple Church personnel 
as administrators and monitors. No private communication should 
occur through social media. 

3.6.1 Correspondence should be directed to a youth's parents/ 
guardian. It is not appropriate to engage youth via phone, text or 
social media. 

3.6.2 Any group e -malls to minors should be (1) exclusively work - 
related and (2) sent via "blind copy", so that e-mail addresses are 
not distributed among the group without permission. 

3.7 Church personnel are to abstain from (a) the use of alcohol ' 

when working with youth or vulnerable adults, and (b) the posses- 
sion or use of illegal drugs at all times, 

3.8 The possession or use of firearms when working with minors or 
vulnerable adults is prohibited except in the case of a federal, state 
or local law enforcement officer in good standing who is legally car- 
rying a weapon related to his/her job. 

3.9 Church personnel are not to share private, overnight accommo- 
dations with individual young people. This includes, but is not lim- 
ited to, accommodations in any Church owned facility, private resi- 
dence, hotel room, or any other place where there is no other adult 
supervision present, 
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3.10 In rare, emergency situations, when accommodation is 
necessary for the health and wellbeing of the youth, Church 
personnel are to take extraordinary care to protect all parties from 
the appearance of impropriety and from all risk of harm. A team 
approach to managing emergency situations is to be used, 

4. Sexual Conduct 

Church personnel are not to exploit the trust placed in them by 
the faith community for sexual gain or intimacy. 

4.1 Church personnel who are committed to a celibate lifestyle are 
called to be an example of celibate chastity in all relationships at all 
times. 

4.2 Church personnel who provide pastoral counseling or spiritual 
direction services are to avoid developing inappropriately intimate 
relationships with minors, other Church personnel, or parishioners. 
Church personnel are to behave in a professional manner at all 
times. 

4.3 Church personnel should not seek emotional support from 
parishioners, subordinate employees, or persons to whom they give 
spiritual guidance; instead, they should turn to other networks 
within the diocese. 

4.4 No Church personnel may exploit another person for sexual 
purposes. This also includes the viewing of pornography. 

4.5 Viewing or possessing child pornography is a crime under 
federal law; allegations regarding this type of behavior will be 
reported immediately to the proper civil authorities and to the 
appropriate person in charge (i.e., pastor, principal or supervisor). 

4.6 Allegations of sexual abuse involving a minor are to be taken 
seriously and reported first to the proper civil authorities (ChildLine: 
1-800-932-0313 or www.compass.stat.pa.us/cwis) and then to the 
appropriate person in charge (i.e., pastor, principal or supervisor). 

4.7 Allegations of sexual misconduct (i.e., sexual abuse, sexual 
exploitation or sexual harassment) involving adults are to be taken 
seriously and are to be reported to the appropriate person in charge 
(i.e., pastor, principal or supervisor), who may also report the 
allegation to the proper civil authority. 

4.8 Church personnel are expected to know the obligations of the 
Child Protective Services Law and the reporting requirements that 
are mandated by it. Additionally, the policies of the Diocese 
regarding sexual misconduct and sexual abuse are to be obeyed, to 
protect the rights of all involved. 

4.9 Church personnel are to review and know the contents of the 
child abuse regulations and reporting requirements for the state of 
Pennsylvania and are to follow those mandates. (Reference reporting 
of Child Protective Services Law of Pennsylvania) 
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5. Harassment 

Church personnel are not to engage in physical, psychological, 
written, or verbal harassment of staff, volunteers, or 
parishioners and are not to tolerate such harassment by other 
Church staff or volunteers. 
5.1 Church personnel are to maintain a professional work 
environment that is free from physical, psychological, written, 
electronic, or verbal intimidation or harassment. 

5.2 Harassment encompasses a broad range of physical, written, or 
verbal behavior, including, without limitation, the following: 

Physical or mental abuse; 
Racial insults; 
Derogatory ethnic slurs; 
Unwelcome sexual advances or touching; 
Sexual comments or sexual jokes; 
Requests for sexual favors used as a condition of employment, 

or to affect other personnel decisions, such as promotion or 
compensation; 

Display of offensive materials. 
Defamatory gossip or otherwise maligning an individual to 

other employees, except for formally reporting a serious concern 
to a supervisor or to civil authorities. 

Inappropriate social media postings. 

5.3 Harassment can be a single severe incident or a persistent 
pattern of behavior where the purpose or the effect is to create a 

hostile, offensive, or intimidating work environment. 

5.4 Allegations of harassment are to be taken seriously and 
reported immediately to the appropriate Church authority such as 
the pastor, principal, catechetical administrator, or the Vicar for 
Clergy, Vicar for Canonical Services, or the Superintendent of 
Catholic Schools. 

Diocesan policies are to be followed to protect the rights of all 
involved. 

6. Records and Information 

Confidentiality is to be maintained in creating, storing, 
accessing, transferring, and disposing of Church records. 

6.1 Sacramental records are to be regarded as confidential. When 
compiling and publishing statistical information from these records, 
great care is to be taken to preserve the anonymity of individuals. 

6.2 Access to sacramental records is restricted for 100 years from 
the date of the creation of the record. After 100 years, access to the 
information in the sacramental record (but not the record itself) can 
only be provided in accord with diocesan policy. 
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6,2.1 Information regarding adoption and legitimacy remains 
confidential, regardless of age. 

6.2.2 Only Church personnel who are authorized to access the 
records and supervise their use are to handle requests for more 
recent records. 

6.3 Parish financial records are confidential. The financial 
information is made available to the Parish Finance Council and, in 
summary form, to the Parish on a yearly basis. The Diocesan 
Financial Policies are to be observed. Contact the Diocesan Office 
for Civil Legal Services upon receipt of any request for release of 
financial records, 

6.4 Individual contribution records are to be regarded as private and 
to be maintained in strictest confidence. 

7. Conflicts of Interest 

Church personnel are to avoid situations that might present a 
conflict of interest. Even the appearance of a conflict of interest 
can call integrity and professional conduct into question. 
7.1 Church personnel are to disclose to the appropriate Church 
authority (such as one's immediate supervisor) all relevant factors 
that potentially could create a conflict of interest. 

7.2 Church personnel are to inform all parties when a real or 
potential conflict of interest arises. Resolution of the issues is to 
protect the person receiving ministry services. 

7.2.1 No Church personnel is to take advantage of anyone to whom 
they are providing services in order to further their personal, 
political, or business interests. 

7.2.2 Church personnel are not to provide counseling services to 
anyone with whom they have a business, professional, or social 
relationship. When this is unavoidable, the client is to be protected. 
The counselor is to establish and maintain clear, appropriate 
boundaries. 

7.2.3 When providing pastoral counseling or spiritual direction to 
two or more people who have a pre-existing personal or business 
relationship, Church personnel are to: 

Clarify with all parties the nature of each relationship, 
Anticipate any conflict of interest, 
Take appropriate actions to eliminate the conflict, and 
Obtain from all parties written consent to continue services. 

7.3 Conflicts of interest may also arise when Church personnel's 
independent judgment is impaired by: 

Prior dealings, 
Becoming personally involved, or 
Becoming an advocate for one (person) against another. 
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In these circumstances, Church personnel are to advise the parties 
that he or she can no longer provide services and refer them to 
another competent individual qualified to provide assistance. 

8. Reporting Misconduct 

Church personnel have a duty to report their own ethical or 
professional misconduct and the misconduct of others. 
8.1 Church personnel are to hold each other accountable for 
maintaining the highest ethical and professional standards. When 
there is an indication of illegal actions by Church personnel, 
Church personnel are to notify the proper civil authorities 
immediately and the Diocesan Office for Civil Legal Services. 

8.2 When an uncertainty exists about whether a situation or course 
of conduct violates this Code of Pastoral Conduct or other religious, 
moral, or ethical principles, Church personnel are to consult with 
the appropriate Church authority (such as one's immediate 
supervisor), 

8.3 When it appears that the conduct of Church personnel is in 
violation of this Code of Pastoral Conduct or other religious, moral, 
or ethical principles, such conduct shall be reported to the 
appropriate Church authority, such as one's immediate supervisor. 
If the immediate supervisor has no direct superior at that location, it 
shall be reported to the Diocesan Legal Office. 

8.4 Allegations of sexual abuse involving a minor, even if uncertain, 
are to be taken seriously and reported first to the proper civil 
authorities (Childline: 1-800-932-0313 or www.compass.stat.pa.us/ 
cwis) and then to the appropriate person in charge (i.e., pastor, 
principal or supervisor). 

8.5 The obligation of Church personnel to report client misconduct 
is subject to the duty of confidentiality. However, any agreement or 
duty to maintain confidentiality is to yield to the need to report 
misconduct that threatens the safety, health, or well-being of any of 
the persons involved except as provided for in Section 2.5. 

9. Administration 

In the recognition of the dignity of the human person, 
employers and supervisors are to treat Church personnel with 
justice, dignity and respect in the day-to-day administrative 
operations of their ministries. 
9.1 Personnel and other administrative decisions made by Church 
personnel are to meet civil and canon law obligations and also 
reflect Catholic social teachings and this Code of Pastoral Conduct. 

9.2 Church personnel are not to use their position to exercise 
unreasonable or inappropriate power and authority. 
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10. Church Personnel Well -Being 

Church personnel have a duty to be responsible for their own 
spiritual, physical, mental and emotional health. 
10.1 Church personnel are to be aware of warning signs that 
indicate potential problems with their own spiritual, physical, 
mental, and/or emotional health. 

10.2 Church personnel are to seek help immediately whenever they 
notice behavioral or emotional warning signs in their own 
professional and/or personal lives, 

10.3 Catholic Church personnel are to address their own spiritual 
needs by regular participation in the sacramental life of the Church 
through frequent reception of the Eucharist and the sacrament of 
Confession or Reconciliation. They also should participate in 
activities of spiritual development such as times of recollection and 
retreat, spiritual direction, and the like. 

APPENDIX 
Procedural Guidelines for Violation 

of the Code of Pastoral Conduct 

A. When the immediate supervisor of a Church personnel employee 
or volunteer receives information that an employee or volunteer's 
conduct constitutes an alleged violation of the Code of Pastoral 
Conduct, the immediate supervisor must immediately inform the 
proper ecclesiastical authority (for example, in a parish this would 
be the pastor). Any alleged or suspected child abuse must be 
immediately reported to ChildLine (1-800-932-0313 or 
www.compass.state.pa.us/cwis) and then to the Office of the 
Diocesan Assistance Coordinator. 

B. If the pastor commits an alleged violation of the Code of Pastoral 
Conduct, is complicit in it, or is involved in any way, the matter will 
be handled by the Vicar for Clergy in accord with the universal law 
of the Church and the policies of the Diocese of Pittsburgh. 

C. Upon receipt of information regarding a violation of the Code of 
Pastoral Conduct, the proper ecclesiastical authority will consult 
with the Diocesan Legal Office, which will then coordinate the 
appropriate response and investigation. 

D. If the person harmed by the alleged violation or the person 
accused believes that the procedures followed or the facts gathered 
in the investigation, which resulted in a determination, were faulty 
or incomplete, he or she may appeal the determination by utilizing 
the due process procedures of the Diocese of Pittsburgh, which are 
administered by the Office for Administrative Procedures. 
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CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF PITTSBURGH 
Acknowledgement of Receipt of the Code of Pastoral Conduct 

In accord with my role as Church personnel, and in witness to the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ, I will conduct myself with integrity, acting in a 
manner that is consistent with the discipline and teachings of the 
Catholic Church. I will guide my behavior by civil and canon law, by the 
policies of the Diocese of Pittsburgh and by the Code of Pastoral 
Conduct by... 

1. Respecting the rights of each person and advancing his or her 
welfare during the course of counseling, advising or spiritual 
direction. 
2. Holding in the strictest confidence information disclosed during 
the course of counseling, advising or spiritual direction. 
3. Maintaining an open and trustworthy relationship when working 
with youth, free from inappropriate behavior that would put them 
at risk. 
4. Honoring the trust placed in Church personnel by not exploiting 
others for sexual gain or intimacy. 
5. Providing a professional work environment that is free from 
physical, psychological, written or verbal intimidation or 
harassment. 
6. Maintaining confidentiality in creating, storing, accessing, 
transferring and disposing of Church records. 
7. Avoiding situations that might present a conflict of interest, 
8. Reporting to proper authorities my own ethical or professional 
misconduct and the misconduct of others. 
9. Treating Church personnel justly in the day-to-day operations of 
work and ministry. 
10. Being responsible for my own spiritual, physical, mental, and 
emotional health. 

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ, UNDERSTAND, AND HEREBY COMMIT 
TO CONDUCTING MYSELF AS A PRIEST, PARISH ADMINISTRATOR, 
DEACON, SEMINARIAN, CHURCH EMPLOYEE OR VOLUNTEER IN 
ACCORD WITH THE DIOCESAN CODE OF PASTORAL CONDUCT. 

(Name) (Parish, School, Office or Program) 

(Position) (Date) 

"111111111111111kr 
RETURN ONESIGN D ORIGINAL TO THE PARISH OR DIOCESE 

THE OTHER COPY. 
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CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF PITTSBURGH 
Acknowledgement of Receipt of the Code of Pastoral Conduct 

In accord with my role as Church personnel, and in witness to the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ, I will conduct myself with integrity, acting in a 
manner that is consistent with the discipline and teachings of the 
Catholic Church. I will guide my behavior by civil and canon law, by the 
policies of the Diocese of Pittsburgh and by the Code of Pastoral 
Conduct by... 

1. Respecting the rights of each person and advancing his or her 
welfare during the course of counseling, advising or spiritual 
direction. 
2. Holding in the strictest confidence information disclosed during 
the course of counseling, advising or spiritual direction. 
3. Maintaining an open and trustworthy relationship when working 
with youth, free from inappropriate behavior that would put them 
at risk. 
4. Honoring the trust placed in Church personnel by not exploiting 
others for sexual gain or intimacy. 
5. Providing a professional work environment that is free from 
physical, psychological, written or verbal intimidation or 
harassment. 
6. Maintaining confidentiality in creating, storing, accessing, 
transferring and disposing of Church records. 
7. Avoiding situations that might present a conflict of interest, 
8. Reporting to proper authorities my own ethical or professional 
misconduct and the misconduct of others. 
9. Treating Church personnel justly in the day-to-day operations of 
work and ministry. 
10. Being responsible for my own spiritual, physical, mental, and 
emotional health. 

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ, UNDERSTAND, AND HEREBY COMMIT 
TO CONDUCTING MYSELF AS A PRIEST, PARISH ADMINISTRATOR, 
DEACON, SEMINARIAN, CHURCH EMPLOYEE OR VOLUNTEER IN 
ACCORD WITH THE DIOCESAN CODE OF PASTORAL CONDUCT. 

(Name) (Parish, School, Office or Program) 

(Position) (Date) 
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Clergy Sexual Misconduct 
The teaching of the Church, particularly her moral teachings rooted 
in Scripture and Tradition, serve as the basis for this policy. This 
teaching recognizes the dignity of every human person. 

Because of our desire to protect the rights and dignity of every 
person in the Diocese of Pittsburgh entrusted to the care of a priest, 
most especially the safety and wellbeing of children, the 
following procedure will be followed whenever an allegation of 
clergy sexual misconduct is reported to the Diocese, 

This policy is intended to complement and at the same time be in 
compliance with both the Code of Canon Law, the Motu Proprio 
Normae de Gravioribus Delictis Congregationi Pro Doctrina Fidel 
Resenfatis and Sacramentorum sanctitatis tutela from the 
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. It is also in conformity 
with the Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People and 
the Essential Norms for Diocesan/ Eparchial Policies Dealing with 
Allegations of Sexual Abuse of Minors by Priests, Deacons or Other 
Church Personnel established by the United States Conference of 
Catholic Bishops. 

The following principles guide the policy and its application: 

Children come first. The safety of anyone entrusted to the care 
of a priest, especially children, is the first priority in any pastoral 
assignment. 

Concern for the victims. We are always concerned about victims 
who have suffered abuse and their families. The Diocese offers 
pastoral and spiritual support to victims and their families as 
well as psychological counseling. 

All allegations reported. All allegations of sexual abuse of 
minors are turned over to the proper civil authorities. 

Suitability for parochial ministry. No cleric against whom there 
is an admitted or established allegation of sexual misconduct 
with a minor may serve in any Ministry. It is the role of the 
Church alone to determine the suitability of a cleric for ministry. 

This policy will be reviewed every two years to ensure its 
effectiveness. 

In an attempt to review the serious matter of clergy sexual 
misconduct and how the Church addresses it, this diocesan policy is 
presented under two aspects: 1) The Pastoral Response and 2) The 
Administrative Process. 
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I. The Pastoral Response 

The Policy on Clergy Sexual Misconduct of the Diocese of Pittsburgh is 
concerned with allegations that a cleric (a priest or a deacon) has 
engaged in either sexual misconduct with a minor l , a vulnerable 
adult', or nonconsensual sexual misconduct with an adult'. 

Allegations of consensual sexual misconduct by clergy will be 
addressed by the Vicar for Clergy. Recommendations for 
appropriate spiritual and/or psychological assistance will be made 
as needed. 

The goal of the Diocese in this policy is to respond to allegations in a 
way that is pastorally and canonically effective in application. The 
prompt response of the Diocese to complaints of sexual misconduct 
by clergy will include among other steps: 

A. An examination by the Vicar for Clergy and the Diocesan 
Assistance Coordinator of the content of the allegation in 
order to begin the determination of its credibility as 
regarding the suitability of the clerk for any ministry (cf. 
Administrative Process); 

B. All allegations of sexual misconduct against minors will be 
turned over to proper civil authorities; in addition, the 
diocese encourages and supports the complainants to 
report the matter in question to the proper civil authorities; 

C. Designated diocesan officials - usually the Vicar for Clergy 
and the Diocesan Assistance Coordinator - will interview the 
person who made the allegation, and/or the alleged victim 
and where appropriate, that person's parents, as well as the 
cleric against whom the allegation was made; 

D. In addition to turning the allegation over to proper civil 
authorities, actions which may also be taken as a result of 
these interviews may include: (I) immediate removal of the 
cleric from his diocesan assignment; (2) a complete medical 
and psychological assessment; and/ or (3) ongoing 
treatment; (4) and an assessment of the allegation and 
fitness for ministry by the Clergy Task Force and the 
Independent Review Board; 

E. Allegations cannot be received in confidence given the 
obligation and/or need to report this information to proper 
civil authorities; 

F. Assistance to the complainant and his or her family by 
offering pastoral and spiritual support and psychological 
counseling as needed; 

G. Recognition of the civil and canonical rights of all involved; 
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H. Assistance to parishes .or communities affected by the 
allegations through the help of a Pastoral Support Team, 
which will provide appropriate spiritual and psychological 
help; 

I. Availability of the Diocesan Assistance Coordinator to assure 
that appropriate assistance continues to be made available 
by the Diocese. 

Footnotes 
'Sexual misconduct with a minor (an individual under the age of 18) includes sexual 
molestation or sexual exploitation of a minor, viewing of child pornography, and 
other behavior by which an adult uses a minor as an object of sexual gratification. 

In Church law, the transgressions in question relate to obligations arising from divine 
commands regarding human sexual interaction as conveyed to us by the sixth 
commandment of the Decalogue. Thus, the norm to be considered in assessing an 
allegation of sexual abuse of a minor is whether conduct or Interaction with a minor 
qualifies as an external, objectively grave violation of the sixth commandment 
(USCCB, Canonical Delicts involving Sexual Misconduct and Dismissal from the Clerical 
State, 1995, p.6). A canonical offense against the sixth commandment of the 
Decalogue (CIC, c 1395§2; CCEO §1) need not be a complete act of intercourse. Nor, 
to be objectively grave, does an act need to involve force, physical contact, or a 
discernible harmful outcome. Moreover, "imputability [moral responsibility] for a 
canonical offense is presumed upon external violations...unless it is otherwise 
apparent" (CIC, c. 1321 §3; CCEO, c 1414 §2); cf. CIC, canons 1322-27, and CCEO, 
canons 1413, 1415, and 1416. 

'A person 18 years or older whose ability to perform the normal activities of daly 
living or to provide for his or her own care or protection is impaired due to mental, 
emotional, physical, development disability, brain damage or the infirmities of aging. 

3In addition to rape, "non-consensual sexual misconduct" also includes any breach of 
professional trust which has as its intent sexual contact. This would include sexual 
activity with a parish employee or an individual with whom the cleric is providing 
spiritual direction, counseling or ministry. 

II. The Administrative Process 

Phase One 

If an allegation is lodged against a cleric regarding sexual 
misconduct with a minor or non-consensual sexual misconduct with 
an adult, the Vicar for Clergy and the Diocesan Assistance 
Coordinator must be notified immediately, an investigation is 
initiated, and the following steps will be taken. It should be noted 
that the steps presented in this policy should not be construed as a 
presumption of guilt of the accused cleric. 

A. Those making the allegation will be interviewed by the 
designated diocesan officials, normally the Vicar for Clergy 
and the Diocesan Assistance Coordinator. Both the 
substance and the source of the allegation must be shared 
with the cleric against whom the complaint is lodged. 

3. 
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No allegation can be received in confidence given the 
obligation and/or need to report this information to the 
proper civil authorities. If the allegation appears to have 
merit, the canonical administrative process begins when the 
allegation is confirmed in writing. 

B. The cleric must be apprised of the allegation during a 

separate interview conducted by the appropriate diocesan 
officials, normally the Vicar for Clergy and the Diocesan 
Assistance Coordinator. The cleric must be informed before 
he responds to the allegation that he has a right to canonical 
counsel, if he chooses. He will be assisted in identifying such 
counsel, if necessary. 

C. If the cleric against whom an allegation is made is a member 
of a religious community on assignment or in residence 
within the Diocese, the Vicar for Clergy and the Diocesan 
Assistance Coordinator will review the allegations made and 
the diocesan process with his religious superior. Cases of 
this nature are within the jurisdiction of the religious 
community of which the accused is a member. 

D. As a matter of policy, all allegations of clergy sexual 
misconduct with a minor, no matter how long ago the 
alleged misconduct occurred, are reported to the proper 
civil authorities. 

Phase Two 

After interviewing both the complainant and the accused cleric, the 
designated diocesan officials, normally the Vicar for Clergy and the 
Diocesan Assistance Coordinator, must determine action to be 
taken based on the credibility of the allegation. 

A. First Scenario 

If, after careful review of all available information, including 
the results of the civil investigation, the allegation is judged 
to be without merit, the matter will not be pursued further 
and the parties will be informed of this decision. 
Appropriate steps will be taken to affirm the cleric in his 
ministry and to repair any damage to his reputation. 

B. Second Scenario 

When the preliminary investigation of an allegation against 
a cleric is doubtful or there is a semblance of truth, the 
cleric is immediately removed from his diocesan 
assignment and placed on an administrative leave of 
absence. 
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1. The allegation is referred to the Clergy Task Force and 
the Independent Review Board to assess the allegation 
and the cleric's fitness for ministry. 

2. Limitations are placed on the ministry of the cleric such 
as, but not limited to, the following: prohibition from 
performing any public celebration of sacraments or 
sacramentals; prohibition from wearing clerical attire; 
prohibition concerning living in a certain place or 
territory; and revocation of diocesan faculties. 

3. The cleric is urged to undergo, as soon as possible, a 

complete medical and psychological assessment at a 
facility selected by the Diocese. Likewise, the cleric is to 
grant permission that the results of this assessment be 
shared by the treatment facility with the appropriate 
diocesan authorities. 

4. Those making the allegation will be provided an 
appropriate update on the process. 

5. If either the Clergy Task Force or the Independent 
Review Board reviews the allegation and recommends 
to the Diocesan Bishop that the cleric should not be 
returned to ministry and the bishop accepts the 
recommendation, one of the following will occur: '1) The 
cleric may be offered the opportunity to withdraw from 
priestly ministry; 2) The cleric may seek a dispensation 
from the obligations arising from the priesthood; or 3) 
The diocese will initiate a canonical process. 

6. When the accusation has proved to be unfounded, 
every step possible will be taken to restore the good 
name of the cleric, and he will be returned to ministry. 

C. Third Scenario 

Where sexual abuse by a cleric is admitted or is established 
after an appropriate investigation in accord with canon law, 
the following will pertain: 

1. The offending cleric will be permanently removed from 
ministry and the appropriate canonical process will be 
applied. 

2. An offending cleric will be offered professional 
assistance for his own healing and well-being, as well as 
for the purpose of prevention. 

3. In every case, the processes provided for in canon law 
must be observed, and the various provisions of canon 
law must be considered (cf. Canonical Delicts involving 
Sexual Misconduct and Dismissal from the Clerical State, 
1995; cf. Letter from the Congregation for the Doctrine 
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of the Faith, May 18, 2001). These provisions may 
include a request by the clerk for dispensation from the 
obligation of holy orders and the loss of the clerical 
state, or a request by the bishop for dismissal from the 
clerical state even without the consent of the cleric. 

4. For the sake of due process, the accused is to be 
encouraged to retain the assistance of civil and 
canonical counsel. When necessary, the diocese will 
supply canonical counsel.to a cleric. 

5. The cleric will be offered assistance for career retraining. 

6. If the penalty of dismissal from the clerical state has not 
been applied (e.g., for reasons of advanced age or 
infirmity), the offender is to lead a life of prayer and 
penance. He will not be permitted to celebrate Mass 
publicly, to wear, clerical garb, or to present himself 
publicly as a priest, 

III. The Independent Review Board Norms/ Procedures 

Article I - Statement of Jurisdiction 
1. Coverage - These procedures are established solely for the 

purpose of presenting to the Diocesan Bishop a 
recommendation as to a particular course of action to be 
taken when a doubt remains regarding credibility of an 
allegation involving sexual misconduct or when the 
suitability to hold ecclesiastical office or any other 
ministerial assignment has been questioned due to 
circumstances beyond those defined In the universal law of 
the Church. In addition this Board will assist the Diocesan 
Bishop in a regular review of diocesan policies and 
procedures for dealing with sexual abuse of minors. 

2. Limitation of Action - An assessment under these 
procedures shall be convened only by the Diocesan Bishop 
or by one specifically delegated by him to act on his behalf. 

3. Exclusion - These procedures are not applicable to 
doctrinal matters of faith and morals, the validity of sacred 
orders or canonical imposition of penalties by judicial or 
administrative procedures. 

Article II - Powers and Duties 

1. The Vicar for Canonical Services shall be responsible for the 
implementation and application of these procedures. 

2. It shall be the duty of the Vicar for Canonical Services to: 
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a. Effect the proper operation of these procedures; 

b. Process the request through the established 
procedures; 

c. Maintain accurate records; 

d. .Transmit said records together with the 
recommendation of the Independent Review Board to 
the Vicar for Clergy following conclusion of the action. 

3. A roster of people qualified to serve on the Independent 
Review Board shall consist of laity not employed by the 
Diocese, as well as pastors and religious, appointed by the 
Diocesan Bishop, The list shall include persons who are 
learned in civil law or the human sciences and who meet 
any other qualifications which the Diocesan Bishop may 
establish. They shall be appointed for a five (5) year term 
that is renewable. 

4. Five (5) members of the Independent Review Board, 
including at least one pastor, and at least one person who 
has expertise in the treatment of sexual abuse of minors 
shall be selected for each case by the Vicar for Canonical 
Services of these procedures. 

Article III - Process of Assessment 

1. The designated Independent Review Board shall hold 
hearings upon any case referred to it by the Vicar for 
Canonical Services, with the Initial hearing being scheduled 
not more than fifteen (15) calendar days after such referral 
unless extended by the Vicar for Canonical Services. The 
Board is convened by the Vicar for Canonical Services with 
the approval of the Diocesan Bishop. 

2. The Vicar for Canonical Services shall set a time, date and 
place for each hearing and notify the parties, in writing, not 
less than ten (10) calendar days prior to such hearings. 

3. Prior to establishing a time, date and place for the initial 
hearing by the Vicar for Canonical Services, the Vicar for 
Clergy or his delegate shall submit to the Vicar for Canonical 
Services all documentation and information which has been 
previously gathered concerning the allegation and shall 
determine the willingness of the person making it to 
participate in these procedures. 

4. All testimony shall be taken under oath or affirmation. The 
Board may take testimony of the parties and witnesses by 
deposition, affidavits or otherwise when it is deemed 
necessary. 

5. The Independent Review Board shall make its 
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recommendation on the evidence presented. All testimony 
shall be taken in the presence of the entire Board. The 
parties may offer any evidence as they desire, subject to a 
decision by the Board as to its relevancy and materiality. 

6. Upon completion of the process, the Independent Review 
Board shall submit, in writing, its findings and 
recommendations to the Vicar for Clergy through the Vicar 
for Canonical Services of these procedures. The 
recommendations are then shared in full with the Diocesan 
Bishop. 

7. The recommendation of the Independent Review Board 
shall be handed down no later than ten calendar days from 
the date of the closing of the process. 

IV. Canonical Penal Procedures 

Introduction 

The canonical penal process establishes the fundamental 
procedures by which truth and justice is served within the 
eccieslal community. The penal process Is divided into two 
phases: 

1. The Prior Investigation; (c. 1717-1719) 

2. The Development of the Process. (c.1720-1728) 

These two phases form the administrative and judicial process 
by which the Code of Canon Law safeguards the rights of the 
complainant and the cleric, repairs scandal and restores justice. 
In addition, the penal process is governed by the Normae de 
Gravioribus Delictis Congregation' Pro Doctrina Fidel Reservatls, 
and Sacramentorum sanctitatis tutela. 

Prior Investigation 

The prior Investigation phase has two distinct components. The 
first component is the investigation by the Diocesan Bishop or 
his delegate to determine: 

The specific offense alleged to have been committed; 

The precise canonical violation; 

The evidence available; and 

The canonical statute of limitation (prescription). 

As in civil law, during the investigation, the accused enjoys the 
presumption of innocence, and all appropriate steps shall be 
taken to protect his reputation. 
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Development of the Process 

When this first component is completed the Diocesan Bishop 
proceeds to the second component and determines: 

1. Whether the specific offense is a delict of the type reserved 
to the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, in 
conformity with the Motu Proprio, Normae de Gravioribus 
Delictis Congregation' Pro Doctrina Fidei Reservatis, and 
Sacramentorum sanctitatis tutela. 

/ If the Diocesan Bishop has reasonable belief that a reserved 
delict probably has been committed after the appropriate 
canonical investigation, he transmits this to the 
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith which, unless the 
Congregation claims jurisdiction of the case itself, will order 
the Ordinary to proceed to a conclusion, with due regard, 
nevertheless, for the right of appealing against a sentence 
of the first grade to the Supreme Tribunal of the 
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. 

3. If the process is directed to be handled by the Diocesan 
Bishop, on a local level, the Congregation for the Doctrine 
of the Faith will forward appropriate norms governing the 
handling of the case. 

4. . If a case is not reserved to the Congregation for the 
Doctrine of the Faith, a determination must be made by the 
Diocesan Bishop if the process is to be administrative or 
judicial. 

5. If the Diocesan Bishop decides to proceed by an 
administrative process, he must inform the cleric of the 
evidence and offer the cleric the opportunity of self - 
defense before a decision is rendered. 

6. If the Diocesan Bishop decides to proceed by a judicial 
process in a case that is not reserved to the Congregation 
for the Doctrine of the Faith, he must do so by transmitting 
the evidence collected to the Promoter of Justice who is to 
present a formal petition to the Diocesan Tribunal. The 
Diocesan Tribunal must act on the petition in accord with 
the procedural norms established by the. Code of Canon 
Law and the Motu Proprio, Normae de Gravioribus Deficit 
Congregation! Pro Doctrina Fidei Reservatis and 
Sacramentorum sanctitatis tutela from the Congregation for 
the Doctrine of the Faith. 
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Subject: Secretariat: Number: 1\41,-I 
ALLEGATIONS OF SEXUAL Ministerial Leadership Page: 1 of 3 
ABUSE OF MINORS BY CHURCH 

PERSONNEL OTHER THAN 

CLERICS 

Purpose: To establish a protocol for dealing with allegations of the sexual abuse of minors 
by Church personnel other than clerics. 

Applicability: All non -clergy Church personnel. 

Definitions: 

Church Personnel: 

All persons directly employed by the Diocese of Pittsburgh or any parish within the 
Diocese; and, 

All persons who provide any volunteer services to/for the Diocese of Pittsburgh and 
to/for any parish within the Diocese. 

Minor: Any person under eighteen (18) years of age. 

Sexual abuse of a minor: Sexual molestation or sexual exploitation of a minor and other 
behavior by which an adult uses a minor as an object of sexual gratification. Sexual abuse has 
been defined by different civil authorities in various ways, and these norms do not adopt any 
particular defmition provided in civil law. Rather, the transgressions in question relate to 
obligations arising from divine commands regarding human sexual interaction as conveyed to us 
by the sixth commandment of the Decalogue. Thus, the norm to be considered in assessing an 
allegation of sexual abuse of a minor is whether conduct or interaction with a minor qualifies as 
an external, objectively grave violation of the sixth commandment (USCCB, Canonical Delicts 
Involving Sexual Misconduct and Dismissal rom the Clerical State, 1995, p.6). A canonical 
offense against the sixth commandment of the Decalogue (CIC, c. 1395 §2; CCEO, c. 1453 §1) 
need not be a complete act of intercourse. Nor, to be objectively grave, does an act need to 
involve force, physical contact, or a discernable harmful outcome. Moreover, "imputability 
[moral responsibility] for a canonical offense is presumed upon external violation ... unless it is 
otherwise apparent" (CIC, c, 1321 §3; CCEO, c. 1414 §2). Cf. CIC, canons 1322-27, and CCEO, 
canons 1413, 1415, and 1416. This definition is contained in the Essential Norms that were 
adopted by the bishops of the United States. The norms received the recognitio of the Apostolic 
See on December 8, 2002, and became effective as particular law binding all dioceses and 
eparchies of the United States on March 1, 2003. 

Effective Date: Revision Date: Number of Revisions: 
June 1, 2003 

Approved May 21, 2003 
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Subject: Secretariat: Number: ML4 
ALLEGATIONS OF SEXUAL Ministerial Leadership Page: 2 of 3 
ABUSE OF MINORS BY CHURCH 

PERSONNEL OTHER THAN 

CLERICS . . 

Policy and Procedure: 

I.A. When an allegation of sexual abuse of a minor is made, the Church will respond both 
pastorally and administratively. 

The Church shall provide assistance to the minor and his/her family with the 
offer of spiritual support and psychological counseling as needed. 

I.A.2. The civil and canonical rights of all involved will be respected while the 
Church seeks to offer assistance. 

LA.3. A pastoral support team will be put in place to provide assistance to parishes 
or C0771171UlliiieS affected by the allegations. 

1.4.4. Any allegation of sexual abuse involving a minor may be brought by the 
minor, his or her parent(s) or guardian(s), or anyone else with knowledge or 
a reasonable suspicion that sexual abuse has occurred. 

LA.5. The Office of the Secretary for Ministerial Leadership will work With the 
Office of Civil Legal Services to reportpromptly all allegations of the sexual 
abuse of minors to the appropriate civil authorities as well as to comply with 
all civil law obligations. Any mandatory reporter. who receives an allegation 
fr0711 a minor will comply with the requirements of the Child Protective 
Services Law. Even though the diocese will have informed civil authorities, all 
persons communicating an allegation of the sexual abuse of a minor will also 
be encouraged to turn the allegation over to the civil authorities. 

LA.6. The alleged victim of sexual abuse or another individual bringing the 
allegation will be interviewed by the Office of the Secretary for Ministerial 
Leadership. If the Church employee or volunteer does not W07* in Central 
Administration, then the pastor or other supervisor of the employee or 
volunteer will participate in the. interview. When possible, the allegation 
should be in writing and signed by the party making the allegation. 

LA. 7. The Church employee or volunteer will also be interviewed by the same 
persons set orili in the preceding paragraph. At the beginning of the 
interview it should be determined that the employee or volunteer is aware of 
their civil and canonical rights. if the allegation is deemed to be credible, the 
employee or volunteer will be suspended immediately. In the case of an 
employee, the temporary suspension will be with pay. 

Effective Date: Revision Date: Number of Revisions: 
June 1, 2003 

Approved May 21, 2003 
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Subject: Secretariat: Number: ML -I 
ALLEGATIONS OF SEXUAL Ministerial Leadership Page: 3 of 3 
ABUSE OF MINORS BY CHURCH 

PERSONNEL OTHER THAN 

CLERICS 

After the preliminary review has been conducted, a decision will be made by 
those conducting the interviews whether the employee or volunteer is to 

continue on suspension, be reinstated, oi dealt with in another manner 
including termination of employment. 

14.9. Further action may be taken later. The circumstances in which further action 
might be taken include, but are not limited to: (a) a retraction of the 
allegation; (b) an admission by the employee or volunteer; (c) the institution 
of or the resolution of either criminal charges or a civil action, (d) or the 
receipt of any other relevant information at any time 

1.4.10. If at any time it is determined that the allegation is unfounded, then 
appropriate steps will be taken to affirm the employee or volunteer in their 
work and to mvpair any damage to their reputation. 

Effective Date: Revision Date: Number of Revisions: 
June 1, 2003 

Approved May 21, 2003 
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Dioceses more responsive to Catholic Church sex abuse 
scandals 

JASON CATO V' (littps://twitter.comEac412Cato) I Saturday, March 5, 2016, 9:00 p.m. 

Decades of silence by the Roman Catholic Church regarding child sexual abuse by priests 
has given way to an era of atonement, as public apologies and condemnation come from 
local dioceses up to the Vatican. 

But that isn't enough for some. The church needs to name priests suspected of abuse, 
like those outed last week in a 147 -page grand jury report about the Altoona Johnstown 
diocese, so more go to prison, said David Clohessy, national director of SNAP, the 
Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests. 

"More words, clearer words, sadder words - it's all words, and words protect no one. 
Decisive actions protect kids," said Clohessy, expressing a desire for local dioceses to post 
online the names of priests accused of sexually abusing children. "They often are fixated 
on PR, policies, panels and protocols that look terrific on paper but essentially are 
worthless. 

"Sincerity must be judged by actions, not words." 

Leaders of the Catholic Church in Pittsburgh and Greensburg said they are committed to 
stopping sexual abuse and righting decades of wrongs. 

"I would hope in every diocese we realize we can never do enough to keep this horror 
from occurring," said Pittsburgh Bishop David Zubik, who will host a special "Service of 
Apology" March 21 in St. Paul Cathedral in Oakland. 

htlp://triblive.com/news/altegheny/10078326-74/abuse-church-dlocese?prinrlertly=true 
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He said the Mass is not related to the allegations of abuse in Altoona -Johnstown, which 
Attorney General Kathleen Kane made public in the same week that "Spotlight," a movie 
about The Boston Globe's investigative reporting into decades of abuse there, won the 
Academy Award for best film. A Somerset County priest was sentenced last week to 
nearly 17 years in prison for molesting orphans during mission trips to Central America. 

All U.S. dioceses in 2002 adopted zero -tolerance policies for dealing with suspected 
sexual abuse, though'the Greensburg Diocese's policy dates to 1985 and Pittsburgh's to 
1988. 

Edward Malesic, who last year became bishop in Greensburg, said the church has to 
remain watchful for cases of abuse and clerical perpetrators. 

'This has been a terrible issue for the church for many years," Malesic said. "It's extremely 
important that the church be vigilant and make sure children are safe." 

That includes conducting background checks on everyone who works for or volunteers 
with the diocese and reporting every case of suspected child abuse to authorities, he said. 

"I can't change the past, and I can't change what happened in Altoona -Johnstown," 
Malesic said. "But I can be strong here in Greensburg?' 

Messages left with the Altoona -Johnstown Catholic Diocese were not returned. In a 

statement, Bishop Mark Bartchak noted the diocese cooperated with authorities and is 

reviewing the grand Jury's report, which ended an investigation that lasted nearly two 
years. 

"I deeply regret any harm that has come to children, and I urge the faithful to join me in 

praying for all victims of abuse," said Bartchak, who committed to posting on the 
diocese's website the names and current status of every priest in the diocese accused of 
abuse. 

Philadelphia is the only other diocese in Pennsylvania to have posted such a list, 

according to bishop-accountability.orghttp://bishop-accountability.org). The website lists 
42 cases of abuse involving priests from the Pittsburgh diocese and six from Greensburg. 

The National Catholic Reporter revealed last year that U.S. Catholic churches had paid 
nearly $4 billion to settle decades of lawsuits. In 2014, the Vatican reported that during 
the previous decade it defrocked about 850 priests who raped or molested children and 
sanctioned 2,500 worldwide. 

Officials with the Vatican and U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops In Washington, D.C., 

could not be reached. 

Kane announced Tuesday that the grand jury found that at least 50 priests in Altoona - 
Johnstown abused hundreds of children at orphanages, foster homes, campsites, 
confessionals and the cathedral in Altoona from the 1940s to 1980s. 

No criminal charges will be filed because the statute of limitations on such crimes has 
expired, suspected priests have died, and some victims are reluctant to testify, Kane said. 
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On Wednesday, U.S. District Judge Kim R. Gibson of Johnstown sentenced the Rev. Joseph 
D. Maurizio Jr., 70, of Central City to prison for engaging or attempting to engage in illicit 

sexual conduct in foreign places; possession of child pornography; and money 
laundering. 

Prosecutors, who sought 27 years' Imprisonment, said the priest traveled to an 
orphanage in Honduras between 1999 and 2009 and promised cash and candy to boys 
who allowed him to watch them shower or have sexual contact with them. 

Maurizio plans to appeal, his attorney said. 

Zubik said he scheduled his apology Mass before the grand jury report and sentencing of 
Maurizio. It will be the second such Mass he has hosted in Pittsburgh, the other being in 

2009. He first hosted a "Service of Apology" in 2006 while bishop in Green Bay, Wis, 

The services address several ways people could have been victimized by the church, 
including sexual abuse. An apology from the church is healing for some but pulls off a 

scab for others, Zubik said. 

"But forgiveness is that way. Saying you're sorry does that,' he said. "It highlights that 
even though the church is divine, we are all certainly human." 

Pope Francis apologized to five victims of sexual abuse - both those abused by clergy 
and by others, such as family members - during his visit to Philadelphia in September. 

His predecessor, Pope Benedict XVI, publicly apologized for clergy sex abuse in 2008 and 
2010. Pope John Paul II in 2000 said a special Mass in Rome to ask God's forgiveness for 
the sins of Catholics -though he did not specifically mention sexual abuse by priests. 

Zubik said John Paul's public atonement inspired him to conduct similar services later. 
The one this month is in response to the church's Jubilee Year of Mercy, he said. 

"It's a moment of grace," Zubik said. 

Clohessy called apologies discouraging rather than hopeful signs of real change. 

"This is just more shrewd PR," he said. "You apologize after a threatening harm is over. 
Church officials know full well this crisis is a continuing crisis." 

Jason Cato is a Tribune -Review staff writer. Reach him at 412-320-7936 or 
jcato@tribweb.com (mailto;jcato@tribweb.com). 

Copyright 2018 -Trib Total Media, LLC (ttp://tribtotaimedia.comn(TribLIVE.com) 
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theekettaa oho Is 'heady ementag bsra A hada el do Sun 

deuinl* "tlecPdithjmisexuV tabuseo the br"Ithat Pod roma. Bolllhodeer 
%al hod Inserted of fences; n arsine she 

'lligta eery itheruzial eddamml the Merida); 

Cured Prageony Besiecquo ol 
Stnadelptigmads games 
yestanny ea IUDS. Conkunce 
of Ceshode Bbhcoe' means In 
Wu. iniemass trebled Mot Me 
bishops hid lupus Ise On* 

of ibe coedesence neer Oman shore ridansk althea° Abused by 

utdoabether nel jaunt. Greensburg add Math modern 

- but toe 
the come 

hibduldwTheinwhilewrishind runfous""alaboullirsenes"hling attend 
Nu IMSOlilie.1 to his bishop ,esi korn Nokia no ewer hew 

sae- Ilse So la my my Poll ako igluEr amen 
easeful what he um to theblaMp 'II mu that slut they heard 
because ihe Whet can threw him malenby manias lud in tonauto 

eh sat 

-c4114:1114"PfdledelfwIt.lhadisl2e 011=1131=6"1.1grei 
Ia"talsbope mustias the Nubs. rill:tee/We Alcoa bY 

IAN Whew 'hunt .&-e In MS and nude re 
auistila ennpulloo to ilack keel coon., mil he helloed whit 

premaPd'irlorlelthseseMI'Ltia.1 flan "UK f"lb41'"1"adrall'a The:e4C1. "6"wlud. 
Sgeed church Erst, "MT", gjevith ma A he .ppod &eine basun the peaskrule In- 
&moment re peon to restore me tautly of the sumbore And Ms re 
mealier ad the church nod Its adleoulY oedlcooll o4 the WU' 
mond minder hould.lit wed ms' be 14 reabeibi CVOCCrni 
eirongsumort el this document be 0,1 Raise MY ON Poisons MN 

wtbeir"creadithow.end'o sai Ilagiinfru pleudlo9 ""Thollofle MIX Other Veil. 
ran iskos on UN am Inhumane 

the document had reed ,ithetc i.ealreme..061.6.1The blevarbwd. em 

UMW Whops .whether dealer 
concerns eon ethe Ilene 
soukl gins the Whops menu the 
Mn. of moan tune mut lent 
dal eccormd hang aometnixpe 
Emma Maim mime 0101 tray 
sdMlol 392, 

Put some Wean arida has 
reaultniudestalantols Mat 

rale 
rod: 

sad re= 
Ptkillest Cim Denedelikl, IV, 
lean mepoltesrundold ise mum! 
en the peaty but said odSdals there 
ugh mho It -!toga lengthy 
arom 

As dint he 'mimeo( b.utel 
ball skim the lliNan mash 
mak* approve the packs. litah 
op Ilregury mid 

cdma 
d 

107 
=raelTh!d1 cest' 

Fi,rlb 
mine today end hem Out 

PlAil to km 
realmn the priesthood scows- a 

*AupuaidParamIntdd 
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PRIESTS AND PEDOPHELIA 

kiln burgh Post Guano: 

By Eleanof Borgholz 
PeoulamrittmlAm 

Ibirelnury congellon el DA 

Errit Troll 
i li"atgMt Latla t. 

,took sharply ale th way the 
dlorm and leal Len enlertemen1 
Mackie lundied a limner cue 

pars NOM. 
Tug. former puke el SL doh. 

the Baptist de le Us parish nl 

Delman, admitted molatkg Il 
MEL 

Wine punk fouled Troll's 
(WIN or Drie Andrea le the 
Wcalmorelind County Children's 
Donau, 11 larestlgaled cad re - 
/erred the eau to the Andel Alloy 
on for prosecution. Chord 
officials reacted Troll *Ibis mile 
roll defies 

Under a pin budge disarmed 
trIth lie pa rerds, Troll nu charged 
MA one cant el compaon of 
metro !Nokias a 11.yeaeold 
tar be) and mimed to Ilveyeari 
mobatlin. 

nr deal alto reeptred Tull, It 
to be tamed tor p.4401112, a 

usual &herder In ankh the lore 
abject Is a Mid, at Si Luke's 
10411,1, In SWIM& hid. 

Tunis mm111,10'411111 Pali' 
reers."Deills"brietemsleal:least 

years culler did oat roultle Mos. 
cake Dulcet there swat a POI 
rail lbal ha, raMillMJ iteret for 
Iht rarS, 

in Stay IN& the Oreemborli 
doom paid lee tamales PISMO 
to KIN a Ova lawsuit loorghl In 
1011 on belull al Mu Impact 
bop molested 

peallam 
a ' 

loaner auecialer al Idaho 
of Serrates pirb.1 k itiorrystige. 

ODOM Ationey Jay Driscoll 
ral1 hi meld da II Cr/meetly II 
Dellmatra's cut ratio le him 
Roe Ile sald polls. Inrestigaters, 
the Clildren'a Borne and lb. Om 
Me all learned a `real dial hem 
the Mika that characterized the 
DMIMAMYla tiro If that ease 'brothel Inlay, II 
mold bane beta reported mock 
team aodlt valid bare Witmer 

IdifireZtiggcr nit inerlt:tel;jektt 
There woo ie inueligatIoa 

preMzed a ertrelnal rade 
pllaLlot thefoulfleideelded they 
nithed NI to pursue IL rodayi re 
would kme been abk a market 
therktlme that feritultul promo 
noel walla net late hart their 
Interetli. 

Driscoll mailed she way Ile 
Munster, Purse handled Ile 
'frogman "The diocese bas made a 

complete I emsbut hills war lloy 
Oen Ms Imola rue. Oae could 
not ath for it belief resekste. They 
rereverypremplmoydultIre.no 
moktratIon. They acted In a Mae 
rut moaner Item thr Nue." 

Today's neuter apances khan. 
ditherer/ Me; la Ouerebarg 
elserMo, 11 the roue at Mi1131 
Wien. seer lava that moire mace 
reportingof ehtld ;eau! ohm. 
greater public murecas, nacelle. 
ilea or diocesan liability Imamate 
(macaw{ rzikeemluttapl a deedb 
epkg understanding by diocesan 
ellitialo about Iht addictive salute 
of padopfIlls. 

Asa molt of Am lariats, the 
four CaIMllr dloceies le Western 
rearupwanla are begenkse as de. 

caw 
talkies to dell UM melt 

Seurat pariskloundescribe Ile 
Ilea. Denote Dellamisa as Chant. 
matte -a priest Ma Naught am 
Ittetethe park!, otenhe arcked In 
1017. 

Ile enloyml MUM AM elseang 
aid eatnN tie Alum. 'DON 
Deter The )Ids IAN him oral he 
was all.. butted to ponsblooere 
bores Ile no tow )nth ,carp as 
the pastA and quid lima hsrata.r 
wl nith Ws at neat lin Itegmal 
Illgh Wool Ile otreaucled in the 
salmi Imo "Ill, IcaM to loth 
utotd festb01 ,setts 

A greater 

(t 

Tho nor. Rage, Troll with Ma lamer. Ross Muth alter a manna in Felon, 

Tho Roger rug ei CrtiC mu hen 

Mil tlint nf the Rai: Dennis Dellarnalva 11.1 

Mem bas instant /1 civil 0730 IN: 

In the NMI al 1012, ultheet 
mplamIka to antibioses". Della 
maim yeas Iratufezzed to Italy 
Family M Olrthe 

A seer la te roxelete of percale 
Irons Sloth! el Seurat .tild the 
dislike alma Out 4Ilamalra 

Dud mehsted Ihehr aeon 
/Ultra sold ho reamed atom 

Dellmalsa ai thestalethol Anoka. 
Mu ea Ma (drown ra neuleg 
ors 

.tire prepared a erlohnal coin. 
plainl but we did nil entail Uy Me 
charges." he sold, addles that Ms 
Hike mar tokled by the s" el 
the females and Dula Micros" oho 
arlate.11. prated the hays' prm<Y 

Parignmers Jay Dellunalwa 
to as num at a darn Wye 

In the Mil soil Wed In April 
1)11, pa MU relaxed Mettle liellt 

A second DM Meal, 1110 Orr. 
Ulm Mosley. le, el N. Matthew 
PaliM10,18 accusedol fondling a 
12.youctld Net boy. 

of San Frandsen le triplex:dam 

mats 
obit slats 11x1 Dig.. 

1,11 MN and coinlIZA" and 
llei of 

I hal 
rte 

leatancou of melte 
lanes ecurred le lilt aid Ili) 
whIleDellarnalranaeldletullb 
In the seem et Ms emplaymot at a 

priest" 
It says Delbmolva had ̀ Irnpup- 

or and Illegal Itnal reread by 
Ambler their multals and finelleg 
Nee Molten gout !none family, 
home, sail Cbristrui Day. In 
its taettaly. mad In the 
onfestlioal. 

Dellomalca faked le step bts 

defiant be:baster alter being an. 
Meted by au tangly. lhe rmsd 
plaint states. and Ike egureilted 
Maim Wam COW, to 
'Hulse rge Dellareaka Item lto do 
Iresmfthriarkgbrenconlrentedby 
tut amol alert' 

In February ISM..118.4.^Mlot- 
aeys argued mcceutelly stal 
word; Is IN dell sail despite 
paraMM emagion. 

1. Flush Ill& the PeabGazelle 
as ktd that Ihe seal ea WIN. Altus 
series at kearims kkM .8&.. 
meek, Conamen Pku Jug. Don. 
ells Ambient OMAN Ike IrMatd kat 
kepi the &peal km °demesne and 
Dellnuka aura ewes though 
they bad aim In cant. As a 
remelt iektills ol vrpt 
happened and Mu INS Ile dioeme 
ham elan Dellemalra's haul. 
K ntal,' Meet today. 

Dellateatha yeas sent tea Krell. 
stale kupItel In lierltmd, Cone., 
nIk6 !Winne LION. 
mama say. Dlocesan olfklok 
weal fay where Dellenieloa, ohe 
opposed the 'mentor al the nun 
rem,,. NM, rd (mar men, 

rermed comment. Ile II tled 
knte in the C-alkolle 

K,,' 

edy Directory and a dim.. eke 
Pal JM [alai Out le L. I. the 
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openness 

Tow ligrouvreaue 

may. 

idled spicily, openly and decisively. 

clown earlier dhl not wsuh in prosecution. 

ti 1 'or n' 

process of being leklred, of re- 

mentil fpm IM pelralhootl. 
IkallesTroll, a brother le bun 

prteuelcd InAllegh e ay County and 

two pleats In Erie County for 
aural acts Involving children. 

I. Ca ratw le County, lie Altoona. 

dtholown Maw and a Common 

Plead Neu lova mulled lour sell 
*I parents who sued Ike diocese In 

Flay 1416, They reel degages sat 

behalf d Bye children shay say 
leete moirelcd by Msgr. Fran& 
FicCaa. 

6a was patio( of Holy 
Nano parish N Ebensburg and was 

one charceller of ihe Blame. 
le INS, parents told the dlildel 

alimony abotl the molestallons 
allot concluding dot no erlten 
wash he forthcoming tram new. 

retired Bishop Janos .1. Began. 

Willie a week el the mtollag 
with no DA end all a lolcrtalen 
report abut the charges, Mores 
resigned. Allow. stollen WTAJTV 
reparIcd that Meets bad fondled 

the bap. 
MUNI 'Berney Could Lug 

did net the criminal charge lie 
has aloe. bun doled Is Candela 
Curdy Cemmon Plat Cowl and 

has Mune tbe Judge In the elrli 
suit tiled ly the pitons. Long els; 
Is a member at illy Name parish. 
Ile dlinel Kluwer repealed goo: 
all,, ear would he be quellened In 

person abut the CAM 
Long scaled the record as Am- 

brose bad loot; again. coon times 
paregs of the hop opposed tho 

locoed. The Seal Is so broad, Ike 
prigs and their attameysay, 
they are ant permItled N dhow 
anything abort Ike taro. 

The soli Is 0111 peadiag MoCas 

new worts as a chaplain in a 

kephal N snOherslate.a Outran 
ollicialailelle kr listed In IM III; 
Catholk thooloryermitscal *nail* 
leave. 

la Erie Cougy,Asulard Dialnel 
Aponte? Tim Lear said payola 
Item St. Gregory poll in North 
Earl Iola Wes7.yearmItt 
davgider had been mini ed by the 
pastor, Ihe Rev. Donald Dolton 

Lacal raid Ile parents came to 
blm became they loll Dolletis ar- 
dor, Ito Iteekmalorlds, bad ren 

neged on a psorrthe del he would 
elf work with cilldres 'gala. The 
greed. had discovered list Dolton 
wee lucking at a stbzol le limo 
York 

An Erledixtun ollirlsl eald tho 

dbarese was net resportlie far 
frottenbccaturhe wesarnember el 
a religious order. 

Baton. 60, was (barged in No- 
vcrnkr iflawilhine rend tech of 
lateral amen end eutruplleui if 
Weems. Ile pleaded golly aid re- 
ceived three wore isoballea In 
Fcaresry III/. 

Ile was secasnl al fending the 
girl many limes derlet the pre Wens 

Iwo yam. The policy effort who 
orresird Galion saki Were were 
utter %Vilma but !battle a Latule el 
ilradlatioru bat ran out and Bolton 
could 1'41 be prosecuted. Bolton 
Agreed Is Inlet a peberarn Ural 

trots sexual disorders. 
A woad Ede priest, the Rev. 

John Iturrny, 61, et IL Manlove 
panto, Ede Curdy, no charged In 
Flay NIS with woe tug earl of 
ledeael usaell and manwpdon of 
Wens. Ile was monied el Nang 
a la -year -old ails, boy at April 
ILLS, al lbs duds TIN bay'. 
pumas rcueled 11 re tie pollee. 

/ferny pleaded no rental In 
August 1115. In Iha All ed I/SS, he 

was solvated Neu yeaaprob, 
slsw la the latuhn 14 weal io Iwo 

Icahn:al facilities 
Vary Leech!, dIreclor el Issior- 

merlon lot the Erie Dkustt, said 
Horny has bees renamed hen{ 
active mlalifry. 

In toplItnier 1111, Brother 

Anti Pf!aralitarTly"Zg 
clam also lba withal elms 
the( ha bad ingested a Meng al 

?firOth Celholle Intl Saul In P114- 

MO WU mewed. 
Allegbes7 Caulyrtail DIP 

Irlel Allergy Jam Paddy sail 
Ile plea barpla w ameged 
the mud el 111 oltilm and it. 
ramVy .atto tit bay elm; wall 
to 

Warble laagld nothemalla al 

MenlIskla, toast, CUMIN' 11111 

School duly the pall ildsul year. 

Tbi Ate, Ded 1111, prorlaelal 
el Ile atarlagel Drgiere In Day. 

NIL Old., Or order to width 
As l "itheleiely 

eerlala Broiler BIN% la awl a 

pedophile AN r4111. was falsely 

/mood. He uld the eider Plena to 

47 le hive W consiclIon gauged 
Iran gravtelal record. 

Rudil said ktrarlele eecepted a 

plea el to coolsel, tilling lbel a 

Neil admission Vol be did borne- 

iNeg Ile said ho would 

oppose any 'Dori le expunge Afra 
vInlaU canoed. 

Ruddy said friend 0 tho els. 

dent's 'gnarled a &gar !widest 
heal refuted 1116110 principal lio 
roll day, Alrieltle did gtve colleen 
necktie with oohed lane at a 

woman en the bad, whirl Ile key 

sold the leather were. 

Menaphts Catholk High Scholl 

principal Edward Leeks mid Firs 
vInte presents ne danger to 
ilvdenta 

'We sod Ns alder an belled 
Mm 109 porcalt, fey /the onkel 
laid there wax notating. Eve.* 
ally, 11 will he taunted from Ms 

recut lla U doled a nee Job el 

Memphis Catholic" 
/Amiga could 00 be reached 

for commeeL 114 ellorney, dela 
Deberty,telased meows/4E0e. 

A Plitsbers,h Mean. spokes 
mon, the Ilia Amid Ungsrin,tald 
the diatom had no inuastbIlhy for 
1lra004 became the higher 4 a 

member of a religious order. 
The leer Wentem Pewasylvenia 

diocues are in senility alt of 
developing polities to deal with 
prlea4 accused of chill sexual 

aBuse. 

The policy of Ile Drumlin& 
Meuse, adopted la Awry 111S, 

'tales 1111 Me game wIll invent - 
gale any rrpnris el shoe, If the 

elkgatlerw are tat, the priest Is 

relieved of l4 dollar and leg to a 

medial eveluatien. The thecae 
will co./penis fully with civil au 
therltlas end will aware victims 
Mal Vogue 41"pilmary camera." 

Tito pollry of the Pitteriogh Dio- 
cese, adopted In Felmary. 34.1eJ 

that II bona Ilde repute era nude 
regerdleg the nirconduct of a 

pleat. Nene/eft/ IV darn' and 
nagorel lIte wilt "male whatever 
Interreallon stems approglate." 
fit Erie Diocese in tat Nuns 

el drafting a policy colerNg 017 
dloresan rmegfainvelredle child 

sexual ;bum The policy will deal 
with the vIclinw, Ne victims' lam 
illm and the perpetrater. 

In Anton a.Johnitown,the policy 
ts N remora the prleal Item his 

postilion as soon a problem 
emeriti 

"Yea woold fry 101101 an 11141 
rum where the prlui would au 
come leIe coalul whit children ha 

Ike unroof Ma dotlearaalti /Mgr. 
Philip Saylor. 

Ile all Outten dOcla4 wens IO 

a regime' meeting tall year al 
whichelvil endononlawyers and a 

psychleirldadcloddaIrochsliss- 
lions should be deell with 
frnmeeralely. 

Deal al II suede au. he said, a 

bishop has dberellonary 
power In death.' vld I situellea." 

"As far as I am concerned, the 
whole Igng laluriales me." Saylor 
tag 'nen yeti gel a had prig1.11 
reflects on do whole chards It 
relieda on all priests. Al I ens not 
surprised. We are all human 
.hd17 
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THE PEDOPHILES Aim/ of Pin, Nara 

I filal'Allat car (tall all groom peelnemne in 
toner dates. moue. policemen 

Thy olio redo puttas where they hat" arrea.i to 
/legato Aid hey see Imam irattlemily Puled by 
patents. caches leartrrs, leolmesiers. as traders. 
choir heckle arel iteryymen 

Ca tulle pirate de Ile nave pram to phiaphilia Man 
matte elm chi the pettenla(9 of prints Rai ILO Floh- 
1.11 u very toull. rays Stephen MeOlgra, a ell/deal puy. 
eleteght x151. Lehr Inaleute In Settled. old, J 
11141111141 ralitv, IN I rieu aid non, 4 Angst dna: 
or stem! dismelen 

' Perky hile u Iaatlyalinrtd Pe Ogden 
big:0/415p NIA Ito pica!, do slay per:4 
oats and thee rareitcnl prpolalione But I try Tura a 

vocal 411verdrr lAry raax l twaltid. Ahmed allot hem 
lei rutty .1%191et...1 II " 

"Pedophiles yo tale mimeo write they cm du 
what Bevis Metal arA thumn igilem gndat 
warlims 41tb clalittn 1:Alledan art din rod object: 
sa)111little ilyeer,sdrienigrailmeordmateral Ile 
Steal Deeded Clue It Johns napkin. Unmask 

Sheila J. Cm lin, dltelor 0115.1 Betel el the In 
siege of LA leg et Its/litre, Coen, taj aisles deader 
for eowee In dutch muill tr. 4tunkt tolominle at 
"Slat a Pled OA 11 ad vayi In Yee Ow/mein. r 
In tor.Lett with thiliret and he Inept 
with edolu. 

la adktroa, toe eapi.sla fa? 
11911,t171 w5 and lu term ed pedophile hero 

ben sic lime 61,5113 I abort Ilatrativti sad hare 
neve Uhl anyone about ii 

Many thaw hlgher krill et 11J:orJal hommell- 
fie that Leal ea, et MAO. J'It Ae FIAT lleN/ tor- 
leete lOrt II 

a The tug in -sanity are min 
ltrIrre,triallgdeph110 ,thanks INra it,, Ito 

komomaval by 310 I, ht met pilau who air known 
perlophtles are nernmeadet 

a Nellber rather, nor homastmonly mon 
pedophile. 

A Parte, II ilehly melltated, can km, le tkliel 
Illgerta$ Erre his equal elute. 

"Ctithacy le the Only the- filelf that " 
Corr III the ewe et else/tying one% teasel erithellu." 

Trealnteg Wide hes three -pronged prostate to 
Lqd°11.111, antedate et a "'path 

nit 
NI DO I Alt...Akithat Malt; and 

SI DepPrrorta. eel melee tea su 
ma oohs-gad at Ingostrente, a malegs 

honnone 
thi the went mss take Ibe hvgard he part el the 

tappet greep In he teal at kb IA,. 
Ryder eau fachrituera will net work he soma* 

of aths not want le gap. "A more who ma Nub 
melded wrung with eget itits - yea been pethlm 
Wend has Be will art remeln relibele" 

II Jana. Iftwilu. 40m:elute bcrOltfAltVIIII1d 
favor NOR 25 pacts( lime bad relspotolalte eau 

l'onills eau 511e11, pedophile lkal they ire nee 
again le harped deterrent a regular huts- gesture 
eau In world mt recsommeg that a pedephtle Niel to 
turk oto pal lilt or los Ph Mudded" degree - "hut 
at It would not to ldruable In an alcohde to tug 
tur- 

hitheee let tin church is now Mina in nestled:al 
tit In trykg 19 car (9 pip with Ottlefill11 mkt( 
Klan 

"Ten rrart am II Sal r.11 h. up 'People di! 
oil lux Will they on halted with Mille theywe 
hill Mete bell. they theyht Inght ha a trirt hit 
prairie sonwthleg Ismpate tr..' 

THE VICTIMS Dilidlittg lie little girl niyth 

welhrien gt wioeIptee m%ai 
gdpayseesmor Mshwgats gigs 

Noll,Kteia,eetcillre director of illtabargh Acme 
Ageing ilapt, tilts hal Image t Mylb- 

Derr are es tee11 oo ghlh the says AM le 
lb penal al lie Out4 the of le aemou ubo 
bum, ledge and wry possibly late the title. 

Km, algetsgemy ates hut he lee idly healed 
children 3year. hap proschlIng on of fender con be 
perilegarly dti11td1 when It. Helen Ir a Lag/Tee 
reedIllanIng la To/idyls that bank ale near supposed 
is be vistilet. It hey are rldimItri lleyaro near le 
atinewiedge it beuert ti needle amebae." s he up_ 

FamllyBeseerscadmodel pert leigesig, rune a 

anagram collet Brother Storm which Ire b rung male 
klbils ni hew and gest It bow Jett Octo- 

ber sea provide Ugh 1401 retnucting and amp 
the 

re panra toordmelor BIlllotrelsaap riat In five 
glrla sad one In umber. aremeleled Ware Ito age 
of trend Ihtl sibledolleaulsbuevicilias &remelt. 

Tank milked some of lie other myths abut eh. 
ei abut 

That II chum only In Iwo neaten-remonde 
greets. hi tie toriltary, he sap, YkIlme bee melon. 
etetra led la any racial, tank or locloecoammlp heap. 

Slut Us victim it female an/lineally young. mall 
aid weal. A Oche eon be in}cat, Souk tentekr, 
Some he oats te riding alleles The peepoln le woolly 
despot hems abed to patent an mei. Men Me de 
Ile trope:gas beam/ be la praised se gime lyedst 
eighth Or pits 1 ell* a ebiki tha ha lr sou larorne 
ha peedul Ind. le says. 

o All I chill Mato do Is kit rummy. Sterroh nap 
tueng emollomperainta add Irongellmg. Tbe perpe- 
trate may tell the chili that halite will be alter, hat 

hewIll ye to Miler gut be will MI binned -If the child 
knell,' child fteli rapthilble that theme, will gel la 
Intoble.The ems else tell Me eldld that he to pug a kit 
and thalmitem till halve kiln. 

ybs mge an/140ml fear Mil lets Meads, leach. 
tre or /Striae& will Whit All latierneesuall end that 
be will be ogradeet TM wooden It he le bamoguni 
April: 141 le Why he was %delimited, 

Some kyr, Sorrels sea,minima who effective% butt.,. 
leg protegee he bad en them. They ration I Om hat It 
humid only oece. Mel II is not big deal and Mal 
they willed ovet Maul Urreit kiluts it h Important 
lot ham to get delete work though teams of 
Awn., cadmic', ten gni EvIll 

afeleitatilp Igo (44,11MA/ion acting oat it 
power eager than a send eh hours octal can hare 
serail Implication for lb* )wond male 

-It is 'madded phaeton al algae that is Already 
costerine Sorrels ley. It dturepts lho oormal pattern 
el maul developreeni. It he whales fur of election 
ant tan cause ware lea Wools owe serval 
oflegebes" 

ykiimp tear me7 will teems hotetousual, Lot, Sop 
rebaeyhlhereg in evidence Ik t kilm trill inept the 
meal petioles.. of NI perul raw. Moil yiellnu, 
rota say; std dally 6eutHeact 

Ihalnuet us tool term Our menthe In two 
heel" lays moinUllon an 'egad e a wide neat el be, 
Wrier hen teaching end tome 10.'4 or anal Mtn, 
ohm. Itegarges U how violent." Sorrels but "ell 
areengleully Ireetegle 

^1111 11 ruy pink! Imit lee lhautlre lartilly l g. 
I haeorb,"Sortell 3.11,1." We don't 1111 geed 
WA kmp II eget. SellJne About It help the victim 

rtepottro1 lo decide lo do" 
Dude Sierm's bailie*. purnber is 512.114 
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Diocese revises policy for priest misconduct cases 
By Ann RodgersMelnick 
Poo-nemraSeltlnasee 

The Catholic Diocese of Pills 
burgh Will soon hire someone - nod 
a priest -16 lark complaints of 
mull Ansa undolhor miscornhicl 
by clew arid lielp 'violins through 

citurth'S bitatatralle 
II has also. established a solnal 

tenni tu help pi-14CA cleat led by 
domes of criminal monl miscon 
duct against prIells. 
A These chingei ore nnesied in a 

i0.page polky (or responding to 
allegations of criminal sexual rots 
conduct by clergy, Bishop Donald 
IV. Wdrarl gave copies to nboot Ice 
priests al it tolunbsymccUng Mon, 
day end sent copies to (ho rent& 
log 400 unary diottrOn priests. 

Tewunt II 10 he 1414.41'n Unit nv 
areal concerned Minot the fomiliti. 
lot vtnllnul Ifs we Mc alma the 
prismS." the Rev Hoak! Lcugwin, 
spoktisninif for (ho diocese, Mild ul 

AM decision to 'make the nil 

n. is policy lisbie. 
The cburch estsblubrel it paltry 

in ass but outer mole it public. 
though parts of it were !emoted in 

10111 when threy prnnis stvtv 
rested and ['hinted with nsicillug 
Iwo Wier diAr boys. poky 
Inn been curler tericto since MIA. 
ismoin 

Nary Mew nits! reactions 
Inuit rsports outside lite chunit A 
lucid advottile lid rape victims 
proiral it for increased 6Cf1,4411Y. 

Inn the Antriway 
altnnx.7 riiiltimel II Mr alloWing 
the chord to Inssalgalu 

"The chinch fist n rat tannin of 
inleast." sale! District Attorney Bob 
Conte. 

IMIshtrgIt's dis.trihution n1 its 
pollev In not Istdided 

if nut Ow 
' 

of 

lcuiltulti-11110easee nuninit now 
Uh Ity to gel 'stuns on paper, 
Jissn Bray, a Now Orleans Jour 
nolisl who has mitten ra butt: about 

diciesan cover-ups of perlophIlla 
scandal% nalionwidU. "Thal is an 
Important 411111, piton an of the 
scandals and the Scandalous way 
lhoto mailers have boon handled in 
the pnal," 

coral priests "sigfCr. When the 
priesthood Is banished," Mori 
ionic in nn opening. laller 16 the 
&tem. 'We too anguish fur the 
ehiII oral the fondly lollweel. We two 

SEE POLICY, t1GE A-13 
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Diocese revises its policy 
on misconduct by priests 
POLICY FROM PAGE A.I 

deeply pained by the media emen 
age that mates the enpiessinn that 
this problem is somehow more 
prevalent among priests lhan it Is 
among other clergy, professional 
groups or the general population. 
This Is simply not true." 

Under the poky, when un 
lien Is made, three diocesan alit 
stets sill Immediately latenimv 
both the accus cc and the pritni One 
of those officials will be the [scaly 
crested 'process manager" oho is 
charged with guiding complainants 
through the process and making 
sure the diocese (01101i3 Its sew 
rules. This fulllinie employee sill 
not be a priest, Lengwin sold. 

Molly Knox, executive director of 
Pittsburgh Action Against Rape, 
called the new position 
"wonderful." 

"They one taking some leader- 
ship, end I feel they should be 
1p au she said. 

Allhou Knox said it should be 
up to a It sictims whether to 
report a crime to tho pollee, both 
she and Colsille criticised the die. 
cese for not automatically reporting 
charges of crimes against children. 

The policy stales that It "ensoun 
ages and supports the complainants 
In report the matter' la pollee and 
it says ;he diocese may decide to 
inform the pollen of credible atiega. 
Bons even if the victim has not done 
so. 

Churches, like schools, are not 
included in the stole's mandatory 
reporting law for elitist abuse, but 
Colsille said they should be. The 
diocesan policy resembles school 
policies "with ssidth I also disagree 
(Many" he sold. 

"1 don't think you can team lin. 
Issitgaliont to the people that will 
be liable or embarrassed by the 
situation," Colsille slid. 

Lengnin responded, "I don't 
think there is a canine' of Interest 
because we are taking a public 
position that we support and en 
courage families logo le the proper 
dell authorities. 

"As a church, see eines have to 
allow people to conic fo in and 
speak confidentially," ho saki. 

If the mandatary reporting law is 
amended to include churches, the 
diocese still obey It, Lengwin said. 

For now, "We recognize that we 
aro not an kwesilgative body and we 
believe that others who are trained 
to do that should follow up on 
information that may Indicate we 

3 cases in 1988 
revenletl policy 
on priest abuses 

The Catholic Diocese of 
Pittsburgh policies for ham 
dling accusations of criminal 
selualndsconduelbypriests 
were first made public In 
MSS when three priests were 
charged with molesting the 
same two former altar looys: 

The Ilev, Robert Wolk. 
52, former pastor of St. 
Thomas Mom Church In 
Bethel Park. Is In prison. lie 
Is scning cemeurrenl fivnto 
10 -year sentences for Innal. 
tottery deviate sexual 
intercourse after pleading 
guilty In both Allegheny and 
Washington counties. 

*The Rel.. Richard Buie, 
52, former pastor of SS. Mary 
& Ann Church In Marianna. 
Washington County, is out of 
prison and Using with his 
mother, according to the 
Rev. Ronald tenpin, din 
tear spokesman. In 1900, he 
received a 2tsioliVeyear 
sentence In Washington 
County for assaulting Iwo 
boys and a concurrent one 
to -two-year sentence in Som. 
met County for =testing 
one of the boys at Seven 

rings Resort ht 1951. In n 

pplea bargain. Washington 
'etintry dropped ISO counts. 
one Rev. Francis Pucci, 

02, former pastor of Our 
Lady of Lourdes Church in 
Burgellstosso went free of. 
ler it Washington County 
Judge ruled in 1491 that the 
statute of limitations had ex. 
phi Although 75 Is the 
normal retirement Bp for 
priests, Pucci was allowed to 
retire for health masons and 
lives In the diocese. 

aro dealing milk a Very serious 
problem that Involved the common 
good of society and the church." 
Under the policy, If diocesan offi- 
cials decide the allegation is not 
credible alter Inteniessing both 
priest and accuser, they drop the 
nutter. 

If they can't decide whether the 
ascusalion Is credible, they send the 
priest for psp.hologIcal evaluation 

and mkt the mailer In two special 
coorurtliess that make MAMMA. 
1.1.111011.1 in the bishop. One of lbw 
committees includes lay people 
uith terierthe in suck matters, and 
11 alt he expanded to Include the 
parent of an abused child, tenpin 
said 

If the complaint k Judged cm& 
bk, the priest will be placed on 
leave of obscure, lOrblikkil10 dress 
°Hunt -lien asa priest andbe seat lo 
a pruthiatric institution for assess. 
meld The victims will be updated 
o 

1the ep complaint int is proven We, 
the diatse may take many steps, 
Including permanently retooling 
the priest from ministry and offer- 
ing him carter retraining, ordering 
him Into psychiatric treatment and 
helping him apply to the Vatican for 
kiettation - commonly (mown as 
&Mocking. 

"Ordinarily a cleric against whom 
a serious accusation of mud rnts 
conduct has been mini antic( ed wig 
net be permitted to return to Wok - 
by," the policy said. 

Because canon law leases open 
the possibility that a convicted 
priest could sin an appeal to the 
Pathan for rehritatement, Leripin 
said, the policy says at least seven 
criteria must be met for such a 
priest to return to duly. 

Among them Ls the requirement 
that, eller extensive psychiatric 
treatment and approval from his 
psychiatrist, the repentant priest 
participate In continuing therapy 
and work in place where everyone 
klows about his problem Ma where 
he can be monitored at all times. 

A new inert of the diocesan plan 
Is a Pastoral Support Team made 
up of diocesan nipresenterives and 
mental health professionals that 
will "offer guidance and support to 
parishes or communities effected 

the allegations," the policy said. 
The diocese fell this was ducal:. 

nets In response 10 the scandal In 

195& when priests from throe psi, 
fishes were arrested, Lengssin said 

An attorney for a man stile has 
made abuse charges against o Nits 
burgh priest whose chil trial Is 
slated LIM month said a written 
policy was only hell the slaty, 

"It's certainly enkubled to give 
the Impression Mot there Is n 
change In attitude The proof in the 
pudding 11111 be whether the en- 
forcement of the policy Is carried 
out; sold Dangles Yaeger. ?auger 
represents n man who accused the 
Rev. Anthony Cipella of molesting 
him when he was a teenager, 
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No cure for abusers 

Medical director explains 
pedophilia and treatment 

Dy ST/MLR BARL.Dfc1MX alconsent" Igadopluilai. Mental estahltth. 
-Cp./menthe." Dr. Yd..= meat of *crud preference Is 

sald. seen= alined. on no =Icemen. although Indeed= 
knot la aeldementa." While not the PdPkal stun us bd$Md 
technically reeogn teed by to be tanked." Doch meted 
mythlaniste. the doctor mid It P.D.., the eamm meicd- 
wee...ore:Men( term to be used enotbdthed keno bd. minden. 
ka specific masa lyeadinallon." 

Hung, be added, teal 
preclude, spleen polophala, 
noting a number of earn Inn.. 
deg married Indleiduala 

When Wet Dr. Witmer end 
that he hue% tun any ecknitile 
data I. dedicate that Catholic 
denlY 004 Raglan are mere 
likely do be thaws. it. toy 
hsineb that pedophOle Is no more 
manmod In the dery Camino. 
of the other h dodos profeedons." 
be aald.eleth ea avail acct or 
!nabs.( 

Ian% concern poi 
Calholk thwch pecoomel. Dr. 

Velma mid. He mil that the SI. 
Luke institute has done mom.. 
uona with the Epbeepal 

Clawed. 
"calk ma or of an appropnate abuimv an Men. He LW orgy teal ',mud 
age. In the mea or posmnN 11 war. .10.104 elm. Pl. abate by clergy Is of concens to la's 
tan 

cepa/ Nieuwe m an alum. cthadnal nmed ay marten me All SkiliftslirMial . thIldre 
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SUITLAND. 110.- Recent 
allegation. of gam= *Ma= 
emeunlited by spriest 4=11 two 
boy. hare ,..alma ln word. hid 

ephelamhlila" belag wed ln 
many publbhed mos mark* 
often without an explanation of 
thetr meaning. 

"Peden. Is a both nig 
mychlearie diagnosis." mid Dr. 
r rank Vaieener. HD, enedkal 
dimmer al the M. Mt. Inallfule. 
an amedlled and 11«nied 
Impanel= hospital. While nal 
formallj emaciated tilde any mg 
meal of the Cathode Cluorth. ale 
holplial accepts clergy and 
Rellegatta of all as 
then.. 

Hearing scheduled 
A preliminary haring for 

rather Reber( Wolk. femur 
maw af St Thorne Mon 

lak,coorenelag alleged a.. 
=loan= has been !minim. 

.t.aohd for USD p.m. on 
Tittered.. H.. before 
DIstelel duelled RULMII L. 
Kim Wand n d Bead Park. 

"DeMePlolle la . 'Pa.Phella.` liationally, Dr. Talon, .14 
Dr. VA.., maid/mi. A pen. that hel,eoa.oual ahem ef 
paths Is when =roan las a me. eguldren la Male Cinalnan than ad =meet or m atetenara 1. bonmeesusl abuse of chOdren. 

emeetheme 0.110 la net of the oopecially In mom dimes! lloat 

Bishop to form committee 'to heal' harm of allegations 
PITTSBURGH - Illahop Mudd W. Went hag 

announced that be Mil bug together s group.' 
lay people and pastors to Wet= .l to who 
concrete steps the diocese cattle lobe u II ever 
=WS to week In heal whatever harm hla been 
canod by the remit Otsubo.. of acrual 
Maim bladed. 

"Aa &Meath. we onui be mooldre to the.. 
dun we know Web among the deem religious 

' 
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Blaming celibacy 'unfair,' 
says child abuse counselor 

By WILLIAM FODIAX 
PITTSBURGH - Morning 
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dor Hallam of abuse. 
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Wednesday, April 17, 2002 
ZAPPALA, WUERL DEFINE POLICIES, ROLES IN ABUSE CASES 

Section: LOCAL 

Edition: SOONER 

Page: A-5 

Source: BY ANN RODGERS-MELNICK, POST -GAZETTE STAFF WRITER 

Allegheny County District Attorney Stephen A. Zappala Jr. met yesterday with Bishop Donald Wueri of 

the Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh to discuss how each of them handles allegations of child molestation. 

According to Zappala's office, they did not discuss allegations against any specific priest. 

"It was the district attorney and the bishop discussing what their roles are in a situation such as this," 

said Mike Manko, Zappala's spokesman. 

Zappaia called the hour-long meeting "positive and productive" and Wuerl called it "open and 

candid." 

Wuerl announced last month that he had removed from ministry "several" priests against whom there 

had been allegations that sounded credible but could not be substantiated. 

Wuerl said at the time that he was raising the bar of protection to err in favor of children. Previously, 

if an allegation came down to the word of one accuser against a priest with a clean history, the priest 

could remain in ministry. 

Wueri would not release the priests' names or say how many there were because he said they might 

be innocent. Those cases were not discussed yesterday, Manko said. 

"The Diocese of Pittsburgh has always collaborated with my office when necessary and part of today's 

conversation focused on the mechanisms that my office has in place" to handle allegations, including 

molestation of minors, Zappala said after the meeting. 

"I am confident that if a situation arises that would require involvement on the part of my office, the 

diocese will communicate that Information to me. I assured the bishop that, depending upon the nature 

of the referral, a person being presented as a victim will be treated with sensitivity and their information 

will be handled in complete confidence." 

They discussed the fears of some victims who are now adults, and of some parents of young victims, 

that they will be harshly interrogated or exposed to media scrutiny if they go to the authorities. Zappala 

stopped short of urging Wuerl to go to the police over the objections of adult accusers, Manko said. 

Diocesan policy is to automatically report all complaints brought by a minor, said the Rev. Ronald. 

Lengwin, spokesman for the diocese. Adult accusers are encouraged to go to the authorities, and the 

diocese reserves the right to go to the authorities over the objections of the accuser, but the diocese 

may choose to honor an adult accuser's request for privacy, he said. 
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Zappala "wanted to make sure the bishop knew how the office functions with respect to these types 

of circumstances. I think there is mutual concern about how victims in these circumstances are treated. 

That is a good deal of what the exchange was about today," Manko said. 

Wuerl said that both men agreed that "there Is a mechanism in place which enables the Diocese of 

Pittsburgh to bring an allegation of clergy sexual misconduct to the district attorney's office with full 

confidence that anyone making such an allegation will be treated with sensitivity." 

Under Pennsylvania law, clergy must notify authorities if they have reasonable cause to suspect that a 

minor who they encounter in their professional capacity is being abused. There is an exception for 

"confidential communications made to an ordained member of the clergy," but Lengwin said he 

understood that to apply primarily to sacramental confession. 

Complaints of victims who are now adults, or reports of adults that a minor may be being abused, are 

not required to be reported. 

Friday, April 26, 2002 

DIOCESE EXPANDS MEETINGS WITH DISTRICT ATTORNEYS 

Source: BY STEVE LEVIN, POST -GAZETTE STAFF WRITER 

Attorneys for the Pittsburgh Catholic Diotese have met with district attorneys in half of the six 

southwestern Pennsylvania counties that make up the diocese to discuss how allegations of child sexual 

abuse by priests should be handled in the future. 

Diocesan representatives met yesterday with Butler and Law-rence counties' DAs. 

Bishop Donald Wueri met earlier this month with Allegheny County District Attorney Stephen A. Zappala 

Jr. 

"It is our intention to meet with other district attorneys because we found meeting with District 

Attorney Stephen Zappala to be beneficial," said the Rev. Ron Lengwin, spokesman for the diocese. 

Among the Issues discussed by Wuerl and Zappala at their April 16 meeting were the sensitive 

treatment of victims, and the policies of the diocese and the district .attorney's office in cases involving 

sexual abuse. 

The two met after Wuerl's announcement in March that he had removed from ministry "several" 

priests against whom there had been credible, but unsubstantiated, allegations of abuse. Wuerl has not 

named the priests or said how many there were. 

U.S. Attorney Mary Beth Buch-anan said yesterday she would be willing to host a meeting of the 

district attorneys and the diocese. 

Lengwin said the diocese still plans to meet with district attorneys in Beaver, Greene and Washington 

counties. 

Under Pennsylvania law, clergy must notify authorities if they have reasonable cause to suspect that a 
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minor who they encounter in their professional capacity is being abused. Complaints of victims who are 

now adults, or reports from adults that a minor may be being abused, are not required to be reported. 

The church's role in mandatory reporting of child abuse will be discussed this weekend at the meeting 

of the executive board of the Pennsylvania District Attorneys Association. 
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"For whatever way any member of the church 
has hurt, offended, dismissed or ignored any 
one of you, I beg you - the church begs you 
- for forgiveness." - Bishop David A. Zubik 

Bishop Zubik leads 
service of apology 
Sins by clergy, others in church addressed 

By Amy McConnell 
Schaarsmith 

Pittsburgh Post -Gazette 

In an emotional "service 
of apology," Bishop David A. 
Zubik apologized last night for 
sins including sexual abuse by 
clergy and other representa- 
tives of the Catholic Church in 
Pittsburgh, and begged for his 
parishioners' forgiveness. 

Many of them had come to 
the service with "hurts that 
you hold and perhaps pain- 
fully so," he said. 

"For whatever way any 
member of the church has 
hurt, offended, dismissed or 
ignored any one of you, I beg 
you - the church begs you - 
for forgiveness," Bishop Zubik 
told several hundred people 

inside St. Paul Cathedral in 
Oakland. 

Out in the pews, former 
Catholic and onetime semi- 
narian Tim Bendig took com- 
fort from those words and 
from the rest of Bishop Zubik's 
service. Sexually abused by 
former priest Anthony Cipolla 
as a teenager in the 1980s, Mr. 
Bendig - now 40 - hadn't 
entered a Catholic church for 
20 years. 

He restrained himself from 
making the sign of the cross, 
reciting prayers and singing 
hymns. But he was looking for 
a chance to forgive the wrongs 
against him and to renew his 
life as a Catholic. Last night, 
he found it. 

SEE APOLOGY, PAGE B-3 

Copyright © 2018 Newspapers,com. All Rights Reserved. istegVapery.' 
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Bishop Zubik leads service of apology 
APOLOGY, FROM PAGE B-1 

"I feel uplifted," Mr. Bendig, 
who settled a lawsuit against 
the diocese in 1993, said as he 
nervously prepared to shake 
Bishop Zubik's hand after the 
service. "I feel real light on 
my feet. I feel refreshed. What 
I hoped I would accomplish 
today, I accomplished." 

The service began on a som- 
ber note. In place of the usual 
organ music and hymns of 
welcome, Bishop Zubik and his 
alter servers entered in silence, 
the only noises the sound of 
their footsteps and the rustling 
and muffled coughing of those 
in attendance. 

Reaching the altar, BiShop 
Zubik prostrated himself 
before it, lying flat and motion- 
less on the cool marble floor for 
a full two minutes. He stood up, 
and soon offered the opening 
prayer in a ringing voice that 
filled the huge, vaulted cathe- 
dral. 

'Where sin has divided and 

scattered, may your love make 
one again," he said, addressing 
God. "Where sin has brought 
weakness and hurt, may your 
power heal and strengthen. 
Where sin has brought death, 
may your spirit raise to life." 

But even as he celebrated 
God's mercy, he acknowledged 
that the church is made up of 
men and women who are very 
human and at times, very sin- 
ful. 

It was clear from the hun- 
dreds of people attending the 
service that their sins had 
caused harm, he said. 

"Simply by being here, you 
call me, you charge me, to not 
only not forget the sins of the 
church in Pittsburgh, but you 
charge me to ensure, with our 
brothers and sisters in the 
church, that these hurts don't 
happen again," Bishop Zubik 
said. 

He would do whatever he 
could, he told his listeners - 
many of whom were middle- 
aged men and elderly women 

-to restore their trust in the 
church "so that as a church, we 
can live our best, love our best, 
do our best, give our best." 

Bishop Zubik then lit six 
candles of remembrance and 
apology to the victims - chil- 
dren, teenagers and adults - of 
abuse by representatives of the 
church, 

"We acknowledge their 
deep wounds," said a priest, 
after Bishop Zubik lit the third 
candle. "We acknowledge the 
betrayal of a most sacred trust. 
We acknowledge their cour- 
age in speaking the truth. We 
affirm their dignity as people 
who are seeking truth and 
accountability, compassion 
and redress for the wrong that 
has been done to them. We sup- 
port their healing, We offer our 
prayer for their journey toward 
wholeness." 

Amy McConnell Schactr 
smith can be reached at 412-263- 
.1122 or aschammith@post- 
gazette.com. 
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Nearly 100 Parishioners Gather For Bishop Zubik's "Service Of Apology" 

By Dayld Hishfield March 21, 2016 at 11:08 pm 

Filed Under: Bishop David Zublk, David HIshfield, Mass, Pittsburgh Catholic Diocese, Saint Paul Cathedral, Service Of Apology 

PITTSBURGH (KDKA) -A "Service of Apology" Was held Monday evening by 

Pittsburgh Catholic Diocese Bishop David Zubik. 

It was for people hurt by the church in any way, including those sexually 
abused by clergy. 

Cameras were not allowed inside the service at Saint Paul Cathedral In 

Oakland, but nearly 100 people gathered to hear what Bishop Zubik had to 
say. 

"Some of the people said they're coming because they're angry that I closed a 

church building," said Bishop Zubik. "Other people are angry because a priest 
didn't treat them kindly In the sacrament of confession. Some people are 
coming because they've been abused by someone in the church!' 

In fact, it was three weeks ago that a grand jury report alleged two bishops 

from the Altoona -Johnstown Diocese helped cover up the sexual abuse of 
children by more than 50 priests over decades. 

It did not involve the Pittsburgh Diocese, and the "Service of Apology" was 

planned well before the announcement. 
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31112018 Nearly 100 Parishioners Gather For Bishop Zubik's "Service Of Apology" a CBS Pittsburgh 

Join The Conversation On The KDKA Facebook Page 

Stay Up To Date, Follow KDKA On Twitter 

Bishop Zubik held his first "Service of Apology" when he was in Green Bay, 

after he was inspired by Pope John Paul II. Then, he held one in here In 

Pittsburgh in 2009. 

"My staff in Green Bay, and when I came back to Pittsburgh for the first time, 

my staff said, 'I don'tthink that's such a good idea for you to do It, but I felt it 
was," said Bishop Zubik. "It was an important risk to take." 

He says both times his staff feared it could make the hurt worse, but he 

wants people to know his words are sincere. 

"Just by my saying I'm sorry for the church, I'm not expecting that's going to 
make it easier for people said Bishop Zubik. "But I hope at least it's going to 

the help there to be a new beginning for folks." 

The bishop leaves for Washington D.C. Tuesday. 

He's the lead petitioner in a case going before the U.S. Supreme Court this 

week that challenges part of the Affordable Care Act. Specifically, whether 
church -related organizations have to pay for contraception as part of 
healthcare. 
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EXHIBIT C 



IDE1A1:015NT c3F CURRGY PERSONNEL< 

DIC)0E:B. OF PITThBUBGH 

PERSONAL, 42Na CONMENTIAL 
MEMORANDUM 

TQ: 13-ishOP WuerI 

FROM fatter Zutik) 
DATE: August 5, 1994 

Reverend BrneSt C, Pane 

. . . . 

111.134ULEVAitt ALLIEs 

(4PITTSBLIFIGli,'PENNSW,VANIA.1042. 4&6-$0.60 

lily 15, 1994, father Lengwin, Mrs, rilaherlY .and Pr. WOE= IcTaft* ;as 11P480:41 
Support Team, Waited with approximately lg individlials at Saint Anthony Parish, Bessemer, 
to listen to their concerns regarding the regent pubtieatiOn of the 4.aaignrcent of Edward 
:Huff, I should like to update you mi. several :facets: of that meeting as I understand them to 
have taken:place Through father .Lengwinami *s. Flaherty.. 

Apparently, during the course: Qf the evening, the Mots of theytning- /1103741: 6 -.bad 

some contacts with Ed Huff, indicated some anger with Bob. Guay and myself, They felt that 
we $.1101ad have. substantiated :the guilt of Ed guff; Miring- the cCiptse of the last several 
months, Father Cinay, Father Lengwiti, Mrs, Rita Flaherty, Bill Steidle and myself met 
several times with father 3Ohn 'Fitzgerald about gmjigigt or a pastoral tUPPort. le* 
Meeting With -the people of Bessemer. Each time that this suggestion was brought tip to 
Father fitzgerald, he indicated that the timing was not $604, 

In additkin, you should be aware that Mrs. Flaherty has been engaged in .a ntunber of 
conversations over the course a the last several months with Mrs, Ellen Bekosld, a 
spokesperson: for the parents in Bessemer. Rita has attempted to respond each time to the 
-concerns. ofMrs. B&W& Those ebtiOernS Were 2.0tUglIY focused on the slow process of the 
CYS and District Attorney's Mee in Lawrence County, These Ar4.fittS: 0.04'0 course 
m not our responsibility. Rita attempted to help Mrs. Bekoski imderstand this fact, 
Rita also attempted to address 'the importance Of such a Pastoral Support Team iligeting in 
her .conversations with Mrs. Bekoski who also indicated -bad timing because of an auto 
accident winch involved her son and a 'WV for which 'het OA ig.1*114 aata0d. 

ItIS. my understanding that *t.- the Olt of the pastoral support team Meet:Mg On Ally 2.5, 

the parents had calmed down and appreciated the time and .energy .expended. by the te 
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As father LengWillhatapPrised you,. oneother issue -which was raised aithe meeting, 
without auy advance 110tiOA, was a ulaith, by that not. than 30 years: ag her 
brother was abused by Father Brest r4Ofle. met ittdPaffP11 cal ght.everYone off guard. 

Sincethat rooting, Father. Nong's Ilk was reviewed With great -care. .There is great 
deal of correspondence in his file during his send/pry days iiithe :early '50s vhich raised: 
questions about his physical. and motional health. gaol; time =ports were given to Bishop 
Darden by psychologists examining Father. one,: he Was ad arced to tint next ttag0 
toward ordination. Father Pao 'US. Ordained a .pflost for the Diocese of Pittsburg/11V 
Efshoppearden May25.4. 19n. 

Following ordination, Bride was *Signed fo. a number Of difretentparishe,s Those 
agnIgnineAta are as f011owc 

Parbehial Vkati Saint TWA AlicialPPa OUne la, WI:December 7, 196() 
Parochial Vicar, Epiphany, Uptown (Decemberli, 1960 -May SOT 1961) 
Patoehia Vicar Mother of Sorraws,.1Weltees 12nqks may 1,1961-Qctoher :24;1961) 
Parochial Vicar, Saint Monica, Wampum/Sent 'Theresa, Koppel (October 25. 190 - 
May. 29,.1962). 
PAro4i Ili oar, Madonna :oflerusalem, Sharpsburg (May. 29, 1962+May 24, 1966) 

During the. course of his 9 -years service -within the thocese, the file shows that the 
requests: were either made by hit =speedy& kastoric asking for a transfer` or Ernest hIrmelf 
requesting*: transfer+ The file also bolds :that' 1964, Bishop Wright presented a petitial 
in Rat Br* ho tedueed to the laY 044 

On May 20, 1966, Bilhop Wright granted Pather Vone at liglefinite leave .of 
absence llor TeaSons bound up with. your psychological: and physical health as 
well as skillful Well-being .'" The file shwa at folloW.kto the beginning of is 
leave of absence, ,Father Paone did weekend work in the Archdioce;se- of Los 
Angeles, Jrr 1967 he moved to the Diocese otso..Diop. While in $an Diego 

rnie began. a course of studies at the Calholle U.DiNterSity'iif Diego. miring 
that -time be lived in a private residence. 

- Iii '1977, Miming some dispute with Bishop- Uonard, medical coverage. was 
stopped. for Father Paone during 'which time he began. personal coverage in 
Cali for*. It was in Saptereher 1977 tat Bishop teonardasIced Father Parole 
to weither tatUnt and fake an assitrimeni or b.e ineardinated in the Meese *here 
you are. iving. I am writing to Tadiag-Y1511,.*: There is no further correspondence 
on that particular ism. 

The next correspondence which The file contains follows. your October 6., 1989 
letter to rather None which You asked him to provide You a brief description. 
of his present ministry. This was a letter which you sent to all diocesan priests 
servinoutside-the-dioceseT-Tn-response-to,your-letteryou-rcceivcd-a-letter-frorn----- 
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his 'physician and a letter from tile pastor bf Saint Denis Catholic Church, 
Diardond )3ar, COffirrft, who Indicated that Father Paone was supplying 
assistance on zStmdays and _Holy Days- in. That parish for 21 years. During this 
titte., he continued to live in Oceanside, California.. 

In September, 1991, father lone foqueStect perMission to exercise :priestly 
roiniwy 1n the Diocese of Rpail, Nevada, Father Paone was..grvatted permission 
to pursue that possibility With Bishop Daniel Walsh -ate Diocese of itenoIas 
Vegas, Nevada who appointed him as Parochial Vicar (Pro -Tern) :at Saint Mm. 
Parish, Las Ikga.5) nIanotY IM; On March 1/,:19923.1tather Paone wrote 
to share with you that he was moving from. Las Vegas back. to his residence in 
California. There is a letter from his physician Supporting the need for hue to 
return to California for reasons of liealth. 

In addition to this chronology, &ea documents were discovered in his file as follows: 

I. A letter dated May 1, 1962 to Bishop Wright from Father Edmund 1, Sheety. 
Pastor Of amt Mogica Parish, Wamputh. In the letter, Father $heeV wrote, 
'tsxtiCe sip hla appointment I have found it necessary to report hits to the 
Chancery for conduct degtadingto thepieathood, scandalous to the parishioners 
and:disobedient to me," 

'Uwe interceded to proventhis being arrested; once for molesting young boys. 
of the parish; again for the illegal use of guns with even yongger parishiono.:" 
There is no response to father Sheety from Bishop Wright 

2. Aletter dated August 20. 1064 from Dr. Patrick I,,,MeDonough,- a paycliattist. 
to Bishop Leonard. The report is of a psychological nature and makes reference 
to ultomosexual acting out.' There is no reference in the letter to any such 
behavior -With ming ihdividualS. 

An August 20 1964 letter to Mr. Robert 5 Masters. District Attorney of Beaver 
County front Bishop Leonard. The letter indicates that Father Paone was 
confined to saint Francis. Hospital but references for the reason for hospitAlzatiou 
are' vague.. Attached to Bishop Lermard'S letter was an August 4, 1964 letter 
from .Digtria Attorney 1s/asters. with transcript of intetVieWS Whieh Were: 
conducted in. the 'Beaver County Courthouse with a woman and her son who: 
testified 144010g rather 'Frame's inappropriate behavior -with her 16 year old 
son. The transcript shows that Father Paone offered alcohol to the young man 
and also tied to engage him in sexual activity.. The young man did chigic.the. 

alcohol but did not oblige in sexual activity; The mother and; son did not wish 
to prosecute Pate Paone 

You should low that these'. last -three pieces of correspondence Were plaeed. Ite. 
confidential thLet 
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NOw that 'have offered youth's synopsis of Fathc agne!sM, I can also Aare With 
you that Mrs: Flaherty -has been in Contact With with the inititation that hat 
brother Qom& to meet with us to discuss what *porta betweea binrelf and Father Paone 
more thAtt 30 years ago. prordstd: to discuss Ibis with her brother 'but telt 
quite sure that he would not wish to pursue the matter any further was very 
pleased that the diocese was. faXowing up so quickly .on, her reference to Father Pao* 
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OFFICE OF tHE BISHOP 

OiPPESE OP P1TTSBLJRH 

Dear shop waish: 

111 BOULEVARC) OF AWES. 
-171r1t6-UROK. PENNEY1,VAN1A -163.22.;1898 

(412) 456.3011) 
FAX: (412)4564185 

August 26, 1994 

On August 16, 1991, the Reverend Finest C. Paone, a priest of the Diocese of 
Pittsburgh who has been, on an indefinite leave Of absence since 1966 requested permission 
to accept a priestly assignment in the Diocese of Reno -Las Vegas. On November 4, 1991, 
I granted Father Paone's request and you assigned bun as parochial vicar at Saint Anne 
Parish, Las Vega.s. 

Very recently, an allegation Was made by a woman who claims that more than 30 
years ago her brother was molested by Father Paone. Thus far, this allegation has not been 
substantiated. Since I have only become aware of this matter, I want to .share it with you 
even though, I understand, he has retained to his private residence in. Oceanside, California. 
I am not aware of any information which would suggest that Father Paone was involved in 
any improper behavior during his brief visit in the Diocese of Reno -Las Vegas, Nevada. 

Iad I been a.ware of this allegation In Father Paone's past I would not have supported 
bis request for a priestly assignment in your diocese. Nor would I have Written to you 
indicating that he was a priest in good standing. To address this situation, the Reverend 
David A. Zubik, Director of the Department of Clergy Personnel of the Diocese of 
Pittsburgh, has been.m touch with Father Paone to invite him to meet and examine the entire 
situation. 

With every personal good wish and prayer,. I am 

Fraternally b Christ, 

Most Reverend Daniel F. Walsh, D.D. 
Diocese. of Reno -Las Vegas. 
Office of the Bishop 
PO Box 18316 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89114 

Most Reverend Dmialci W. Wuerl 
Bishop of Pittsburgh 

PGH_CP 00.12141 
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EXHIBIT E 



SECRETARIAT FOR cE,PROYAN.t) FIEWGIOLIS 

faCESE OF PITT8E31.1-1 

Pordidential 

111 BOULEVARD9PALLIEB 
.PrrrBBUROH, PONNOYLYANIA 15222 

441:2).4#613006 

lanuary A 1.996 

lls-gr, Dan Esi 
Pastoral Center 
E. 0. Bo* 85728 
San. Diego, CA :92186' 

Dear *gr. Dillabough, 

As &follow up 'to your phone conversation of Amu '25 with "MrS. Rita Flaherty, a 
staff niember in the Clergy-Peronnef Office, I. would wish to inform you that Father Ernest 
Panne does possess the ai1ties :of the Diocese of Pittsburgh. 

:I would also, like to farm you that we. pAA't with Father Paone In Septernber 1994 
to diScUss the allegation. made dalng a public meeting by woman who: claimed that her 
brother had been Molested by rather Fame over 36 years -ago, Despite the vague nature 
of the alleg.ation. and the lack. of first hand information by the dzgoci victlm, rather Pane 
was -cooperative _in complying with our r-ecornmendation that he undergo a:comprehensive 
:evaluation at St. Luke Institute: I should also -add that Father Paone denied the fruthrtilnessi 
;of this allegation :during our meeting wilh 

The ;result a the evaluation conducted in October 104 was that no diagnosis of 
,epliehophilia or pedoplaia.was given.. Since there:has. not been any other information that 
might give cause for concern over the ps 30 year's, St. Luke Institute did not believe 
inpatient treatment was warranted. 

if Ican provide any .additional information, do not hesitate to :contact me oT Mrs. 
-Flaherty. 

Wishing you my very best, I am 

RFO:ru 
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Secretary for Clergy and Religious- 
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